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Abstract 
Successive Five Year Plans have aimed at improving irrigation 
facilities, encouraging the use of fertilizers, improved varieties of seeds, 
implements, machinery and institutional credit. As a result, there has been 
a significant increase in the use of modern inputs leading to higher 
productivity and production. The agricultural sector occupies a key 
position in the Indian economy. After independence, the agricultural 
scenario has changed considerably and agriculture is considered as the 
main source of India's economy. India has witnessed significant increase in 
the production of foodgrains (green revolution), oil seeds (yellow 
revolution), milk (white revolution), and fruits and vegetables (golden 
revolution). All this became possible owing to the application of cutting 
edge science and technology along with positive policy support, and hard 
work of Indian farmers. The Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
(ICAR), an apex organization functioning under National Agricultural 
Research System (NARS), for conducting and coordinating agricultural 
research, has been at the forefront of these agricultural revolutions in the 
country, making India not only self-sufficient, but also surplus with food. 
As a forward looking organization, fully realizing the emerging complex 
challenges, ICAR has set upon to attain the 'Rainbow Revolution' covering 
the entire spectrum of activities in agriculture which will make India a 
developed nation. 
India's first agriculture university (now G.B. Pant University of 
Agriculture & Technology) was established at Pantnagar in the year 1960. 
At present, there are 40 State Agricultural Universities (SAUs), 5 Deemed 
to be Universities (DUs) and 1 Central Agricultural University (CAU). 
They have been playing a vital role in providing education and research 
facilities for the development of agriculture in India and the libraries of 
these have been acting as nodal centers by providing valuable information, 
catering to their needs since the inception of agricultural universities and 
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institutions. The agricultural libraries in India have to play a vital role by 
providing quick access to information. 
The developments that occurred in the last few decades in 
information technology have created a growing awareness among those 
concerned with agricultural development. Today, the agricultural university 
libraries have been far behind in adopting new technologies due to fewer 
funds, lack of trained staff, etc. There is a need for library professionals in 
India to look at agricultural library resource development in a wider 
perspective so as to cope with the changing role of library services. There 
is also a need to adopt newer tools and techniques of information 
technology, communication technology, library networking etc., to make 
library and information services user friendly and relevant to the parent 
organization. 
Since the libraries of agricultural universities play a vital role in 
agricultural production by serving as effective centers of information 
communication. The scope of the study attempts to analyze the available 
collection and services of the library and the extent of its use by post 
graduate students and research scholars. The study is limited to two 
agricultural university libraries i.e. Indian Agricultural Research Institute, 
New Delhi and G.B. Pant University of Agricultural and Technology, 
Pantnagar. 
Utility of the study is to investigate the use of collection and 
services, purpose of usage of collection and services, satisfaction level in 
using the collection and services, and adequacy of collection among the 
students (P.G. students and research scholars) in both the libraries. This 
study aims at revealing the strength and weakness of collection and 
services of both the libraries. 
This study attempts to achieve the following objectives: 
i. To determine how frequently, and for what purpose the students of 
the above mentioned universities use different categories of 
information sources and services in the library. 
ii. To identify the type of E-sources used by the students of these two 
university libraries, 
iii. To assess the form (print or electronic) of library collection and 
services in use in both the university libraries, 
iv. To ascertain the adequacy of print and electronic collection in 
fulfilling the information needs of the students in both the 
universities. 
V. To find out the attitude of library staff in assisting the students for 
searching the needed information, 
vi. To know the level of satisfaction in using the collection and services 
by students of both the universities and to suggest suitable solutions. 
Before and after independence, a large number of agricultural 
universities, institutes, colleges and research centers under ICAR along 
with their libraries consisting of a good collection of books and effective 
services came into existence. They have moved towards building digital 
collections, electronic sources of information, and library automation and 
networking made possible by the emergence of new tools and techniques of 
information technology. So far, no comparative study has been dealt with 
comprehensively regarding the use of agricultural university libraries 
collection and services as a whole in the country or state. It was difficult to 
select all the agricultural university libraries to conduct an in-depth study 
and therefore two agricultural university libraries of national repute run by 
center/state government with ample funds and good collection of resources 
and services have been selected for research in this study. The agricultural 
university libraries selected for the study include: 
i. Indian Agricultural Research Institute Library, New Delhi (Deemed 
University Library), 
ii. Gobind Ballabh Pant University of Agricultural and Technology 
Library, Pantnagar (Uttarakhand). 
On the basis of the scope and objectives of the study and after 
reviewing the literature the following hypotheses have been proposed: 
i. There is significant difference between lARI and GBPUAT students 
(P.G. students and research scholars) who visit the library, 
ii. There exists significant difference between lARI and GBPUAT 
students (P.G. students and research scholars) in terms of use of 
library collection and services. 
iii. There exists significant difference in the level of adequacy of library 
collection of lARI and GBPUAT libraries, 
iv. Library collection and services in electronic format in both lARI 
and GBPUAT libraries are used more by lARI and GBPUAT 
students (P.G. students and research scholars), 
v. E-journals, CD-ROM databases and, online databases, slowly, but 
surely, are becoming an important part of library collection and 
services in both the libraries, 
vi. There exists significant difference in the level of satisfaction of 
lARI and GBPUAT students (P.G. students and research scholars) 
regarding the use of the library collection and services. 
The nature of the present study required the survey of lARI and 
GBPUAT libraries, which are situated in New Delhi and Uttrakhand. In 
this study, questionnaire, interview and observation techniques have been 
used for data collection. Questionnaires were distributed among 150 P.G. 
students and 100 research scholars at lARI, and 150 P.G. students and 100 
research scholars at GBPUAT. 130 students (85 P.G. students and 45 
research scholars) of lARI and 143 students (96 P.G. students and 47 
research scholars) of GBPUAT returned the filled in questionnaires. 
Finally, 125 students (80 P.G. students and 45 research scholars) belong to 
lARI, and 137 students (90 P.G. students and 47 research scholars) belong 
to GBPUAT were selected because of the problems in the questionnaires. 
Data for the present study has also been collected from some 
valuable primary sources (i.e. library manual, annual reports, souvenir, 
journals, pamphlets, prospectus, etc.), and secondary sources (i.e. 
dictionaries, encyclopedias, handbooks, etc.). In addition to this, the 
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websites of agricultural universities were also scanned for much needed 
information. 
To give form and meaning to the statistical data through 
interpretations and conclusions, the collected data from the P.G. students 
and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT were organized, tabulated, 
analyzed and interpreted and compared in the light of objectives set forth 
in this study. All the variables were defined, and values were assigned. 
Moreover, this study may also be used as a basis for an elaborate 
comparative study between the lARI and GBPUAT students (P.G. students 
and research scholars). The tools used in this study include frequency 
distribution, percentages, mean scores and ranking techniques for data 
analysis. Tables and graphs after analyzing the collected data have been 
prepared for all the variables using MS-Word and MS-Excel Package. 
Likert's scale and chi-square test has also been applied to show the 
difference between the use of library collection and services of lARI and 
GBPUAT and to test the hypotheses. On the basis of these tables and 
graphs, findings and conclusion of this research study was reached. 
The conclusion of the study is that the difference between the visit 
to the library of lARI and GBPUAT students is significant. The study also 
reveals that there exist a significant difference in the usage of library 
collection and services, purpose of using the library collection and 
services, satisfaction level of using the library collection and services and 
adequateness of collection of lARI and GBPUAT. It is observed that CD-
ROM databases, E-journals and online databases are the highly used E-
sources among most of the students of lARI and GBPUAT. E-form of 
bibliographical service, document delivery service, indexing and 
abstracting service, CD-ROM database search services (CAB abstract, 
AGRICOLA, agriculture & natural resources, biotechnology and BIOSIS) 
are used by the students of lARI and GBPUAT. Finally, the result shows 
that the collection and services in electronic format have become the highly 
used medium among the students of both the agricultural universities and 
an important part of both the agricultural university libraries in fulfilling 
the demands of the student community for required information. In order to 
catch the impact of information revolution, agricultural university libraries 
have been influenced most and are playing an important role in transferring 
the scientific and technological information to the users by building print 
and electronic collection. There is also a need to develop the use culture at 
national and international level among all the agricultural libraries for 
effective utilization of collection and services. 
This research study has been organized under the following 
chapters: 
Chapter-1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the background, need and significance of the 
study; along with research problems, objectives, scope, hypotheses, 
limitations, literature survey and research methodology adopted for the 
study. 
Chapter-2 Review of Related Literature 
Related literature of the previous studies conducted in India and 
abroad on the various aspects of this study, such as information sources, 
information need, information seeking behaviour, library collections and 
resources, information usage, information services, library and information 
services and reader's services, have been reviewed in this chapter. 
Chapter-3 Agricultural University Libraries in India 
This chapter traces the historical development and significant 
achievements of agriculture during the Ancient, Medieval, Modern, British, 
Post-independence and green revolution periods. It also shows the 
establishment of agricultural universities in India; the factors and pathos 
contributing towards healthy growth and development, chronological 
growth of agricultural university libraries (state, central and deemed) in 
India and the present status of agricultural university libraries (collection 
and services). It outlines the definition of an agricultural university library 
along with its objectives, functions, collection, services, policy and 
elements required for the growth of collection. It also discusses the future 
of Indian agricultural libraries. 
Chapter-4 Collection and Services of lARI Library and GBPUAT Library 
This chapter provides information regarding the background of lARI 
and GBPUAT. It also discusses the collection, services, achievements and 
future programms of lARI and GBPUAT library. 
Chapter-5 Comparative Study of Usage of Library Collection and Services 
This chapter deals with in-depth analysis and interpretation of data 
collected regarding the usage of collection and services of both the 
agricultural university libraries. 
Chapter-6 Summary and Conclusion 
The sixth chapter is devoted to the findings, recommendations and 
areas of future research. 
Bibliographical References 
For providing the bibliographical references, APA (American 
Psychological Association) Citation Style, 5 edition has been used in the 
study. 
In the end a bibliography is included followed by appendices which 
contain the questionnaire. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The process of planned economic development in India began with 
the launch of the First Five Year Plan in April 1951. At that time, the 
country faced severe food shortage and was confronted by mounting 
inflation. The Plan accorded pride of place to programmes meant for 
agriculture and community development. This was a natural priority for the 
Plan which sought to raise the standard of living in rural areas and 
overcome food shortages. Successive Five Year Plans have aimed at 
improving irrigation facilities, encouraging the use of fertilizers, improved 
varieties of seeds, implements, machinery and institutional credit. As a 
result, there has been a significant increase in the use of modern inputs 
leading to higher productivity and production. Considerable amount of 
progress has been made not only in the production of major foodgrains, but 
also in horticultural crops. The agricultural sector occupies a key position 
in the Indian economy. Approximately a quarter of India's national income 
originates from this sector. 
In the mid-sixties India depended upon the international markets for 
food grain supply, with millions of its people going hungry, but from then 
on, there has been no looking back. The Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research (ICAR) was reorganized with the object of enabling it to play a 
more effective role. The dwarf wheat created, started a revolutionary 
process of higher produce. High-yielding varieties of rice and hybrid 
maize, jowar and bajra were released. All-India coordinated projects were 
started. Agronomic experiments on farmers' fields became a gigantic 
national operation. The new varieties were supported by the latest 
agricultural practices. The compete involvement of the centre and state 
governments and, the infrastructure, systematically built after 1947, paved 
the way for an increased agricultural production, and then subsequently led 
to the Green Revolution, which brought about a tremendous rise in 
foodgrain production, from 54.921 million tones to 210.44 million tones 
{India, 2007). 
The massive increase in agricultural production notwithstanding, 
some problems remained, and still remains to be tackled. The Green 
Revolution did not cover all the crops. The main spurt in production was in 
the case of wheat, though there had been increase in the case of a few other 
cereals also. However, in the case of pulse crops and oilseeds the progress 
has been insufficient and a great deal will have to be done to step up their 
production too. These two major groups of crops can, in no case, be 
ignored. Pulses contain a higher proportion of protein than cereals and, in a 
country where the people are largely vegetarian, these crops occupy a very 
important place. It may be added here that due to insufficient production of 
oil-seeds, large quantities of edible oils have still to be imported. 
Again, by and large, the yield, per hectare, of most of the crops is 
still quite low as compared to that in agriculturally advanced countries. 
There is an urgent need to take measures based on research, to stabilize the 
annual agricultural production which is subject to considerable 
fluctuations, either because of weather conditions or because of damages 
caused by pests and plant-diseases. Likewise, there are many problems to 
be tackled with respect to animal husbandry and veterinary science; as also 
in the vast and important area of fishery. 
Besides the above, another aspect which adds to the problem is that 
there has been a steady growth in population. It is estimated that India's 
population is 1027 million (531.3 million males and, 495.7 million 
females) as of March 2001. There are about 103 million farming families 
spread over 127 agro-climatic zones of the country with a variety of crop 
and animal production systems (Jain and Goria, 2006). Till recently, about 
one tone of foodgrains per six persons per year was being sourced, whereas 
it should have been for four persons. This, in turn, means that the per 
capita consumption of foodgrains in India is not at all satisfactory. 
It is an established fact that the land available for cultivation is 
limited, and will continue to decrease further, on account of the ever-
growing demands of industries, roads, houses, etc. In India, for instance, 
broad cropping patterns indicate that though foodgrains have 
preponderance in gross cropped areas as compared to non-foodgrains, their 
relative share came down from 76.7 percent in 1950-51, to 65.6 percent 
during 2003-04 (India, 2007). The total cropped area has also been 
fluctuating from year to year. 
It is clear from the above that unless continuous improvement is 
brought upon the present level of crop production, India may once again 
face food storage. Since the area under cultivation can not be increased and 
steady growth of population can not be checked, the only alternative left is 
to make qualitative improvement in farming, which, in turn, requires 
improved agricultural production technology. For this, an efficient research 
and development programme is needed. It is now recognized that the 
effectiveness of any research and development programme depends upon 
the quality and quantum of work done by its scientists, who, in turn, have 
to be effectively assisted by technical, administrative and supporting 
agencies. One of such agencies, and an important one, is the agricultural 
university or institutional library, which plays a pivotal role in information 
communication and also, in keeping the scientists posted with the latest 
knowledge and advancement in their respective fields of specialization. 
1.1 NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
After independence, the agricultural scenario has changed 
considerably due to socio-economic, technological, industrial and political 
developments in the country. Now, agriculture is considered as the 
backbone, and the main source of India's economy, supporting directly and 
indirectly, 70% of the population of India (India, 2007). Since 
independence, India has witnessed significant increase in the production of 
foodgrains (green revolution), oil seeds (yellow revolution), milk (white 
revolution), and fruits and vegetables (golden revolution). All this became 
possible owing to the application of cutting edge science and technology 
along with positive policy support, and hard work of Indian farmers. The 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR), an apex organization 
National Agricultural Research System (NARS), for conducting and 
coordinating agricultural research, has been at the forefront of these 
agricultural revolutions in the country, making India not only self-
sufficient, but also with surplus in food. As a forward looking 
organization, fully realizing the emerging complex challenges, ICAR has 
set upon to attain the 'Rainbow Revolution' covering the entire spectrum 
of activities in agriculture which will make India a developed nation, free 
from poverty, hunger, malnutrition, and environmental safety. To achieve 
this goal, it is operating two prestigious mega projects, viz. National 
Agricultural Technology Project, which lays emphasis on production 
system research, organization and management reforms as well as 
innovations in technology dissemination, and the Agricultural Human 
Resources Development Project which emphasizes on improving the 
quality of agricultural education. 
Constitutionally agriculture is a State subject in India. The Ministry 
of Agriculture, Government of India, through its Department of Agriculture 
and Cooperation (DAC), Department of Agricultural Research & Education 
(DARE) coordinates agricultural research and development. The DARE 
looks after agricultural research and education, whereas DAC looks after 
extension. Indian National Agricultural Research System (NARS) is one of 
three largest R&D networks in the world. India's first agriculture 
university (now G.B. Pant University of Agriculture & Technology) was 
established at Pantnagar in the year 1960. At present under the NARS, 
about 30,000 Scientists/teachers are working in 47 Central Institutes (CIs), 
5 National Bureaus (NBs), 12 Project Directorates (PDs), 33 National 
Research Centers (NRCs), 91 All India Coordinated Research Projects 
(AlCRPs), 440 Krishi Vigyan Kendras (KVKs, i.e. Farm Science Centers), 
120 Zonal Agricultural Research Stations (ZRS), 10 Trainers Training 
Centers (TTCs), 44 Agriculture Technology Information Centres (ATIC), 
numerous regional research centers, 40 State Agricultural Universities 
(SAUs), 5 Deemed to be Universities (DUs) and 1 Central Agricultural 
University (CAU) (Jain and Goria, 2006; DARE/ICAR Annual Report, 2002-
2003). They have been playing a vital role in providing education and 
research facilities for the development of agriculture in India and the 
libraries of these have been acting as nodal centers by providing valuable 
information, catering to their needs since the inception of agricultural 
universities and institutions. The libraries in these organizations have also 
grown along with the growth and development of these organizations. 
The agricultural libraries in India have to play a vital role by 
providing quick access to information. The Government of India is 
conscious of improving the state of agricultural libraries. In the past, many 
committees were appointed to meet the challenges of providing agricultural 
information efficiently. These were headed by Damle (1955), Ralph R. 
Shaw and D.B. Krishna Rao (1957), Randhawa (1960), Dorothy Parker 
(1969), and Edith Hesse (1997). Most of the recommendations made have 
since been accepted by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
(ICAR), though only a few have been implemented so far. 
Rapid developments in science and technology, have led to a virtual 
information explosion in the world. To achieve an optimal utilization of 
these developments, it is essential that the scientists in the Indian National 
Agricultural Research System have quick access and free exchange of 
information at local, national and international levels. The global village, 
shrinking world, digital revolution etc. are some of the terms which are 
used to describe the importance of information. In this fast developing 
world, time is a crucial factor and availability of timely information is 
imperative to provide the cutting edge of any research programme. 
Fortunately, with the phenomenal development in computer technology 
India is in a position to accomplish the task of information management, so 
that the information is integrated, as well as disseminated and shared. The 
importance of information assimilation in agricultural development was 
recognized in India from the beginning of this century. The developments 
that occurred in the last few decades in information technology have 
created a growing awareness among those concerned with agricultural 
development. The important contribution that the agricultural library and 
information systems have made to the farming community, not only have 
helped increase the yield level of crops but also alleviated the economic 
status. 
Today, Agricultural university libraries are undergoing significant 
changes not only in outlook, but also in the function, services, methods and 
techniques used for collection, processing and dissemination of 
information made possible by applications of information and 
communication technologies (ICTs). Various factors like emergence of 
digital collection, electronic sources of information, library automation and 
networking, reorganizing of human resources etc. have posed challenges to 
agricultural library professionals, to keep pace with the complexities of 
present requirements. The agricultural university libraries have been far 
behind in adopting new technologies due to fewer funds, lack of trained 
staff, etc. There is a need for library professionals in India to look at 
agricultural library resource development in a wider perspective so as to 
cope with the changing role of library services. There is also a need to 
adopt newer tools and techniques of information technology, 
communication technology, library networking etc., to make library and 
information services user friendly and relevant to the parent organization. 
Information services to agricultural scientists and researchers have to deal 
with published literature on agriculture planning and development in all 
fields of agriculture, and the management and conservation of natural 
resources. The rate of accumulation of knowledge now in agriculture 
related areas is a hundred times more than it was at the beginning of the 
last century. About 9000 periodicals and more than one lakh books are 
published annually related to agriculture, along with innumerable number 
of other documents in various languages of the world (Nair, 1996). 
Since the libraries of agricultural universities play a vital role in 
agricultural production by serving as effective centers of information 
communication, it is imperative that their organization, working and 
services are reviewed from time to time with a view to assessing how far 
they are able to accomplish the objectives for which they have been 
established. There is also a need to formulate a policy for its healthy 
growth. 
1.2 THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
The problem of the present study is entitled as: Use of Collection 
and Services in lARI Library and G.B. Pant Agricultural University 
Library: A Comparative Study. 
1.3 OBJECTIVES 
This study attempts to achieve the following objectives: 
i. To determine how frequently, and for what purpose the students of 
the above mentioned universities use different categories of 
information sources and services in the library. 
ii. To identify the type of E-sources used by the students of these two 
university libraries. 
iii. To assess the form (print or electronic) of library collection and 
services in use in both the university libraries. 
iv. To ascertain the adequacy of print and electronic collection in 
fulfilling the information needs of the students in both the 
universities. 
v. To find out the attitude of library staff in assisting the students for 
searching the needed information. 
vi. To know the level of satisfaction in using the collection and services 
by students of both the universities and to suggest suitable solutions. 
1.4 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
Before and after independence, a large number of agricultural 
universities, institutes, colleges and research centers under ICAR along 
with their libraries consisting of a good collection of books and effective 
services came into existence. These have move towards building digital 
collections, electronic sources of information, and library automation and 
networking made possible by the emergence of new tools and techniques of 
information technology. A number of studies have been made on 
development of information systems, resource sharing and networking in 
the context of special libraries serving engineering, health science, 
management, and other areas. There have also been many studies made on 
agricultural information systems in foreign countries. But only a very few 
studies exist on agricultural library and systems of India at either the 
national or the state level. An assessment of the achievements and failure 
of such information systems are essential to formulate realistic norms of 
their healthy growth. This needs a systematic study of the resources and 
services of various representative libraries serving functions related to 
agriculture and its various sub sectors in the region. 
So far, no comparative study has dealt comprehensively with the use 
of agricultural university libraries collection and services as a whole in the 
country or state. It is difficult to select all the agricultural university 
libraries to conduct an in-depth study and therefore two agricultural 
university libraries that have been established very early on and, are run by 
center/state government with ample funds and good collection of resource 
material and services have been selected for research in this thesis. The 
agricultural university libraries selected for the study are: 
i. Indian Agricultural Research Institute Library, New Delhi (Deemed 
University Library). 
ii. Gobind Ballabh Pant University of Agricultural and Technology 
Library, Pantnagar (Uttarakhand). 
This comparative study confines itself to the use of collection and 
services of the lARI and GBPUAT libraries; and further limits its study to 
the postgraduate students and research scholars, studying in the 
universities, where these libraries have been established. 
1.5 HYPOTHESES 
This research work has attempted to study the use of collection and 
services in the lARI and GBPUAT libraries. In this connection the 
following hypotheses are proposed to be tested: 
i. There is significant difference between lARI and GBPUAT students 
(P.G. students and research scholars) who visit the library. 
ii. There exists significant difference between lARI and GBPUAT 
students (P.G. students and research scholars) in terms of use of 
library collection and services. 
iii. There exists significant difference in the level of adequacy of library 
collection of lARI and GBPUAT libraries. 
iv. Library collection and services in electronic format in both lARI 
and GBPUAT libraries are used more by lARI and GBPUAT 
students (P.G. students and research scholars). 
V. E-journals, CD-ROM databases and, online databases, slowly, but 
surely, are becoming an important part of library collection and 
services in both the libraries. 
vi. There exists significant difference in the level of satisfaction of 
I ART and GBPUAT students (P.G. students and research scholars) 
regarding the use of the library collection and services. 
1.6 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Due to large geographical dimensions of the country, it has not been 
possible to conduct the study on a truly national scale, and include all the 
aspects of an agricultural university library. Therefore, only two 
agricultural university libraries, the lARI library and GBPUAT library 
have been selected. Another limitation of the study is that it is confined to 
only collection and services and the user group analyzed is that of P.G. 
students and research scholars of these two agricultural university libraries. 
The study examines and compares the use of collections and services of 
both the agricultural university libraries along with detailed background. 
1.7 LITERATURE SURVEY 
Prior to the launch of the study, a survey of related literature was 
undertaken. The purpose of this exercise was to understand the already 
existing trends, findings and problems, so as to arrive at the right 
perspective. The research topic was divided into various sections and a 
search was made for related resource materials in various journals, 
seminar/conference proceedings, etc. A bibliography was prepared of the 
most relevant and related research based articles. A detailed and in-depth 
study of these articles was done and the findings, noted down. 
1.8 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The nature of the present study required the survey of lARI and 
GBPUAT libraries, which are situated in New Delhi and Uttrakhand. Data 
was collected from both the libraries to examine the differences among 
them. As such, the survey of a library is recognized as the best procedure 
for examining the use of collection and services of that library. According 
to Harrods' Glossary (1984), "Survey is an account of some research 
examination, or enquiry which has been done by scientific or organized 
method". It is one of the systematic methods of data collection, and 
involves questioning individuals on a topic, or topics and description of 
responses. A survey not only helps to recognize the past and present 
conditions, but also future requirements. The utility of the survey method 
has been pointed out by many social scientists. According to Moser (1993), 
"Survey has its usefulness both in leading to the formulation of hypothesis 
and, at a more advanced stage, in putting them to test. Their function in a 
given research depends on how much is already known about the subject 
and on the purpose for which the information is required". 
Sadhu and Singh (1992) pointed out that "Survey type of research 
has the advantage of greater scope in the sense that a large volume of 
information can be collected from a very large population. Survey research, 
no doubt, is more expensive, but the amount and quality of information that 
is collected makes such investigation very economical. This information is 
also accurate, of course, within the range of sampling errors because 
trained and technical by knowledgeable personnel are employed for the 
job". A survey allows researchers to study larger groups more easily. In 
almost all cases it is not possible to survey the entire population. For the 
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results to be meaningful, a representative group should participate in the 
study, so that the findings can be generalized. 
Taking into consideration the advantages and feasibility of the 
method, survey was decided as the most appropriate approach for this 
research study, which deals with the population of post graduate students 
and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT. 
The study covers two major areas: 
i. Use of the collection present in lARI library and GBPUAT library 
by the students (P.O. students and research scholars). 
ii. Use of services in lARI and GBPUAT libraries by the students (P.G. 
students and research scholars). 
The methodology of the study is discussed under the following heads: 
1.8.1 Sample Population 
The presence of a large number of agricultural universities in India, 
makes it impossible to include all of them in the study. So, lARI and 
GBPUAT were selected for conducting in-depth study. lARI imparts 
education at post graduate and research levels while GBPUAT imparts 
education at under graduate, post graduate and research levels. The 
population of this study consists of two categories of users i.e. students 
(P.G. students and research scholars) of lARI and GBPUAT. Since the 
population size of lARI and GBPUAT are large, random sampling 
technique has been applied. 
Questionnaires were distributed among 150 P.G. students and 100 
research scholars at lARI, and 150 P.G. students and 100 research scholars 
at GBPUAT. 
1.8.2 Data Collection 
Today, large numbers of data collection techniques are available, 
such as questionnaire, schedule, interview, observation, etc. In this study. 
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the questionnaire and observation techniques have been used in data 
collection. 
i. Questionnaire Technique 
In survey research, the questionnaire is widely used to gather data 
on any particular problem. Questionnaires are administered upon a sample 
population in order to know their opinion, experiences and attitudes. The 
primary advantage of this technique is that one can make broad 
generalizations from a relatively small number of responses. For gathering 
data in this research study, the questionnaire and personal interview have 
been used. 
"A questionnaire is a formulated series of questions especially for 
statistical study" {OXFORD, 1977). It is a written document, listing a 
series of questions, pertaining to the problem under study, to which the 
investigator requires the answers. For this study, a questionnaire was 
designed to get users' view point on various issues related to the use of 
collection and services in lARI library and GBPUAT library. Questions 
have been included to collect information about the use of collection as 
well as services. 
• Designing of Questionnaire 
Before designing the questionnaire, a thorough survey of literature 
related to the research topic was conducted, so as to get a complete 
understanding of the problem. Objectives of the study and 
hypotheses of the research were then formulated. The questionnaire 
covers the area of collection and services, and aims at 
comprehensive but accurate information related to investigation. 
The questionnaire (Appendix ) in this thesis is divided into two 
parts. Part A deals with the use of library collection used by the post 
graduate students and research scholars, while part B contains 
questions about the use of various kinds of library services. 
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• Measuring Techniques 
In the investigation basically, the questionnaire has been used to 
gather data. Most of the questions consist of multiple choices where 
respondents have been asked to tick mark (V) their answers. In 
addition, the following techniques have also been used to collect the 
requisite data. 
• Rating and Ranking Scale 
• Likert- Five Point Scale and Three Point Scale 
There are several questions in the questionnaire which have open-
ended answers where respondents were asked to give their opinion 
or suggestions. 
• Pilot Survey 
To find the validity of the questions, the questionnaire was 
distributed to 25 P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and 
GBPUAT. The main objective of this pilot survey was to find out 
respondents' opinions, the language used, and to rule out 
ambiguities and doubts, if any, so as to procure accurate responses 
and results. During this exercise several suggestions were also 
received from P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and 
GBPUAT. In the light of these suggestions several questions were 
revised and some new questions were also added to the final draft. 
• Administering the Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was administered personally among 250 students 
(150 P.G. students and 100 research scholars) of lARI, and 250 
students (150 P.G. students and 100 research scholars) of GBPUAT 
during the month of February-March 2005. 130 (52%) students (85 
or 56.67% P.G. students and 45 or 45% research scholars) of lARI 
and 143 (57.2%) students (96 or 64% P.G. students and 47 or 47% 
research scholars) of GBPUAT returned the filled in questionnaires 
during the month of April-May 2005. Finally, 125 (50%) useable 
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questionnaires from the students (80 or 53.33% P.G. students and 
45 or 45% research scholars) belong to lARI, and 137 (54.8%) 
useable questionnaires from the students (90 or 60%) P.G. students 
and 47 or 47%) research scholars) belong to GBPUAT were taken 
for analysis and interpretation. 
ii. Observation Technique 
In this method, information is sought by way of the investigator's 
own direct observation. It is a good technique used to collect data. To 
verify the availability of different type of sources and services, a visit was 
made to the lARI and GBPUAT libraries. It was also noticed that there is 
a wide gap between the information provided by students in terms of 
collections and services. This technique led to make this study more 
scientific and fruitful. 
1.8.3 Sources Scanned 
Data for the present study has also been collected from some 
valuable primary sources (i.e. library manual, annual reports, souvenir, 
journals, pamphlets, prospectus, etc.), and secondary sources (i.e. 
dictionaries, encyclopedias, handbooks, etc.). In addition to this, the 
websites of agricultural universities were also scanned for much needed 
information. 
1.8.4 Data Analysis and Interpretation 
After having received the responses from P.G. students and research 
scholars, the task of data analysis and its interpretation was begun. Data 
analysis is the process of bringing order, structure and meaning to the mass 
of collected data. To give form and meaning to the statistical data through 
interpretations and conclusions, the collected data from the P.G. students 
and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT were organized, tabulated, 
analyzed and interpreted and compared in the light of objectives set forth 
in this study. All the variables were defined, and values were assigned. 
Moreover, this study may also be used as a basis for an elaborate 
comparative study between the use of library collection and services of 
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lARI and GBPUAT students (P.G. students and research scholars). The 
tools used in this study are: 
i. Frequency distribution, percentages, mean scores and ranking 
techniques in the course of data analysis have been used to identify 
the frequency, purpose and the level of satisfaction of lARI and 
GBPUAT students regarding the use of library collection and 
services. 
ii. Tables and graphs after analyzing the collected data have been 
prepared for all the variables using MS-Word and MS-Excel 
Package. 
iii. Likert's five-point scale of 4-0 (as 4 stands for 'most frequently', 3 
for 'frequently', 2 for 'somewhat frequently', 1 for 'occasionally' 
and 0 for 'never') was used to rate the frequency, purpose and 
satisfaction of the total students regarding the use of collection and 
services. Adequacy level of collection was also analyzed at three 
point scale (as 2 stands for 'adequate', 1 stands for 'fair' and 0 
stands for 'inadequate'). The mean score for each one of the sources 
has been calculated by multiplying the raw score with the 
corresponding value of the three or five point scale and the sum of it 
is divided by N i.e., number of respondents. 
iv. The chi-square test of independence has been applied to show the 
difference between the use of library collection and services of lARI 
and GBPUAT and to test the hypotheses. 
X^=(fo-fe)Vfe 
Where, fo stands for observed frequency, and 
fe stands for expected frequency. 
On the basis of these tables and graphs, findings and conclusion of 
this research study have been derived. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter reviews literature related to the use of agricuhural 
library collections and services. Literature search plays a very important 
role in research activities, and therefore, it forms the very first step of any 
research pursuit. A thorough review of related literature is very essential to 
conduct a new research. The main function of review of literature is to 
determine the work, which has been done before both theoretically and 
empirically. Also it should assist in delineation of problem areas. In 
addition to this, it provides a basis for conceptual framework, insight into 
methods and procedures, suggests operational definitions of major concepts 
and, provides a basis for interpretations of findings. 
According to Best and Kahn (1986), "since effective research is 
based upon past knowledge, review of related literature helps to eliminate 
the duplication of what has been done and provide useful hypothesis and 
helpful suggestions for significant investigation." It is a valuable guide for 
defining problems, recognizing the significance, suggesting and premising 
the data gathering device, appropriate study of design and source of data. 
This also helps to sharpen the understanding of existing knowledge in the 
problem area and provides a background for research project. Hence, the 
review of related literature formed in this context is worth noting. "The 
review of educational research gives you an excellent overview of the work 
that has been done in the field and helps to keep up with recent 
developments. It helps to move further in the right direction." A sincere 
effort has been made in this research study to identify, discover and gather 
literature concerned with various aspects related to the use of collection 
and service studies conducted in the field of agricultural sciences. To have 
a clear understanding of the literature related to the use of collection and 
services, this chapter is organized under the following categories: 
2.1 Information Sources 
In 2004, Bandyopadhyay and Thakur studied the stock of books, 
frequency of library visits of post graduate students, duration of library use 
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by them, rate of books borrowed, and readers' opinion about the collection 
& services of departmental libraries of University of Burdwan. Two sets of 
questionnaires were distributed among 150 students, and librarians of the 
Burdwan University science seminar libraries, of which 121 questionnaire 
were returned after completion. The findings of the study were that the 
Burdwan University science students used the library more or less 
satisfactorily; most of the students spent less than one hour per week in the 
library, and commented that the library was a comfortable zone and good 
for study; the purpose of the library visit was found to be mainly oriented 
towards fulfilling their curricular requirements; students of science faculty 
did not read journals much; and librarian's opinion regarding journals 
stock was not satisfactory, which means that journals were in much 
demand among scholars and teachers only. 
Singh and Singh (2004) conducted a study to know the attitude of 
research scholars towards information resources and services available to 
them at Delhi university library. A total of 300 questionnaires were 
distributed among the research scholars, 220 of which were returned and 
found usable. The findings of the study were that majority of the research 
scholars visited the library almost daily for gathering information related to 
studies; majority of the research scholars used the periodicals and internet 
to get information, and said that the periodicals collection was adequate 
enough to meet their needs; and most research scholars also found the 
library collection as adequate, specially in e-form. 
Ikhizama and Oduwole (2003) examined the pattern of use of 
information sources by agricultural scientists in Nigerian universities of 
agriculture (UOA) during the 2000-2001 session. Out of 350, 276 (78.9%) 
copies of questionnaire were returned from academic members of the staff 
of the three universities of agriculture in Nigeria (University of 
Agriculture, Abeokuta; University of Agriculture, Umudike; and University 
of Agriculture, Makurdi). The findings of the study were that the journals 
were the most widely used information sources available at their disposal; 
agriculture science lecturers relied mostly on their institution library 
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collections for gathering information; majority of the agricultural scientists 
in UOA, Abeokuta adjudged their collections as fair, those at UOA, 
Makurdi and UOA, Umudike rated their collections as inadequate; and 
major constraints in the use of information sources included gaps in 
publications in their institution's libraries and inadequate up-to-date 
reference sources. 
Ogbomo and Adomi (2003) studied the utilization of library 
resources by students at Baptist School of Nursing EKU, Delta State, 
Nigeria. Out of 71, 47 (66.2%) questionnaires were returned from the 
students. The findings of the study were that majority of the students, i.e. 
28 (59.6%) used the library every day to prepare for examinations; 25 
(53.6%)) used the library as a place to complete their assignments given by 
course lecturers; all the respondents, 47 (100%) consulted text books in 
the library; going to the shelves directly (browsing), most respondents 26 
(55.3%)) preferred to locate the materials they need from the library 
followed by assistance of library staff; and 30 (63.8%)) nursing students 
indicated short duration of book loan period as problem hindering their use 
of the library. 
Lobar and Kumbar (2002) investigated the use of library facilities 
and information resources in Sahyadri colleges, Shimoga (Karnataka). To 
collect the required data, a questionnaire was distributed among selected 
group of 100 teachers, out of which 42 (84%)) respondents were from Arts 
& Commerce College, and 49 (98%)) respondents from Science College. 
The findings of the study were that the majority of respondents visited the 
library for the purpose of consulting textbooks and reference books, to 
acquire current and general information, and to read newspapers and 
popular magazines, etc; majority of the respondents (69.05%) and 63.27%o) 
consulted the library catalogue for collecting information about documents 
available in the library; the collection of library materials met the needs of 
the faculty; the reading materials were easy to access for both colleges i.e., 
54.76% from arts and commerce, and 63.27%o from Science College; the 
subject periodicals and journals were not adequate to meet the needs of the 
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users because both the colleges lack full financial grant from the university 
authority; and majority of the respondents were found to be aware of the 
reading materials available. 
Hiller (2002) conducted a study to examine priorities, usage 
patterns, importance of information resource formats and, the impact of 
new technology on library usage. The survey population included all 
faculties and graduate students. Surveys were distributed to 3750 faculty 
and 1000 graduate students in 1998, and 3720 faculty and 1344 graduate 
students in 2001; and responses came from 1503 (40.1%) graduate students 
in 1998, and 1345 (36.2%) faculty and 563 (40.4%) graduate students in 
2001. The findings from the large scale library surveys at the University of 
Washington revealed significant differences by academic area among the 
user community; faculty and graduate students in the sciences, engineering 
and health sciences were more likely to use the library remotely; use of 
value journals (print and electronic) were higher than other resources such 
as books, archival resources etc. 
Tadasad and Metesheela (2001), in their study, indicated the pattern 
of use of information among the post-graduate students in a university 
environment, with special reference to Gulbarga University, Gulbarga. A 
questionnaire was distributed randomly to 229 post graduate students. In 
all, 204 questionnaires were received with a response rate of 89.08%. 
Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient and Kendall's Coefficient of 
Concordance were applied to test the hypothesis. The findings revealed 
that post-graduate students were heavily dependent on books, newspapers, 
popular magazines, class notes, notes of seniors; they also depended on 
general dictionaries, subject dictionaries, subject encyclopedias, and 
scientific periodicals; and utilization of other information sources were 
very low among post graduate students of Gulbarga University, Gulbarga. 
Maheswarappa and Havanur (1998) studied the use of information 
sources in comparison with the personal attributes of biological scientists 
in Karnatak University, Dharwad. A questionnaire was distributed among 
53 scientists, out of which, 48 (90.57%) scientists responded. Statistical 
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tests such as Spearman's Rank Correlation coefficient (r) and Kendal's 
coefficient of Concordance (w) were applied to test the hypothesis. The 
result of the study showed that reprints/preprints, abstracting and indexing 
journals, primary periodicals, research reports and subject bibliographies 
were the most frequently used sources of information; the 
monographs/textbooks, library' catalogues and newspapers were also 
frequently used; dictionaries, personal contacts, conference/seminar papers, 
yearbooks, directories, encyclopedias, theses and dissertations, handbooks 
and manuals, and institutional sources were occasionally used; and library 
personnel and government publications were rarely used. However, 
standards, patents, private files, trade catalogues, geographical sources, 
audio-visual sources, bibliography of bibliographies, guides to subject 
literature were never used by the majority of biological scientists in the 
university environment. 
Onadiran (1998), in his study, examined students' opinion on the 
use of Ahmadu Bello University Library, Zaria, Nigeria between May I 
and 31 of the year 1998. Data was obtained through the distribution of a 
questionnaire to all students. 3,766 usable questionnaires were received 
and analysed. The findings of the study revealed that more than half of the 
total respondents came to the library to study; using library books and 
another 1917 (50.9%) users came to the library to read periodical articles; 
very few respondents actually benefited from the library activities; and 
25.6 percent respondents borrowed books, while 9 percent came to consult 
reference materials. 
Ehikhamenor (1990), in his study noted the use of formal 
information sources in physical science research in Nigerian Universities. 
The final survey was done in May and June 1986 in four universities: the 
Universities of Benin, Ibadan, Ife and Ilorin. Altogether, 77 scientists were 
interviewed, while 134 copies of the questionnaire were distributed to 
those who were willing to complete them. Within the time available, 112 
completed copies or 84% data could be recovered. The findings of the 
study depicted that the average number of journals read on a regular basis 
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was 5.2; older scientists made less use of journals than younger ones; the 
average number of journals acquired by the scientists themselves 
personally arrangement was one fifth of the average number of journals 
read on a regular basis; thirty-nine percent (44) of the 112 scientists 
questioned visited libraries at least once a week on the average; a number 
of scientists gave reason that the library did not have the material needed; 
more scientists gave the highest ranking to journals than to any other 
reading source or service; after journals, books, and then, abstracts were 
the most useful; all the respondents in geology ranked journals as very 
useful, while the proportion of respondents in chemistry and physics, who 
ranked journals as very useful were 91% and 71% respectively; and 
chemists actually made more use of abstracts and indexes than physicists 
and geologists. The geologists made the least use of these sources. 
2.2 Information Need 
Seth and Parida (2006) conducted a study to find out the information 
needs and pattern of usage in disadvantaged communities. A structured 
questionnaire was administered among five hundred users, of which, 324 
questionnaires were found fit for analysis. The findings of the study 
revealed that majority of the respondents were from Khurda and then, 
followed by Puri districts, from the study population of 324 respondents; 
SC respondents were interested more in textbooks (25.45%), class notes 
(18.18%), and newspapers (16.82%o) while ST respondents were less 
interested in government publications, fiction, indexing/abstracting, and 
non-fiction, but had more interest in textbooks (32.69%), class notes 
(26.92%)); the academic libraries contained more of general types of 
material; libraries circulated textbooks more than journals, and had no 
interlibrary loan service, and low percentages of other services; some 
respondents were satisfied with the services offered (9.59%)), staff 
(12.53%) and collection (13.94%); highest percentages of users (27.78) 
visited the library to borrow books, to find books and journals (23.77%), 
while 19.75%) of users used the library to study; and very less number of 
respondents used the library daily. 
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Manjunatha and Asundi (2004) in their study showed the 
information needs of sericulture scientists in India. 425 questionnaires for 
data collection were sent, and 217 duly completed questionnaires were 
received. Suitable statistical measures were adopted for analysis. The study 
showed that sericulture scientists needed information to update knowledge 
and design research; 77.2% of scientists required current information, 
followed by 64.8% of scientists who requiring R&D information; 87.6% of 
scientists scanned periodicals, followed by attending conferences (68.1%)) 
and consulting review of literature (60.5%o); scientists preferred review 
articles, followed by abstracting journals and discussion within the 
organization; Approx 50%), 40%, and 29.5%) of the scientists expressed lack 
of time, lack of suitable abstracting and indexing journals, and difficulties 
in locating suitable sources; sericulture database, current awareness 
services, abstracting services and bibliographical services which were 
important services required by majority of the scientists; most of the 
scientists expressed their opinion of having national sericulture 
information system with sharing of library sources; 57.1%) scientists 
wanted to have telecommunication network for transfer of scientific 
information in sericulture; and 75%) of scientists strongly expressed their 
desire to have sericulture database. 
John (1997) has studied the information needs, use pattern and use 
behaviour of social science researchers. 130 copies of questionnaires were 
distributed among research scholars of social science, out of which 91 
(70%)) responded. The findings of the study were that books and periodicals 
were ranked at first and second positions respectively as important sources 
of information; majority of scholars of social science did not use 
microforms due to the inadequacy of relevant microforms and lack of 
equipments; irrespective of disciplines, the users were not fully satisfied 
with the collections in their libraries; a majority of researchers in social 
science visited the library at least once a day; the social scientists, in 
general considered books, catalogues and announcement bulletins as their 
first choice for gathering current information; a lot of scholars gathered 
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information pertaining to specific topics through subject catalogues; and 
50% of social scientists found difficulties in conducting literature search in 
libraries. 
Varma (1994) studied information needs of users of Ravishankar 
University library, Raipur. Questionnaires were distributed at random 
among 25 teachers, 25 research scholars and 50 PG students for data 
collection. The study showed that a majority of users (51.19%), visited the 
library, and among them, the frequency of teachers was the highest; the 
maximum number of users (86.73%) used the library to find and read 
documents for a course of study; (65.3%) users visited the library to 
borrow and return books; books and journals both were used frequently by 
the maximum number of users of all three categories; maximum number of 
users were satisfied with the collection of books and theses, but a large 
number of users thought that the collection of journals was inadequate; 
however, also, a majority of teachers, research scholars and students did 
not search for reading materials from other libraries in case the parent 
library did not fulfill their needs; as regards the collection of other 
materials viz. technical reports, conference proceedings, reference books, 
etc. maximum number of users were satisfied; and mostly, the users were 
satisfied with the arrangement and maintenance of reading materials and 
library services. 
2.3 Information Seeking Behaviour 
Sharma and Pant (2004) analysed the information seeking patterns 
of Defence Research and Development Establishment (DRDE) scientists, 
Gwalior, Jhansi Road (M.P.). The questionnaire and interview method were 
employed for primary data collection. 100 questionnaires were distributed 
among users, out of which 66 dully filled questionnaires were received 
back. The study revealed that 100% scientists used the library for referring 
to journals articles; success rate of getting information from library was 
85%; 40.9% of scientists got help of library instructions and 45.45 felt 
need for library instructions; lack of reading materials and lack of 
knowledge were the main difficulties which hampered library services and 
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access to information. Meanwhile sources used to acquire current 
information (other than periodicals), which were most common among the 
scientists (72.72%) were attending conferences, seminars etc; the internet 
and databases were also one of the most popular communication media 
among scientists. 
Keshava and Savanur (2004) in their study, revealed information 
needs and information seeking strategies of agricultural scientists. For data 
collection two different sets of questionnaires were distributed to users 
(students, research scholars and faculty members), and librarians. Among 
the users, 70 questionnaires were distributed, out of which 67 (95.71%) 
were received back. Other relevant data was also collected from the annual 
report of the U.A.S., India 2003: A Reference Annual, and official records 
of the library. The result of the study indicated that a higher percentage of 
users requested the library to purchase due to non-availability of 
documents; majority of faculty members and research scholars 
recommended books, of which most were purchased; a number of faculty 
members and students stated that the library took more than a week to 
procure the recommended documents; a high percentage of users stated that 
library services and facilities like physical, reference, reprography, SDI, 
etc. were good; majority of the users stated that they were satisfied with 
the staffs attitude; reprographic service quality, charges and the time taken 
was satisfactory; and a large number of users consulted catalogues to locate 
the documents in the library. 
Vijjaramath, Keshava and Ramesha (2004) studied the use of 
science and technology information by research scholars at Karnatak 
University, Dharwad. A total of 60 questionnaires were distributed among 
the research scholars working in departments of botany, zoology, 
sericulture, chemistry, physics and geology, out of which 45 were received 
back. The findings of the study were that majority of the respondents 
visited library for consulting books, periodicals, magazines and reference 
documents; more number of researchers used the library catalogue and 
OPAC to locate the required documents by approaching the author; a large 
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number of users made use of resources like books, reference books and 
abstracting and indexing journals etc.; books, encyclopedias, dictionaries 
were sufficient to meet the academic and research needs whereas 
periodicals and report literature were not adequate enough to meet their 
academic and research needs; more number of researchers made use of 
information sources like review of articles; and the researchers felt that the 
resources were inadequate to meet the needs and requirements. 
Shokeen and Kaushik (2003) studied information seeking behaviour 
of psychologists and sociologists of Delhi and Haryana Universities. The 
scope of the study was limited to psychologists and sociologists working in 
six universities situated in Delhi and Haryana. For the purpose of data 
collection, from the research scholars and faculty members in the field of 
psychology and sociology, 125 questionnaires were distributed, 91 (72.8%) 
useable questionnaires were received back. Chi square test was then 
applied. The findings of the study revealed that a maximum number of 
respondents visited the library twice a week; browsing was the most 
preferred method of searching for required information applied by 
physiologists and sociologists; journals as the most frequently used source 
of information; periodicals were the first preferred source of information 
followed by books; and the views of psychologists and sociologists about 
the collections of their respective libraries were highly and significantly 
affected by their universities. 
Kuffalikar and Mahakulkar (2003) in their study, showed 
information seeking behaviour of users in P. G. departments of 
biochemistry and microbiology, Nagpur University. The study is restricted 
biochemistry and microbiology departmental libraries which have limited 
number of users (faculty as permanent, visiting on contributory, etc, 
research scholars, P.G. students). Three conventional techniques i.e. 
questionnaire, interview and observation were employed for primary data 
collection. Out of 103, 87 (84.46%) responses were from the biochemistry 
department library and out of 77, 64 (83.11%) were from microbiology 
department library. The findings of the study were that the purpose of 
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user's visit to the departmental libraries was different depending upon their 
academic ranks and categories; users mostly depended on their 
departmental libraries; but in some cases, they occasionally visited other 
libraries to satisfy their information needs; use of formal traditional tools 
like catalogues, indexes etc., and tertiary sources like bibliographies were 
hardly noticed. Since the department was well equipped in collection and 
had open access, the users preferred and referred to primary and secondary 
sources directly; and there was a clear indication of 'Invisible College'; 
also user dependence was more on informal modes of communication, than 
the formal, though the sample study of the citations of thesis of recent 
years did not indicate this trend. The changing preference was more visible 
in the survey and observation. 
Shokeen and Kaushik (2002) analysed the information seeking 
behaviour of social scientists of Haryana Universities. A total of 209 
questionnaires were distributed among social scientists working in four 
universities situated in Haryana such as Chaudhary Charan Singh Haryana 
Agriculture University (Hisar); Guru Jambeshwar University (Hisar); 
Kurukshetra University (Kurukeshetra); and Maharishi Dayanad University 
(Rohtak) for the purpose of data collection, out of which 154 (73.68%) 
useable questionnaires were received back. Chi square test and t-test were 
applied. The result of the study revealed that browsing was the first 
preferred method for searching required information by social scientists; 
current journals were the most used sources of information, very frequently 
used by 85 respondents, and frequently by 51 respondents; periodicals were 
the first preferred source of information followed by books. Lecturers and 
research scholars gave more importance to books, newspapers/press 
clippings and conference proceedings as compared to other social 
scientists. All the social scientists were equally able to keep themselves 
updated. As far as attending the seminars/conferences was concerned, there 
was no significant difference among the lecturers and readers, readers and 
professors, and lecturers and professors; and the collection of HAU, Hisar 
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and M D University, Rohtak was assessed better than other university 
libraries. 
Uganneya and Aba (2002) conducted a study to determine 
information needs, and seeking behaviour of postgraduate students at the 
University of Agriculture, Makurdi (UAM), and also to know whether 
these needs were met through formal and informal sources of information. 
This study was carried out in ten (10) departments of the university (Agric. 
Economics, Agric. Engineering, Agric. Extension and Communication, 
Animal Science, Crop Science, Fisheries, Food Technology, Home 
Economics, Mechanical Engineering, and Soil Science). Questionnaires, 
personal interview and observation were employed as research instrument. 
160 questionnaires were administered to postgraduate students. The 
number of useable returns was 140 or 87.5%. The study revealed that a 
majority of the postgraduate students in UAM depend on formal sources of 
information (journal/periodicals) rather than informal sources (newspapers) 
for obtaining relevant data to their study; librarians ensured adequate 
provision of current journals/periodical to P.O. students of UAM. Also 
inter-personal communication, conferences/seminars and fieldworks and 
experimentations were of great importance to the respondents. Thus, this 
showed that the informal sources of information needed to be more 
developed for easy accessibility to information materials. This enhanced 
their utilization. 
Biradar, B.T. Sampath Kumar and Padma (2001) conducted a study 
to trace out information seeking behaviour of D.V.S. Polytechnic College 
library users. 100 structured and detailed questionnaires were distributed to 
the students for collecting the required data, out of which 80 students 
responded. The findings of the study showed that large number of users 
visited the library to borrow books. The predominant division in the 
collection was computer science subject (39.82%) followed by electronics 
and communication and more number of English and Kanada magazines 
were subscribed by the library. A majority of the students visited the 
library everyday; a large number of students opined that text books, 
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Kannada newspapers, English newspapers and reference books were most 
adequate. Text books and Kannada newspapers were the most frequently 
used sources; and the students were very much aware about lending service 
and reference service. 
Ocholla (1999) conducted a study to identify insights into 
information seeking and communication behaviour of academics. In the 
present study, a survey was targeted at academics in six faculties (Faculty 
of Arts, Faculty of Theology, Faculty of Education, Faculty of Commerce, 
Faculty of Science and Faculty of Law) and 54 teaching departments 
comprising 327 teaching staff at the University of Zululand. A 
questionnaire was used for data collection and sent to 327 academics at the 
University of Zululand by means of internal mailboxes. 105 (32.1%) 
questionnaires were received. The result of the study revealed that the 
nature of the discipline determined the use of information resources. 
However, there were core information resources such as journals, research 
reports, including thesis and dissertations, as well as conference literature. 
The rank of the academics determined the usage of information. Thus, the 
use for acquired information and challenges facing the academics did have 
a bearing on information-seeking habits. Career development, qualified by 
the slogan "publish or perish", the need to enlighten others, and 
professional and occupational needs were rated highly as reasons for 
academics to seek information. The career challenges that stimulated 
academic productivity, such as research and publications, need to be 
strengthened and rewarded; and the "local environment syndrome" 
emerged strongly as trend information seeking by academics. 
Majid, Anwar and Eisenschitz (2000) studied to explore information 
needs and seeking behaviour of Malaysian agricultural scientists. It was 
found that research scientists spent 16% of their time on reading and 
literature searching, whereas academicians spent 9.3%o of their time for this 
purpose. The study also revealed that scientists preferred using primary 
sources of information, particularly journal and review articles. Informal 
communication with professional colleagues was also considered important 
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for exchanging current research information. A large number of 
participants felt that they had not been keeping in touch with scientific 
literature due to deficient library collections and services. 
Fidzani (1998) conducted a study to investigate information needs 
and information seeking behaviour of graduate students at the University of 
Botswana. A questionnaire was prepared and given to colleagues to 
examine before distribution. It was later administered to 223 graduate 
students. Data was gathered in January and February 1997, from 144 (65%) 
part-time and full-time graduate registered students. Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences (SPSS) was used for the analysis of the results based on 
frequency count. The findings of the study revealed that 64 percent full-
time students and 36 per cent part-time students responded; and data was 
collected under three major heads namely, information-seeking behaviour, 
information needs, and library instruction. Guidance in the use of library 
resources and services was necessary to help students in meeting some of 
their information requirements. Journals, library books and textbooks were 
the most popular sources of information for course work and research; and 
graduates needed to be taught how to use available library resources and 
services. 
Prasad and Tripathi (1998) conducted a study to determine the 
information seeking behaviour of physical scientists and social scientists. 
A questionnaire was developed for the collection of data. This study was 
limited to the survey of scientists both from the social sciences and 
physical sciences working in Banaras Hindu University, Varansi. The data 
analysis and interpretation was based on the response of 26 scientists 
belonging to both disciplines. The findings of the study showed that a 
majority of physical scientists and social scientists were heavily engaged in 
contributing articles to journals or writing books; the physical scientists 
and social scientists used both formal and informal channels of 
information. Primary journals were used by both groups of scientists. For 
social scientists, books and monographs had a lot of significance. Social 
scientists made very little use of abstracting and indexing periodicals; 
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whereas the physical scientists used them to a large extent. The physical 
scientists scanned current issues of periodicals whereas social scientists 
took part in conferences and seminars to keep themselves up-to-date. A 
majority of the physical scientists and social scientists consulted materials 
available in English. All physical scientists and 75% of social scientists 
were dissatisfied with the information sources and services offered by the 
libraries which they used. Socio-economic information was used by almost 
95% of the social scientists whereas 77.77% of physical scientists used 
current information. 
Akoijam Swarnalata Devi and Lahiri (1997) studied to know the 
information seeking behaviour of agricultural scientists in Manipur. A 
structured and detailed questionnaire was distributed among 52 agricultural 
scientists and teachers of Biochemistry, Genetics, Agronomy, Plant 
Breeding, Plant Pathology, and even Agricultural Economics, out of whom 
40 responded. The findings of the study were that 40 (100%)) respondents 
sought the agricultural information for their research purpose. Most 
scientists conducted their basic research in Agricultural Economics, and 
Plant Breeding and Agronomy; A majority of scientists (90%») obtained 
agricultural related information from libraries. Many scientists (88%), 
collected information through reading. The journals literature published by 
agricultural organs, books, conference proceedings and technical bulletins 
were used by the scientists on a larger scale (60 to 95%), and it was 
confirmed that the scientists in the state were in practice of using all types 
of relevant reading. Scientists preferred publication and seminar 
conference methods (93%) as the best media of dissemination of their 
research results. 
Kanungo (1997) investigated the methods of seeking information by 
women researchers in the disciplines of history and political science in the 
University of Delhi (DU) and Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU). Two 
separate questionnaires were distributed among 130 women researchers (65 
in each subject) in history and political science in DU and JNU. A total 
number of 70 (53.84%) filled questionnaires were received back. While the 
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response rate in history was 38 (54.28%), it was in 32 (45.27%) in political 
science. The findings of the study revealed that both groups of researchers 
used almost identical methods to find information. They gave first 
preference to discussion with the supervisor, followed by discussion with 
experts. The researchers in both disciplines largely depended on the library 
collection of their institutions. A majority of the respondents in both the 
subjects considered field trips as a method of acquiring information related 
to their research. Many of the women researchers expressed that the major 
hindrance to make foreign trips for their research purpose was due to lack 
of financial assistance. More than 95% of researchers in history and 
political science considered conferences as a useful source. Also, the 
women researchers indicated that the practice of communicating with 
subject experts and co-researchers was a very much common process of 
research, and most of the researchers wanted to keep track of advances in 
the concerned fields of specialization. 
Ocholla (1996) conducted a study to investigate academics 
information seeking behaviour within the University of Moi, Kenya. A 
survey was targeted to 40 teaching staff, 10 from each of the four faculties 
(Faculty of Health Sciences, Faculty of Education, School of Environment 
Studies, and Faculty of Information Sciences). Out of this, 27 (70%) 
responses were received. Data was collected not only by hand delivered 
questionnaires, but also through interviews where the use of questionnaires 
was not possible. The findings of the study indicated that the four faculties 
ranked the information resources they used in the following order of 
frequencies: journals, textbooks, research reports, and conference 
literature. Academics indicated that they learnt the existence of information 
sources through journals regularly scanned, casual conversation, the library 
catalogue, common knowledge reviews in articles and library staff in that 
order of rating. CAS was rated lowest in all cases, and academics made use 
of as many sources at their disposal as possible to gain knowledge of the 
information required for their daily academic and research activities. 
Respondents listed the reasons they looked for information in the following 
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order: career development, professional need and occupation to enlighten 
others and to confirm or refuse issues. The university library was expected 
to occupy a central place in information provision; and teaching or 
lecturing was rated first by all the faculties. 
Lalitha (1995) studied the information seeking behaviour of medical 
and engineering personnel with reference to their library use. The scope of 
the study was limited to a handful of institutions in Thiruvananthapuram 
for a closer study within a limited time span and to facilitate dependable 
collection of data. The methodology used in the study included literature 
search, survey using questionnaire, supplemented with interview whenever 
and wherever needed, observation of the actual working of libraries and 
analysis of library records. Random samples were chosen from all the three 
groups and altogether 170 questionnaires were distributed-70 to group I 
and Group III and 100 to Group II. The findings of the study depicted that 
the engineering community showed a lower percentage or response, 
especially the students: Engineers wrote more with regard to publications 
and had more number of research projects to their credit. Among the 
student's community, the medical students were more aware of the 
conferences taking place around them. Except for minor differences, the 
type of information sought was the same for the medical and engineering 
communities, both wanted to access the information for updating their 
knowledge. Informal communication through such forums was more 
organized and was more active in the medical field than in the engineering 
field. Engineers indicated slightly more dependence on formal and 
documentary sources of information; medical practitioners were more 
dependent on primary library and personal collection. Both communities 
used library fortnightly; doctors spent more than 10 hours in reading per 
week, and do more extra reading; and engineers renewed the issued books 
more often than doctors. 
Abifarin (1994) examined the information seeking behaviour of 
agricultural students in selected Nigerian Universities. A total number of 
1,983 questionnaires was distributed among students of five universities 
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offering agricultural courses including a University of agriculture, out of 
which 993 (50.5%) duly completed questionnaires were returned. The 
result of the study revealed that the low percentage of response recorded on 
the usefulness of library catalogues by fresh students was understandable, 
given the fact that they were not used to libraries, and this was why they 
first turned to their lecturers. The respondents did not have any experience 
of library use before their admission into the universities as only 60 
(6.04%) indicated positively when asked to state if they had ever been 
exposed to library; and students preferred turning to their colleagues who 
were equally inexperienced for assistance. 
Ellis, Cox and Hall (1993) in their study showed a comparison of the 
information seeking patterns of researchers in physical and social sciences. 
Information seeking activities of the scientists was collected by means of 
personal interviews, with eighteen physicists at Manchester University and 
fourteen chemists at the University of Sheffield. The methodology adopted 
for the interviews and analysis was qualitative and based on the grounded 
theory approach. The findings of the study were that certain minor 
variations concerned with awareness levels of facilities existed. The extent 
of usage of a source and the research stage at which strategy may be 
employed were identified. Nonetheless, fundamental differences in 
information seeking behaviour could not be determined. Also, the extent to 
which developments in electronic communication had put any impact on 
the information or communication patterns of the scientists and social 
scientists was considered. 
Manda (1991) investigated information needs and information 
seeking behaviour of sociologists at the University of Dar es Salaam. 
Questionnaires were sent to lecturers to obtain the data required for the 
study in the department of sociology, University of Dar es Salaam. The 
study revealed that the library subject catalogue was the major source of 
reference for teaching and research purposes and correspondence was the 
most often used means of communication with outside sociologists. Books 
and journals were the main physical formats used by all respondents 
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whether for research or teaching purposes and reading reviews were often 
used by all sociologists to keep abreast with new developments in 
sociology. Both borrowing and reading library materials were the major 
reasons for the use of the university library by all respondents and all of 
them used library catalogue first and foremost to obtain the right location 
of the material on the shelves. Overall the reason for using the public 
library was to find out if what was not available in the university library 
could be obtained by other means. The dominance of English as the foreign 
language used for information seeking in sociology was due to several 
factors; and English was almost the only foreign language respondents 
were fluent in. 
2.4 Library Collection and Resources 
Walter (2005) in his study 'Moving beyond collections: academic 
library outreach to multicultural student centers' showed the information 
needs of colored students who took part in academic support programs 
offered through the Academic Enrichment Center, as well as those of 
colored students who were affiliated with one of the cultural centers with 
priorities for future outreach efforts and service activities by the 
Washington State University Libraries. To gather demographic information 
and to generate descriptive statistics, the survey questionnaire was 
distributed to students affiliated either with one of the four cultural centers, 
or with the Academic Enrichment Center, between October 25-November 
10, 2003. A total of 63 completed surveys were returned for analysis. The 
study revealed that students associated with the multicultural student center 
made regular use of library resources and facilities. Over two-thirds of the 
respondents reported making uses of the library at least "a few times a 
month" while the most common reason for visiting the library was to locate 
books or articles for personal use. The first step in the research process was 
to access the Internet and this was cited as an impetus for entering the 
library. Professional services were among the reasons for library use. For 
the vast majority of these students, the research process was entirely 
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unmediated in terms of their use of the experience and expertise of campus 
professionals in the library and the classroom. 
Myer and Porritt (2005) evaluated whether students used the library 
and information services at the University of Teesside and, if not, what 
were the reasons for them seeking other sources of information. Literature 
review and a subsequent questionnaire method were used for data 
collection. The findings of the study showed that staff placed a higher 
value on access to the University LRC than did the students. This was due 
to several reasons; such as staff being reluctant to identify students' needs, 
and the induction failing to stress the benefits of using it. The study also 
confirmed the link between induction and use of a University Learning 
Resource Center, and demonstrated the importance of improving the 
induction process, thereby creating a natural path to the library facilities. 
Adewale and Ajileye-Laogun (2005) evaluated awareness and use of 
library collections of Hezekiah Oluwasnmi library, Obafemi Awolowo 
University, ILE-IFE, Nigeria. There were eleven faculties in the university 
out of which six were selected for the study. Questionnaires were 
distributed to 240 students for data collection, but 228 (95%) of them 
completed and returned them. The findings of the study showed that the 
awareness of the Hezekiah Oluwasanmi library collection and its 
information services at various units of the library was provided for the 
students. The usage of the information materials was high among the 
students of faculties of pharmacy, law and education. The rate of awareness 
of the library collection and its services provided was low in the faculties 
of science, health science and technology. A majority of the students from 
these three faculties did not use the Hezekiah Oluwasanmi library 
collection because the materials were not relevant to their learning and 
research. Also, factors affecting awareness of library collections, such as 
competence in library use skills, inadequate user education and attitude 
towards users by library staff were reviewed in the study. 
Salaam (2003) conducted a study to examine the utilization of 
Nimbe Adedipe library by undergraduates of the University of Agriculture, 
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Abeokuta. Three hundred copies of questionnaire were distributed among 
students of various colleges of the University for collecting data, out of 
which there were two hundred and forty-six respondents (82%). The 
questionnaire sought to determine the frequency and purpose for which 
they visit the library and problems faced in the use of it. The findings of 
the study revealed that students used the library mostly for preparing for 
their exams (43.08%) and writing class assignments (29.26%). The major 
inhibitor to the use of the library was the long distance between the campus 
and the town where most of the students resided. 
Singh (2002) studied the use of college libraries by faculty members 
of University of Delhi. 60 questionnaires were distributed among the 
faculty members of various colleges of university of Delhi for collection of 
data during the refresher and orientation courses at CPDHE (Center for 
Professional Development in Higher Education), University of Delhi. 44 
(73.33%) questionnaires were received back during March 24 to April 20, 
2000. The study showed that the highest percentage of faculty members 
used the library for preparing notes for teaching students; maximum 
percentage of faculty members visited the library 2 to 4 times in a week 
and spent 1 to 2 hours in the library for their information seeking activities. 
Textbooks were most frequently used and ranked first while the collection 
of reading materials such as journals and reference books was not very 
adequate. The library catalogue was found to be useful by a majority of the 
faculty members. Also, a majority of the respondents had expressed the 
need to delegate their search to library staff; most of the respondents 
(54.95%) did not feel the need for any training for use of reference tool 
whereas 45.45% expressed the need for training; and almost all the faculty 
members were in favour of computerization of their college materials. 
Siddiqui (2001), in his study, analysed the use of library collection 
in the Jawaharlal Nehru University library, New Delhi. The questionnaire 
was prepared using stratified random sampling for data collection. 303 
users were selected; responses were, however, received only by 177 users, 
29 (16%) from research scholars, 46 (26%) from postgraduates, 26 (15%) 
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from undergraduates and 14 (8%) from other categories. The findings of 
the study were that most of the users consulted the library for course 
material, research purposes and to update their knowledge. A majority of 
the users remained in the library for more than three hours, therefore, the 
library should make arrangements for sufficient number of seats in each 
section to ensure maximum use of its collection. Most of the users were 
satisfied with the attitude of library staff but 50.2% users were not satisfied 
with the collection of the library. A vast majority of library users were 
aware of the services provided by the library; and majority of the 
respondents got information through library bulletins. 
Bokye (1999) conducted a study to find out the users' awareness and 
use of science and technology collections at the University of Science and 
Technology (UST) libraries. A set of questionnaires was administered to 
582 (12.1%) out of 4846 students pursuing science and technology related 
courses, another to 60 lecturers and research fellows in the science and 
technology faculties, and a third to the librarians of the science and 
technology faculty libraries. The University Librarian was interviewed. A 
careful study was made of the records and available science and technology 
collections. The findings of the study revealed that 24.9% of the students, 
and 7.4% of lecturers and research fellows were not aware of some 
available collections relevant to their studies, teaching and research; and 
21.6% of the students and 14.8% of lecturers and research fellows did not 
use the libraries at all. 
Ajala (1997) investigated the use of the University of Ibadan library 
resources by graduate students. A total of 200 questionnaires were 
administered to graduate students of the University of Ibadan, of which 170 
questionnaires (85 percent) of the entire sample returned were found 
usable. The researcher had personal interviews with the reference librarian 
and some of the graduate students. The findings of the study indicated that 
the majority of users were young adults who had experience in the use of 
the library from their undergraduate years. Most of the respondents were 
from the education faculty; and 91.76 percent were registered users which 
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showed that research work was vital to graduate studies. The respondents 
who sought information from journal articles constituted the highest 
percentage, while the users who collected information from magazines, 
newspapers were very low in number. Most of the respondents used the 
library as the occasion demanded, while some used the library twice a 
week and daily; and the users relied mostly on library staff. 
Seth, Ramesh and Sahu (1997) in their study, pointed out the utility 
of library collection in a special library. The study covers the five years 
(1992-93 to 1995-96) data on Library & Documentation section updated in 
the annual report of Regional Research laboratory (CSIR), Bhubneswar and 
125 copies of questionnaire were circulated, out of which 96 Research and 
Division population responded. The study indicated that users gave 
maximum importance to the relevancy of the needed document rather than 
any other aspect of the library. Most of the users chose selected items and 
its procurement from different periodicals. The overall collection of the 
library was not adequate. Computerized literature search was highly 
welcomed and non-book material collection was very poor. Most of the 
users were not aware of online, CD-ROM and E-mail etc. Ph.D. and P.G. 
students used more books and journal articles to meet their requirements; 
and scientists used more current research reports, periodicals and non-book 
materials. Area wise percentages of respondents were chemical science 
(19.79%), followed by metallurgy (16.66%), geology (12.50%) and 
computer science (10.44%). 
Singh (1994) evaluated the collection and services provided by IIT 
libraries from the user's point of view. Questionnaire and interview method 
was used for data collection. Questionnaires were distributed among 616 
students and 389 faculty members of IITs; filled in questionnaires from 
484 students and 254 faculty members were returned back. The findings of 
the study showed that majority of users visited the library to update their 
professional knowledge, consult documents for research use and to 
borrow/return documents. The library catalogue was found to be most 
useful by most of the users. Organisation of document collection had also 
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been found to be helpful by a majority of the respondents. Periodicals, 
reference books and textbooks were the most used categories of documents 
and more than 50% users were aware of different services being provided 
by the library except indexing/ abstracting, translation and SDI services. 
Circulation was the most helpful service followed by photocopy, reference, 
etc. Also, the users except research scholars were satisfied with circulation 
and reference services. Most of the users were not aware of bibliographical 
services but the photocopying service provided by the library was found to 
be very popular with users. 
2.5 Information Use 
Doraswamy (2004) studied information use with respect to the 
students of NTR University of Health Sciences, Vijayawada, (A.P.), 
through simple random sampling technique. 150 questionnaires were 
distributing among undergraduate students for the collection of data. 
However, the investigator received responses from 100 respondents (60 
male + 40 female students). The findings of the study were that most of the 
students visited the library once in a week and spent more than two hours 
in the library while a majority of the students visited public libraries due to 
non-availability of resources. Most of the students visited the library for 
actual as well as for more information and to consult current periodicals 
and a majority of the students were satisfied with the working hours and 
collection of books. Students used the information sources i.e. books, 
periodicals frequently. Most of the students were satisfied with the 
arrangement of books on shelves. The library did not provide any 
reprographic services. A lot of the students were aware of the inter-library 
loan facility; but most of the students faced difficulty in getting required 
information and they sought assistance from the library staff in utilizing 
the resources and services of the library. 
Choukhande and P S G Kumar (2004) studied information needs and 
use pattern of faculty members and research scholars of Amravati 
University. 12300 faculty members and research scholars belonging to 
different disciplines of various departments in Amravati University were 
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selected for the study. The questionnaire, interview-schedule and 
observation-schedule were used for collection of data pertaining to the 
study. Simple Percentage and chi-square test were applied. The findings of 
the study were that text/handbook, encyclopedia, periodicals, dictionaries 
were preferred by majority of the users. Most of the users consulted the 
library to borrow books, study/research/training, locate information from 
books and journals, and also to read some light reading materials. Most of 
the users gave priorities to book trade catalogue, bibliographies, indexes 
and abstracts, addition list issued by library and book reviews in 
newspapers and periodicals to know the current literature in the field of 
their interest. The least ranking given to internet, e-journals and CD-ROM, 
because it was not available in most of the libraries and needed skill to use 
these electronic sources. Most of the users faced considerable problem of 
time to read or look for information in the library and also faced problem 
while searching information due to lack of library automation. Users 
needed skill maintenance activities to update knowledge of reference tools 
or other sources, and also faced problem in locating a reference when they 
were misplaced. 
Biradar, B.T. Sampath Kumar and M. Anil Kumar (2003) 
investigated the information use pattern by sericulture scientists of 
Karnataka State Sericulture Research and Development Institute Library, 
Bangalore, through comprehensive and well designed questionnaire and 
interview employed for collection, the data scientists ' B ' 20 (40%), 
scientists ' C 11 (22%), scientists 'D' 9 (18%) and senior research assistant 
10 (20%). The findings of the study were that majority of scientists 
belonged to the male population, and scientists 'B ' were the largest group 
and the scientists 'D ' were a smaller group. Theses and dissertations, 
reports and patents were inadequate; primary periodicals, kannada 
newspapers were most frequently used sources, whereas dictionaries, 
directories and encyclopedias were occasionally used sources. Reports 
(65%), bibliographical sources (55%) periodicals (50%), English 
magazines (50%), books (45%) were frequently used by scientists ' B ' , 
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while 45% of scientists ' C frequently used textbooks, bibliographical 
sources, reports and conference papers. Scientists 'D ' frequently used 
secondary periodicals and reports (78% each) and conference papers 
(67%). Indian Journal of Sericulture, SERIDOC Abstract Journal, and 
Indian Sikh were the priority national journals, whereas Sericologa, Journal 
of Sericulture Science, Japan, and Bulletin of Sericulture Research, 
Bangladesh were the priority international journals. Special libraries and 
public libraries were occasionally used sources, whereas CD-ROM and 
online were not used by many scientists and reference and newspaper 
clipping service was satisfactory. Reprographic, interlibrary loan and 
current awareness service were not satisfactory. 
K M Krishna and S Kumar (2003) evaluated the library services of 
Bhai Guras Library and Departmental Libraries of Guru Nanak Dev 
University, Amritsar, Punjab. For data collection, one hundred and ninety 
questionnaires were distributed among students, research scholars and 
teachers of the university campus. Out of these, 148 (77.89%) 
questionnaires were received dully filled in. The result revealed that the 
main discontent of the users was due to inadequacy of subject collection 
and text book collection, and the non-availability of certain books. Due to 
budgetary constraints, multiple copies were generally not acquired and 
books in heavy demand were kept in reference section, for use only on the 
premises. Students of one department were not allowed to borrow text 
books from other departmental libraries to meet the demand for inter-
disciplinary subjects. More number of users was satisfied with the 
photocopy service of the central library, and no such facility was available 
in the departmental libraries. 
Jirojwong and Wallin (2001) conducted a study to determine use of 
formal and informal methods to gain information among faculty at an 
Australian regional university. This cross-sectional study was conducted at 
Central Queensland University (CQU), an Australian multi-campus 
regional university. Data was collected in 1997 using a closed question 
questionnaire, designed by the research team. The questionnaire was 
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mailed to all 344 full time faculties at CQU, using internal mail and eighty-
five persons (24.7%) were responded. Data were analyzed using the 
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) program. The findings of 
the study showed that through the formal method, faculty used selected 
sources to gather information and faculty also widely used personal 
communication as an informal method to gain informal information. Most 
faculties used the Internet as a preferred electronic source of information 
probably because of gaining access to the sources. Faculty who were 
actively engaged in research used personal communication for some stages 
of research activities and they used personal communication to gain 
information to keep themselves up to date with their disciplines. Those 
who had a low level of competency with electronic sources of information 
tended to communicate with colleagues to gain information for their face-
to-face and/or distance teaching, whereas faculty with a higher 
competency level used electronic sources. 
Sudharani and Veeranjaneyulu (1999) conducted a study to assess 
information use by the faculty members of Sri Padamavathi Mahila 
Visvavidyalaya (SPMW) Tirupati (A.P.). A questionnaire was distributed 
among 51 faculty members (Professors, Readers and Lecturers) in arts, and 
32 in science. However, the investigator received responses from 61 
respondents (29 science + 32 Arts). The findings of the study were that 
most of the respondents visited the library more than once in a week for 
using the current periodicals and most of the faculty members also visited 
other libraries due to insufficiency of the collection of their library 
regarding their subjects. Many science faculty members were not satisfied 
with periodicals collection, but the arts faculty members were satisfied 
with the periodicals collection in their related subjects. Most of the science 
faculty and, half of the arts faculty expressed that they were able to keep 
up with literature related to their subject fields. A large number of faculties 
were satisfied with book collection and used the information sources i.e. 
books, reference books and periodicals frequently. The library did not 
provide reprographic service. Most of the faculty was satisfied with the 
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arrangements of catalogue entries, but dissatisfied regarding the 
arrangement of books on racks. A large number of the respondents were 
satisfied with the period of loan, but most of the respondents did not get 
documents from other libraries by inter library loan and took anybody's 
assistance while using the library. 
P. K Sheena Kumari (1997) investigated the information use pattern 
of researchers in pure sciences of the Ph.D. scholars of the University of 
Kerala. A total number of 223 questionnaires supplemented with interview 
was distributed among the researchers of pure science departments, and 
filled up sheets were collected personally with the rate of response nearly 
80%. Chi-squire test was applied. The findings of the study revealed that 
the scholars devoted the first six months for initial literature survey while 
the time needed for final writing was less than six months. Indexing and 
abstracting periodicals were well used by researchers in science. In 
mathematics, statistics and geology students depended more on primary 
periodicals. Information sources used in order to keep themselves abreast 
of latest information varied from discipline to discipline. Researchers spent 
an average eight hours per week for consultation in the library; this was 
more at the final stage of writing the thesis. All researchers, except novices 
were able to conduct literature searches with major indexing and 
abstracting services without assistance of others. Informal sources such as 
supervising teachers, other fellow researchers, conferences etc. played a 
considerable role in the information use pattern of researchers. 
Sam (1996) conducted a study to investigate the information use by 
agricultural policy makers and managers in Ghana. A total of 136 policy 
makers and managers responded to the questionnaire. This represented 86 
percent response rate, as 158 questionnaires had been distributed. The 
findings of the study were that eighty-six (69 percent) of the respondents 
did not get information packaged in the form they preferred, while thirty-
eight (30 percent) were satisfied with the form in which they received 
information. Respondents ranked anticipatory information highest (54 
percent), with state-of-the-art data and evaluate information (each 22 
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percent) coming a poor job. 80 percent of the respondents depended on 
their past experience on the job, whilst 73 percent resorted to standard 
operating procedures for the job. One of the greatest constraints to 
effective utilization of relevant information was that many valuable 
government documents were not available for use (78 percent). Research 
reports and project reports were the most used information sources among 
the respondents. The most frequently provided service was referral service, 
which was available to 60 percent of respondents. Librarians or 
information specialists in Ghana did have a positive impact on users. 
Korah and Devarajan (1991) examined the information needs and 
use pattern of rubber scientists. The study was conducted using the 
questionnaire method and data was collected from 64 scientists. The 
findings of the study were that use of journals in foreign languages other 
than English was comparatively less. At the same time, scientists were 
aware that valuable literature is available in such journals. As periodical 
literature deserved greater importance, existing gaps in certain tittles were 
to be filled up. It was found that the secondary periodicals were 
underutilized. The documentation center had the greatest responsibility in 
the quick dissemination of information between the author and the user. 
Inadequacy of documents was felt in the area of dissertations/theses. It was 
found that the present systems of services provided to the rubber scientists 
by the RRIL library was inadequate, while the institute had a leading role 
to play in improving the bibliographical organization of literature. 
2.6 Information Services 
Rokade and Rajyalakshmi (2005) in their case study examined the 
present status and nature of information services provided by agricultural 
university libraries in Maharashtra. Agricultural information services and 
their nature was examined by collection of data from four agricultural 
university libraries (Mahatma Phule Krishi Vidyapeeth, Rahuri, Dr. 
Punjabrao Deshmukh Krishi Vidyapeeth, Akola, Marathwada Krishi 
Vidyapeeth, Prabhani and Dr. Balasaheb Sawant Konkan Krishi 
Vidyapeeth, Dapoli) in Maharashtra through questionnaire, survey method 
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and personal visits. This study revealed that reference, documentation, 
current awareness, inter-library-loan, and reprography services were 
rendered manually by all the agricultural university libraries in 
Maharashtra; but abstracting, indexing, bibliographical, selective 
dissemination of information, press clipping, and translation services were 
not provided by the libraries. Internet, e-mail, CD-ROM and database 
services were provided by all the agricultural university libraries but 
multimedia, online public access catalogue, current awareness service, 
selective dissemination of information, press clipping and translation 
services were not provided by any university libraries. Most of the 
university libraries provided services free of cost which would not be 
affordable in future considering the increasing cost of internet, CDs 
subscription to journals, e-journals, prices of books, xerox and computer 
stationary etc. 
Ismail, Vetrikondan and Raja (2004) conducted a study to analyse 
the information access pattern of natural sciences in Annamalai University. 
Questionnaire method was adopted to collect primary data from the natural 
science teaching staff and research scholars. There were 90 filled in 
questionnaires collected from teaching staff and research scholars of 
natural science. The collected data was analysed with the help of 
coefficient of rank correlation. The findings showed that lecturers visited 
the library to get retrospective information; professors whose purposes of 
library visit were to get bibliographic information and conceptual 
information. M.Phil, scholars who visited for current information. Ph.D. 
Scholars who visited for statistical information and readers who came for 
relaxation. Most of the readers gathered information by contacting 
librarian; Regarding the collection of bibliographic information sources, 
citations were found much helpful among professors; Readers and 
professors gave first rank to citation/index, while research scholars gave 
first rank to encyclopedias and current content and lecturers gave it to 
books and journals. Mostly the respondents used online access, internet, 
CD-based, OPAC, CAS, reference services. Ph.D. scholars, professors. 
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readers, M.Phil scholars and lecturers were satisfied with the collection, 
services, library procedure, infrastructure and attitude of staff and even of 
library working times. 
M D Hanifuddin (2000) in his survey of agricultural libraries in 
Mymensingh district (Bangladesh) evaluated the much-needed agricultural 
information and the services. The questionnaire and personal visit methods 
were applied to collect information from these libraries. This study was 
limited to BAUL, BINAL, and FRIL. The study revealed that the BAUL 
had the largest collection of books and periodicals. All the libraries 
provided reference services such as CAS, SDI, Indexing and Abstracting 
service and computerized library services. BINA library did not provide 
reprographic and document delivery services and FRI library did not render 
inter library loan and document delivery services; All the three libraries 
applied more than one method to acquire library materials; BAD library 
used Dewey Decimal Classification Scheme for classifying library 
materials, whereas the other two libraries used Universal Decimal 
Classification Scheme; BAU and FRI libraries maintained dictionary 
catalogue for the users, BAU and BINA libraries used AACR-2 for 
cataloguing their books and periodicals while FRI library followed ALA 
cataloguing code; most of the library staff were non-professionals. The 
BAU library was rich in computer equipment. 
Onadiran (1999) studied the student's opinion and satisfaction with 
the Ahmadu Bello University library services. The study was limited to 
only those students who used the library between May 1 to 31, 1998. The 
questionnaires were distributed and the filled in questionnaires were 
collected at the main entrance of Ahmadu Bello University library from 
May 1 to 31, 1998. As a result, 3,766 usable questionnaires were received 
and analysed. The study showed that 1078 students 28.7% were completely 
satisfied with the library services; also, a few users in all the faculties were 
also completely satisfied with the library services. It was important to note 
that a large number of students, i.e., 1489 (39.5%) were "partially 
satisfied" and 11.99 students (31.8%) were not satisfied". The student's 
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dissatisfaction centered largely on 1726 (64.2%) respondents for "Books 
wanted not in the library", 1732 (64.4%) students "No current periodicals", 
2506 (56.0%)) students, "Books wanted were out" and 335 (12.7%o) students 
indicated "Library staff not friendly". This result was encouraging and it 
might be attributed to the fact that both the professional and para-
professional libraries were exposed to regular in-service programmes. 
Maheswarappa and Hosamani (1996) conducted a study to examine 
the awareness and usefulness of information services provided by 
NASSDOC, New Delhi India, among social scientists working in different 
Post Graduate Departments of Karnataka University, Dharwad. The study 
consisted of faculty members and research scholars working in the various 
departments of the Karnataka University, Dharwad. A questionnaire was 
prepared and distributed personally to 103 social science teachers and 
researchers of the Karnataka University of which 90 responded. The 
findings depicted that awareness status and use status of NASSDOC 
services were very poor. Many of the services provided by the NASSDOC 
were occasionally used by social scientists. Out of eleven services 
provided, only six of them were very useful, while the remaining services 
were moderately useful from the point of view of majority of the social 
scientists. There was also a need for intensive user education programme to 
create awareness and to promote use of information services of NASSDOC, 
not only by the center but also by other libraries in the country. 
Qiaoqiao, Zhuoran and Weidong (1996) conducted a study to 
upgrade agricultural information services in China and to evaluate the 
impact of CD-ROM. In May-June 1995, Data from ADB, CABI and 
SDIC/CAAS, was collected by means of questionnaires, interviews, face-
to-face discussions and round table meetings and used to evaluate the 
performance, effectiveness and impact of new services. 34 copies of 
questionnaire to library/information institute, 170 to users and 170 to non-
users were distributed and received back. 33 came from library/information 
institute, 135 from users, and 128 from non-users. Interviews were 
conducted of 20 users, 10 non-users and 8 managers. The study revealed 
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that there was a high response rate (97%) to the library questionnaires. 
Majority of the searches were carried out by the LIS staff; almost (94%) 
took their CD-ROM services seriously; and considerable efforts were put 
into monitoring the use of the services and promoting of the same. Some 
LIS staff and users found some difficulty in preparing good search 
strategies and selecting appropriate terms to achieve high recall and 
precision ratio. Research scientists made up majority of internal and 
external users; while student usage was relatively low. The majority of 
users who were allowed to access the databases on their own had essential 
training and was regarded as competent users by LIS staff. Lack of 
training, awareness of the services and funds to pay for the services had 
prevented some of them from using the CD-ROM services. The degree of 
satisfaction with the CD-ROM services was reasonably high by LIS staff; 
the use of CD-ROM databases enabled users to design their research 
programme better. LIS staff ranked priorities regarding improvements in 
the following order: as setting up links with others LIS in China, installing 
further CD-ROM databases, electronic communications and online 
searching capabilities, upgrading computer hardware. The top priorities felt 
by users were more CD-ROM titles and updating of the existing CD-ROM 
titles. 
Sanjeev Kumar and Mishra (1993) determined the frequency of 
library use, information requirement and search strategy, and the 
helpfulness of the librarian and other staff. To carry out the survey a 
questionnaire was designed and distributed among a random sample of 185 
members, selected on the basis of Krejcie and Daryle table for determining 
sample size from a given population. The study was carried out during the 
month of February 1992 and after repetitive requests 120 usable 
questionnaires were returned with a response rate of approximately 64 
percent. The findings of the study explained that approximately 36% 
respondents used the NIFT library daily. The respondents visited the 
library to issue books and use reference material. Approximately 57% of 
users of the NIFT library asked the librarian to search for information and 
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the most frequently used services were lending of books, photo copying 
and forecasting services. 
2.7 Library and Information Services 
Naushad Ali and M D Ahsan Hasan (2006) conducted a survey to 
examine the teachers' point of view regarding library and information 
services in central library of Aligarh Muslim University. The objectives of 
the study were to find out awareness among teachers about various library 
services, assessing the frequency, purpose of library visit and use of 
collection by the teachers also. To examine the teachers' opinion regarding 
the overall collection, facilities and services of library; to collect the 
opinion regarding the computerization of the Maulana Azad library; and to 
consider the factors that would help the library in promoting its services 
among teachers. A structured questionnaire was distributed among 245 
teachers of the university in the month of April-May 2003. Out of 245, 210 
questionnaires were returned back. The findings of the study showed that 
very few teachers on the whole made reasonable visit to the Maulana Azad 
library; most of the teachers used journals from their respective 
departments rather than from the central library; 48.57 percent visited the 
library for the purpose of collecting teaching materials; and only 37.14 
percent teachers were satisfied with the over all functioning of the library. 
Kannappanavar and Swamy (2004) did a users' survey to elicit the 
opinions regarding library and information services in the University of 
Agricultural Sciences in Karnataka. A total of 400 questionnaires were 
distributed and 318 were received back. The findings of the study were that 
majority of the users visited the library fortnightly, once in a week, and 
twice a week. The present collection of reading material was adequate to a 
great extent to fulfill their information requirement for their study and 
research activities; almost all the users used all types of reading materials 
frequently. The users opinion regarding the reference collection was 
relevant for the study; a majority of the users opinions about the journals 
was moderate. Most of the users did not use ILL service; but many on the 
other hand used bibliographic service and CAS. The users said that SDI 
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service was provided occasionally. Many of the users v(!i^e^t aware abmvt'^>/ 
microfilm/microfiche service; and most users ^^^frojossp^vj^^^Jlic 
national/international databases. 
Khot and Patil (2004) in their survey examined the research 
scholar's opinion on library and information services in Shivaji 
University's Barr. Balasaheb Khardekar library. A total of 50 
questionnaires were distributed among the research scholars, out of which 
40 research scholars responded. The study indicated that most of the 
research scholars visited library twice in a week to use thesis and 
dissertation. The library collection was not adequate to meet the 
information needs of research scholars; a majority of the research scholars 
located the needed reading material by consulting catalogues through the 
authors approach. The opinions of majority of the research scholars 
regarding reference and circulation services were satisfactory; and a large 
number of researcher's were satisfied with all reading material 
arrangement, excluding the textbook. 
Uzezi (2004) case study showed the effect of staff/users relationship 
(PR) on the utilization of library services and resources of Delta State 
University, Nigeria. 250 questionnaires were distributed among library 
staff and registered library users (students and lecturers from the four 
faculties in the main campus of the Delta State University, Abraka), of 
which 220 (88%) questionnaires were returned back. The result of the 
study showed that undergraduate students used the library and its resources 
more than other categories of users or patrons, since the library provided 
all necessary information for their educational, research and recreational 
needs. 46.4% users had awareness about library public relation activities. 
Except for the academic and library staff, all respondents used the library 
and its collections for assignment and examination purposes; and about 
27.72% respondents expressed dissatisfaction with the way circulation desk 
and reference desk staff had a carefree attitude towards users. However, 
staff performance and users satisfaction on use of the library and its 
resources was ranked high. 
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Raina (1995) in his case study assessed the effectiveness of the 
services, regular formal feedback, in addition to informal feedback. The 
data was obtained through a structured questionnaire. Out of the total 
graduating student population of 118 of 1993-95 batches, 116 students 
(98.3%) responded to the survey. The findings of the study were that 
majority of the respondents were more satisfied with overall services and 
library collection; use of level of the library resources of 56 (48%), 26 
(24%) and 4 (3%) respondents were 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% 
respectively; 56 (48%)) and 57 (49%)) respondents rated the book collection 
as excellent and good respectively; 53 (46%), 46 (40%) and 37 (32%), 60 
(52 %)) respondents rated the periodical and reference collections as 
excellent and good respectively. Microforms, audio-visual materials and 
corporate reports found a low usage. More number of respondents rated the 
borrowing entitlement as quite OK, 92 (79%), 22 (19%). Most of the 
respondents were not satisfied with library timings and many respondents 
were more satisfied with library assistance to locate a document. 
Arrangement of materials was more the impressive services of the library. 
Mallaiah and Badami (1993) conducted a study on library and 
information service facilities in Mangalore University library from the 
research scholars' point of view. A questionnaire was designed and 
supplemented by informal discussions with research scholars to obtain the 
required data. The questionnaires were distributed among a selected group 
of 60 scholars, out of which 73.3%) scientist's responded. The findings of 
the study were that the majority of respondents reported visiting the library 
for the purpose of consulting periodicals, books, newspapers and 
magazines and reference documents. Majority of them (72.2%)) located 
their needed documents/information primarily by consulting catalogues; 
and that 63.6%) sought assistance from the library staff; the study identified 
that 52.3%o of the respondents faced problems in locating 
documents/information in the library. The collection of the library was 
sufficient to meet the academic and research needs, whereas periodicals 
and report literature were not adequate enough to meet their academic and 
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research needs. Most of the researchers (54.4%) had complained about the 
non-availability of current journals on time to meet their requirements in 
the library; majority of respondents were found to be aware of the 
reference services and circulation service offered by the university library. 
But a good number of respondents suggested that other kind of services, 
such as CAS, inter library loan; and reprographic service etc. were not 
satisfactory. 
Livingston and Raju (1992) evaluated agricultural library services in 
Guntur District. A draft questionnaire was circulated among the libraries 
and after due incorporation of the suggestions made, questionnaires A&B 
were circulated to all the twelve institutions (1. Agricultural College, 2. 
College of Agricultural Engineering, 3. College of Home Science, 4. 
RARS, 5. LRS, 6. Betel-Vine Research Station, 7. Cashew Research 
Station, 8. Post-Harvest Technology, 9. Saline Water Scheme, 10. Rice 
Research Unit, 11. Weed Control Wing, and 12. Fisheries Research 
Stations). The findings of the study were that the number of periodicals 
subscribed in this library was 230 which included 50 foreign journals. 
There had been a gradual decrease in the number of foreign journals 
subscribed, which might be due to financial constraints. The library 
subscribed to 12 Abstracting journals published by the Common Wealth 
Agricultural Bureaux (CAB) etc., in order to provide the user, an access to 
the agricultural literature generated all over the world. Lending services 
were offered for eight hours a day and the average number of issues per 
day in the library was around 100 documents. On an average 10-15 
documents were borrowed from other libraries and almost a similar number 
of documents had been lent to the other libraries per year. The post 
graduate students and researchers of the campus are provided with 
literature search facilities. The current awareness service included 
conveying messages of receipt of current periodicals lists of latest arrivals 
etc. Auto-tutorials for students had been introduced in APAURL in the year 
1988; reprographic facilities provided on an average 300-400 copies per 
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day to users; and the main library at Hyderabad brought out several 
publications and made them available to the off campus libraries. 
2.8 Reader's Services 
Singh (1999) examined user awareness, usefulness of various types 
of reader's services, and user's opinion about the collection and services of 
the library. Two questionnaires (one for the librarian and other for the 
users) were prepared for data collection. A third questionnaire on 
computerization of library was designed and distributed for data collection. 
222 questionnaires were distributed, out of which 159 (71.6%) were 
received consisting of 72 FM (45.2%) and 87 students (54.7%). The 
findings of the study were that users belonging to both categories seemed 
to be satisfied with collection and services as most of them had evaluated 
these to be good. However, they mentioned that the quality of collection 
was improving, but the quality of service was deteriorating. Majority of 
FM evaluated staffs attitude to be good but the students evaluated staff's 
attitude to be poor. According to the librarian, the library was faced with 
different kinds of problems like lack of funds, staff and support from 
authorities etc. All these problems hampered the growth as well as 
provision of good services and proper functioning of the library; and there 
was a great need for modernization of library operations and services. 
Singh (1999) in her study examined the use and adequacy of library 
collection, user's awareness about various library services and their 
usefulness, and various computerized operations at IIT Library, Bombay. A 
total number of 180 questionnaires were distributed among the users for 
data collection, 118 (65.5%) filled in questionnaires consisting of 43 
(55.1%)) FM and 75 (73.5%)) students were received back. The study 
focused on a group of users involved in the advancement of knowledge, 
teaching and research. The study revealed that the library collection 
(72.1%) FM and 94.6%o students) had been assessed to be good by a high 
majority of users. There was a difference of opinion about library services 
and attitude of library staff towards users. Most of the students (84%o) and 
FM (51%o) considered the service to be good; over 65% FM mentioned the 
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attitude of library staff towards users to be good; whereas majority of 
students (48.8%) felt that the attitude of staff towards them was poor. 
User's opinion about growth and development of library collection and 
services was improving qualitatively and increasing quantitatively within 
the limited resources; also, at a slow pace and service were also improving 
the computerization of library. 
Singh (1999) conducted a study under the title "IIT Library 
(Kanpur): User's Assessment of Collection and Reader Services." The 
objective of the study was to examine the users' awareness and usefulness 
of various types of collection and reader services. For collection of data 
from the users and librarian, two different sets of questionnaires were 
prepared. Among users, 174 questionnaires were distributed, out of which 
147 (84.48%) responded. These consisted of 44 (29.93%) FM and 103 
(70.06%) students. Other pertinent data was also collected from the files, 
official records of the library and the institute during personal visits. When 
the above two questionnaires were distributed, the library was in the state 
of infancy of computerization. Therefore, in June 1997 a third 
questionnaire on 'computerization of Library' was designed and the same 
was mailed to the librarian. Finally the response was received. The findings 
of the study were that a majority of the users had rated the library 
collection, library services and attitude of library staff as good. Users were 
asked about the growth and development over the past 5 years on aspects 
like collection and library services etc. which revealed that the library 
collection had improved over the years. Library services had also been 
found to be satisfactory. However, they pointed out the need for 
improvement in photocopying service. Most of the users indicated that the 
behaviour of the staff working at the photocopying and circulation desk 
needs to be improved. The library had been successfully modernized using 
latest available technologies and by computerization of library. 
Singh (1995) conducted a study under the title "Survey of India 
Institute of Technology Library, Madras." The objective of the study was 
to examine the physical facilities, collection, organisation of collection, 
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services and attitude of library staff towards users. Data was gathered 
through questionnaires (2 for the librarian and one for the users). Users 
included post-graduate students, research scholars and teachers. 184 
questionnaires were distributed, 112 among PG students and research 
scholars, and 72 among faculty members. 122 (66.3%) duly filled in 
questionnaires were received back which consisted of 39 (31.96%) faculty 
member and 83 (68.03%) students. The findings of the study showed that 
financial allocation had been continuously increasing under all the three 
heads, but in case of annual average percentage growth, the highest was for 
periodicals (25.8%), followed by Institution (20.47%) and books (11.81%). 
A small percentage of the institute's budget was allocated for books and 
periodicals. Majority of users had assessed physical facilities, collection, 
organization of collection, services and attitude of library staff towards 
users, etc., to be good. A lower percentage of users had expressed physical 
facilities (30.7% FM and 21.6% Students), organization of collection 
(35.8% FM and 36.1% Students), library services (21.6% Students) and 
attitude of library staff towards users (32.5% Students) as poor. 
CONCLUSION 
After scanning various studies on Information Sources, Information 
Need, Information Need and Seeking Behaviour, Library Collection and 
Resources, Information Use, Information Services, Library and Information 
Services and Reader's Services of agriculture students, researchers and 
scientists, important interferences can be drawn. It is found from the study 
that agriculture is a critical sector for national economy and major source 
of livelihood for the people of developing countries, particularly India. The 
present review literature covers significant studies on the use of library 
collection and services conducted all over the world. These studies help in 
conducting research on the use of library collection and services in Indian 
environment. Similarly, these reviews also helped in determining the 
degree of use of library collection and services of agriculture students and 
research scholars that have already been undertaken outside India. The 
present study certainly will go a long way in order to serve as a base for 
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future research studies in the agriculture sector on use of library collection 
and services. It also helps in designing and developing a need based 
agriculture information systems/centers for meeting the information 
requirement of agriculture students, researchers and scientists. 
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3.0 INTRODUCTION 
Agriculture was the first and the most ancient occupation of 
mankind. Agriculture probably began 6,000 to 10,000 years ago, 
somewhere in the area between the Nile, in Egypt, and the valley of the 
Indus River, Western India (Salmon and Hamson, 1964). Agriculture 
provides the basic wherewithal of existence in the form of food, clothing, 
work and income for the people. It is true that a man can live without 
manufacturing industries, but not without agriculture. One can dispense 
with industrial goods, but not with food. Therefore, to a great many people 
on the globe, farming is still a way of life. Also, much of the material 
abundance that characterizes developed countries is due to the past and 
current contributions of agriculture. Hence, the prosperity of the country 
and the welfare of the vast majority of the population are interwined with 
the efficient harnessing of agriculture (Livingston, 1998). 
3.1 ANCIENT PERIOD 
Elaborate treatises by Charaka, Susruta, Kashyapa, Parasara, 
Varahamihira and other ancient scientists of India testify to the fact that 
agriculture and animal husbandry began to be developed in India in Pre-
Vedic times. These great scientists classified land on the basis of soil 
characteristics and vegetation. They paid a lot of special attention to actual 
details of cultivation - ploughing, manuring, irrigation, etc. now known as 
cultural practices {ICAR, 1964). 
Before the beginning of settled cultivation, India was predominantly 
a pastoral country. Agriculture in the form of settled cultivation in this 
country began over 7,000 years ago in the Gangetic plains. Due to the 
diversity of soil and climate, India became one of the early centers of 
domestication of several important crops, including rice {India, Ministry of 
Agriculture, 1980). Discovery of wheat-grains at Mohenjodaro excavations 
indicate that northwestern India was one of the ancient homes (may be the 
original home) of this cereal. Cultivation of cotton and its manufacture into 
textile have been practiced in India since pre-historic times. India has wild 
trees that bear fleece as their fruit and from these the Indians make their 
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clothes. Herodotus recorded in 800 B.C.: "Irrigation was practiced in 
ancient times in the country" (Gangopadhya, 1932). In 300 B.C., 
Magasthenes, the Greek ambassador to the court of Emperor Chandragupta, 
recorded that the district officers measured the lands and inspected the 
sluices. Chola rulers of south India of the first century of the Christian era 
were pioneers in the construction of dams and embankments. The most 
striking example of ancient dam engineering skill in irrigation is the grand 
ancient built across the Kaveri river in South India in the second century 
(Randhawa, 1980). 
3.2 MEDIEVAL PERIOD 
"Even in the medieval period under the Hindu rulers, we find ample 
contemporary evidence for testifying to the expert skill in raising crops. 
The farmers only paid 1/6"' to 1/12'^  of their agricultural products to the 
state. Things, however, changed with the establishment of the Turkish rule. 
'If an Empire has to stay, farmers should be exploited', said Allaudin 
Khilji, who used to collect half of the earnings of the farmers. Except 
during the short period outlined by Sher Shah, exploitation of farmers 
became the rule. Naturally the status of the farmer suffered and his skill 
came to be restricted to traditional methods" (Munshi, 1964). 
3.3 MODERN PERIOD 
3.3.1 British Period 
The primary concern of the British Government was to safeguard the 
interests of their home country. Therefore, their administrative set-up in 
India was dominated by trained bureaucrats in revenue. Few among them 
had knowledge of and aptitude for dealing with agricultural questions. The 
Government believed that the Indian farmers knew their job and were not 
in need of guidance or help. So the need for experts in agriculture was not 
recognized (Randhawa, 1979). In less than a 100 years-from 1765 onwards, 
when the British East India Company took over the Diwani of Bengal, to 
1858 "the country-experienced twelve famines and four scarcities" (Bhatia, 
1963). 
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During the British period, the following departments, commissions, 
reports and developments in agriculture came into existence: Department 
of revenue. Department of agriculture and commerce (1871-79) (Hume, 
1879), famine commission report (1880), (India, Royal Commission on 
Agriculture in India, 1928), Veterinary department (1889), Famine 
commission report (1901) for development in agriculture (Scott, 1905), 
Lord Curzon and departments of agriculture, development in agriculture 
during (1905-28)-Infancy of agricultural research and experiment (India, 
Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, 1928), report of royal 
commission on agriculture (1928), ICAR (1929) for the development of 
agricultural and veterinary research in India, Great economic depression 
(1929-33) in development of agriculture, constitutional reforms of 1935 for 
the development of agriculture (Randhawa, 1979), development of 
agriculture during second world war and after all came into existence. The 
'Statement of agriculture and food policy in India' was also elaborated in 
January, 1946 with the objective to increase the production of food grains 
and protective foods, improve the methods of agricultural production and 
marketing, stimulate production of raw materials for industry and exports, 
secure remunerative prices for the producer and fair wages to agricultural 
labour, ensure fair distribution of food produced, and to promote 
nutritional research and education. 
The government also organized research support to agriculture. Four 
commodity committees were set up between 1944 and 1947 for sugarcane, 
tobacco, coconut and oilseeds. The Central Rice Research Institute (CRRI) 
was established at Cuttack (Orissa) in 1946, and two research institutes 
were set up for the study of problems relating to inland and marine 
fisheries. 
3.3.2 Post-Independence Period 
Till 1947 the impact of scientific agriculture was minimal. Just 
before Independence, the country witnessed a great human tragedy-the 
Bengal Famine. Therefore, one of the important tasks of independent India 
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was to develop a viable and productive agricultural economy leading to 
self-sufficiency in food and other requirements of the country. 
i. Grow-More Food Campaign 
The first step towards this goal was the launching of the Grow More 
Food campaign for rapid increase in food production, through increased 
inputs, improved seeds through greater use of compost and farmyard 
manure, green manuring and better cultivation practices. Considerable 
investments were made in order to create additional irrigation through river 
valley projects and for ground-water development. 
ii. Community Development Project 
To reach out to the millions of farmers and help them with new 
knowledge about farm technology, the Community Development Project 
was launched in 1952. The country was divided into over 5,000 
development blocks, each comprising around 100 villages or a population 
of 60,000-70,000 persons. Each block was provided with an extension set 
up to help develop several activities, which were designed to lead to 
prosperity in rural areas. 
iii. Reorganization of ICAR 
Another landmark of agricultural development in the country was 
the reorganization of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) 
in 1964-65. Today, ICAR runs well-equipped and well-staffed 47 central 
institutes, 5 national bureau, 12 project directorates, 33 national research 
centers, and 91 all-India co-ordinated research projects. Besides ICAR 
finances research scheme; and 12 externally-aided projects are also in 
operation through the United States-India Fund. 
The Council is the apex body for coordinating, guiding and 
managing research and education in agriculture including horticulture, 
fisheries and animal sciences in 40 state agricultural universities, 5 
deemed-to-be-universities and I central agricultural university for the 
north-eastern hills region by giving financial assistance in different forms. 
Besides providing financial assistance to the agricultural universities, 
ICAR is also assists them in the implementation of a number of schemes 
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for improving the quality and standard of agricultural education and 
research (DARE/ICAR Annual Report, 2002-2003). 
iv. Agricultural Universities 
Agricultural universities have contributed significantly . to the 
advancement of agricultural education, research and extension, which are 
vital for the transformation of a traditional agriculture into highly 
productive and dynamic new agriculture kinds. Nearly, all states of India 
have one or more agricultural university. 
v. All India Coordinated Research Projects 
These projects provide an important forum and vehicle for placing 
agricultural research in the country on a sound basis. These projects have 
been formulated for all the important crops and animals and to solve 
problems connected with soil management and irrigation. The coordinated 
research projects have given further impetus to agricultural production 
(Prasher, 1991). 
3.3.3 Green Revolution 
The world's worst recorded food disaster happened in 1943, in 
British-ruled India known as the Bengal Famine. An estimated four million 
people died of hunger that year alone in eastern India (that includes today's 
Bangladesh). The initial theory put forward to 'explain' the catastrophe 
was that there was an acute shortfall in food production in the area. 
However, Indian economist Amartya Sen (recipient of the Nobel Prize for 
Economics, 1998) has established that while food shortage was a 
contributor to the problem, a more potent factor was the result of hysteria 
related to World War II, which made food supply a low priority for the 
British rulers. Indian traders who hoarded food further exploited the 
hysteria in order to sell at higher prices. Nevertheless, when the British left 
India four years later, in 1947, India continued to be haunted by memories 
of the Bengal Famine. It was therefore natural that food security was a 
paramount item on free India's agenda. This awareness led to the Green 
Revolution in India and legislative measures to ensure that businessmen 
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would never again be able to hoard food for reasons of profit {India's 
Green Revolution, www). 
Thus, the carefully built infrastructure after Independence paved the 
way for a breakthrough in agricultural sphere. Hence, in April, 1966, when 
on the basis of the trails counted by our agricultural scientists, the 
Government of India took the bold decision to import 18,000 tonnes of two 
high-yielding varieties of wheat seeds, 'Larma Rojo 64-A', and 'Sonore 
64' from Mexico to distribute among the farmers (Prasher, 1991). In 1968, 
wheat production rose to 17 million tonnes, an increase of 5 million tonnes 
over the highest of 12 million tonnes harvested in 1964. Indira Gandhi 
officially recorded the impressive strides in agriculture by releasing a 
special stamp entitled 'Wheat Revolution' in July, 1968. The success of 
wheat was later replicated in rice. Productivity increases were also 
recorded in cotton, sugarcane, millets and oilseeds {InfoChange India News 
& Features ..., www). The demand for new seeds was originated by the 
organization of national demonstrations in farmers' fields. This triggered 
off what is now commonly known as the 'Green Revolution' (Prasher, 
1991). The term "Green Revolution" is a general one that is applied to 
successful agricultural experiments in many Third World countries. It is 
not specific to India, but it was most successful in India. 
There were three basic elements {India's Green Revolution, www) in 
the Green Revolution: 
• Continued expansion of farming areas 
• Double-cropping existing farmland 
• Using seeds with improved genetics. 
Once the varieties, with the new plant type, responsive to higher 
levels of fertilizer application and better management practices were 
available, they acted as catalysts and brought radical changes in the entire 
gamut of Indian agriculture. 
i. New Heights 
Through the vigorous and concerted efforts put in by agricultural 
scientists, extension workers, policy makers, administrators and farmers, 
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the country has achieved new heights in agricultural pl^ fd^ K?ti>CLa^ Ui©'ti6<taL 
output of crop production in million tonnes from 1949-50 tb"'^05-(T6 is 
shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Annual crop production output in million tonnes from 1949-50 to 2005-06 
Sl.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Name of Crop 
Rice 
Wheat 
Total Cereals 
Total Pulses 
Food Grains 
Oil Seeds 
Sugarcane 
*Cotton (Lint) 
**Jute 
1949-50 
23.26 
6.64 
47.68 
9.45 
57.14 
4.96 
56.29 
3.02 
3.92 
2005-06 
89.88 
71.54 
34.67 
13.92 
210.01 
26.70 
273.16 
18.93 
10.83 
* In thousand bales of 170 kg each. 
** In thousand bales of 180 kg each. 
(Source: India, Ministry of Agriculture (1980). Agricultural in India. New 
Delhi: ICAR; India: A Reference Annual (2007). New Delhi: Publication 
Division.) 
3.4 ESTABLISHMENT OF AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITIES IN 
INDIA 
In the olden times, India had the universities of Magadha, Taxila, 
Vikramshila, Vallabhi, and Nalanda, which had collections of great works 
on philosophy, logic, mathematics, astronomy, physics, chemistry, 
medicine, literature and religion (Phandis, Chhotey Lai and Pakhale, 1999). 
Since Independence the aim has been to diversify the economy by 
accelerating the pace of industrial development, increasing agricultural 
productivity and achieving all round progress. Science and technology have 
been brought closer to the farmer, and availability of inputs has 
considerably improved. This has become possible because of the 
development and well organized teaching, research and extension function 
in agriculture. It was taught as one of the subjects in the conventional 
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universities and the agriculture graduates thus produced, formed the core of 
the administrative set-up of agricultural departments. Organized institution 
for agriculture at university level was introduced in the beginning of the 
20"^  century when five agricultural colleges were established in 1907. By 
1947, the number of institutions offering degree courses in agriculture was 
47 with an enrollment of about 1500 students (Arya, 1995). The 
Radhakrishnan Comission Report on University Education (1948-49) 
recommended the establishment of 'Rural Universities' in India, and this 
recommendation was also endorsed by the first Indo-American Team on 
Agricultural Research and Education (1955), which led to the 
establishment of agricultural universities in the country on the pattern of 
Land-Grant colleges in the USA. The first Agricultural University in India 
was established in 1960, at Pantnagar, in Uttar Pradesh (now in 
Uttrakhand). 
The Second Joint Indo-American Team on Agricultural Education, 
Research and Extension (1959) recommended further improvement of 
agricultural education and effective coordination of research. Further, the 
Education Commission (1964) chaired by Dr. D.S. Kothari, specifically 
recommended the establishment of at least one agricultural university in 
each state and the integration of teaching, research and extension activities 
in those universities. These recommendations have resulted in 
systematization of agricultural universities in most of the states of India, 
modeled after the Land-Grant pattern of the USA. Some states have 
established more than one agricultural university. At present, there are 40 
State Agricultural Universities (SAUs), one Central Agricultural University 
(CAU), and 5 Deemed Agricultural Universities (DAUs) in India 
(Rathinasabapathy and Amudhavalli, 2006; ICAR: at a glance, 2008). 
Presently, India has a large agricultural research system. Table 2 
enlists the state wise break up of agricultural universities in India from 
1958 to 2005. 
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Table 2 
Agricultural universities in India state wise breakup (1958-2005) 
Sl.No. 
1. 
2. 
3 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
State 
Andhra Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Chatisgarh 
Delhi 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Jammu & Kashmir 
Jharkhand 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Maharashtra 
Madhya Pradesh 
Manipur 
Orissa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
Uttrakhand 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Total 
No. of Agricultural Universities 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
6 
3 
46 
(Source: ICAR Annual Report (2002-2003). New Delhi; State Agricultural 
Universities. Retrieved November 2, 2006, Website: 
www.icar.org.in/sau.htm; Universities Handbooks-Member Universities 
(2006). 31'' Ed. Vol.1 A-K & Vol. 2 L-Y. New Delhi: Association of 
Indian Universities; Rathinasabapathy, G. and Amudhavalli, A. (2006). 
ICT Implementation in State Agricultural University (SAU) Libraries in 
South India: A Study. In Kaul, H.K. and Malhan, I.V., (Eds.). Knowledge, 
Library and Information networking (pp.482-492), NACLIN 2006, 
University of Jammu, Jammu. New Delhi: Developing Library Network) 
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3.4.1 Features of an Agricultural University 
The distinctive features of an agricultural university are as follows: 
i. Statewide responsibility for teaching, research and extension 
education. 
it. Integration of teaching, research and extension at all levels of 
university administration. 
ill. Unified administration and complementary college and departments, 
and multi-disciplinary teamwork in the development of programmes 
of education, research and extension. 
iv. All the colleges to be constituent units for ensuring proper standards 
and quality without any arrangement for affiliation. 
V. Flexible course-credit system upgraded by continuous internal 
evaluation. 
vi. Acceptance by all concerned in the university, of a philosophy of 
service to agriculture and the rural community, and emphasis on 
programmes which are directly and immediately related to solving 
social and economic problems of the countryside. 
vii. Quick communication of new knowledge to students in classrooms, 
extension workers and farmers. 
viii. Implementing of programmes giving specialized training to the 
maximum number of rural youth, adult men and women, who are not 
candidates for degrees, through departments involved in 
responsibility for the subject-matter being taught. 
ix. A corporate board of management with adequate powers under the 
relevant university act. 
X. Organizational and operational autonomy. 
xi. Adequate and liberal financial support from the concerned 
Government {Agricultural Universities Development in India, 1956-
62; ICAR, 1978; Naik, 1972). 
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3.4.2 Objectives of an Agricultural University 
The ICAR Model Act for Agricultural Universities in India (As 
Revised in 2009) prescribes, under section 5, the following as the main 
objectives of an agricultural university: 
i. Making provision for imparting education towards development of 
quality human resource, in different branches of study, particularly 
agriculture, horticulture, veterinary and animal science, fisheries, 
forestry, agricultural engineering, home science and other allied 
branches of learning and scholarship as stated under section 2(3); 
ii. Furthering the advancement of learning and prosecution of research, 
particularly in agriculture and other allied sciences; 
iii. Undertaking the extension of such sciences especially to the rural 
people of the state; 
iv. Promoting partnership and linkages with national and international 
educational institutions; 
V. Such other purposes as the university may determine from time to 
time (Naik, 1972; ICAR Model Act, Rev. 2009). 
3.4.3 Functions of an Agricultural University 
The ICAR Model Act for Agricultural Universities in India (As 
Revised in 2009) has given, under section 7, the following as the functions 
of an agricultural university: 
i. To provide for undergraduate and postgraduate instructions in 
agriculture as stated in section 2(3) and other areas as the university 
may deem fit. 
ii. To provide assistance for conducting research in agriculture. 
iii. To facilitate for dissemination of the findings of research and 
technical information through an extension education programme. 
iv. To institute courses of study and hold examinations for and confer 
degrees, and other academic distinctions on persons who have 
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pursued and qualified for a prescribed course of study or research or 
both in the university or including part courses and/or research 
carried out in any other university or recognized institutions for the 
purpose. 
V. To confer honorary degrees and other distinctions as prescribed. 
vi. To provide training for farmers, field workers, rural youth and other 
persons not enrolled as regular students of the university. 
vii. To have collaboration in academic, research and extension education 
programmes with other universities, ICAR institutes and public and 
private R&D organizations/institutions. 
viii. To acquire, hold and retain property, both movable and immovable, 
to lease, sell or otherwise transfer any movable or immovable 
property which may have become vested or have been acquired by it 
for the purpose of the university, and to receive and borrow money 
from the Central Government, State Government or any other 
approved sources and do all other things necessary for the purpose 
of this Act. 
ix. To establish and maintain colleges, research stations, KVKs and 
units thereof relating to agriculture and allied sciences as stated in 
section 2(3). 
X. To create teaching, research and extension education posts with the 
approval of the Government and to appoint persons to such posts. 
xi. To create administrative and other posts with the approval of the 
Government and to appoint persons to such posts. 
xii. To institute and award fellowship, scholarships, stipends, prizes in 
accordance with the statutes. 
xiii. To fix, demand and receive such fees and other charges as may be 
prescribed. 
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xiv. To institute and maintain residential accommodations for students 
and staff of the university as appropriate. 
XV. To supervise and control the residence, conduct and discipline of the 
students of the university, and to make arrangement for promoting 
their health and welfare. 
xvi. To do all such acts and things whether incidental to the powers 
aforesaid or not as may be required in order to further the objects of 
the university {ICAR Model Act, Rev. 2009). 
3.5 GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES IN INDIA 
For the development of agricultural education, research and 
extension education, the government established a large number of 
agricultural universities in different parts of the country. By giving all 
priority to agriculture, agricultural education and extension education, the 
government of India brought out results such as green revolution, and 
establishment of the state agricultural universities. But the growth of 
agricultural university was very slow after independence within the period 
of 1947-60. The history of agricultural university libraries in India starts 
with the Govind Ballabh Pant University of Agriculture and Technology 
(GBPUAT), which started functioning in 1961. Agricultural teaching, 
research and extension education are the tripartite functions of a premier 
agricultural university and vis-a-vis its library. Now, India has a total of 46 
agricultural universities, and their libraries function in different parts of 
the country (Rokade, 2005; Rathinasabapathy and Amudhavalli, 2006). 
3.5.1 Factors Contributing towards Healthy Growth and Development 
The growth and development of libraries of agricultural universities 
has been due to many factors; the more important of which are as follows: 
i. ICAR Model Act for Agricultural Universities in India 
According to the ICAR Model Act Revised 2009 (under section-7, 
sub-section-9 & 10), the powers and functions of the university are "to 
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create and maintain laboratories, libraries, research stations, institutions 
and museums for teaching, research and extension." This statement gives a 
legal base to the libraries of agricultural universities. The Librarian shall 
be a member of the Academic Council and an officer of the university 
responsible to the Vice-Chancellor for all matters concerning the library 
and the purchase, cataloguing and maintenance of books and journals and 
operation of the library. The contents of the sections 7 and 18 of the ICAR 
Model Act, incorporating the recommendations of Cummings Committee 
Report (Dr. Ralph W. Cummings, as Chairman) and Sutton Committee 
Report (Dr. T.S. Sutton, as Chairman-an Advisor under USAID Mission to 
PAU) has far reaching effects on agricultural university library 
organization, administration, powers and duties of the university librarians. 
Subsequently, these sections of ICAR Model Act were incorporated in the 
Acts and Statutes of almost every agricultural university in India. This 
provided the library a rightful place in the administrative set-up of an 
agricultural university (ICAR Model Act, Rev. 2009). 
ii. Joint Indo-American Teams 
The emphasis on improving agricultural education, research and 
extension was laid down by two Indo-American Teams (2.3.2; & 2.3.3) in 
1950s, which resulted in additional emphasis on the need for better 
libraries. Dr. M.S. Randhawa (1960), head of second team reported, 
"Libraries are a necessary part of the researcher's tool. Every possible step 
should be taken to improve library facilities which are often inadequate." 
Dr. Randhawa, as Vice-Chairman of ICAR, got a committee consisting of 
Dr. Ralph R. Shaw and Dr. D.B. Krishna Rao appointed in 1956 to conduct 
a study of library and bibliographic services for agricultural teaching and 
research in India. The recommendations of this committee stimulated both 
librarians and administrators and created in-depth awareness among them 
for better agricultural libraries (Shaw and Krishna Rao, 1957). 
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iii. Indo-American Agricultural Library Survey and Study Team 
(1968) 
This survey team was set up as a result of the 69 recommendations 
made at a meeting of the Directors of Agricultural Research Institutes 
(1967), headed by Dr. Dorothy Parker (also known as Dorothy Parker 
Committee). The Chief librarian of Indian Agricultural Research Institute 
(lARI) was its Member-Secretary. This committee visited eight existing 
agricultural university libraries. The most important recommendations were 
as follows: 
• Improvement in the physical facilities to ICAR institute libraries. 
• Strengthening of the collection of books and journals. 
• Appointment of trained librarians in the institute libraries. 
• Status of library equal to that of a Department of the institute. 
• Status of Librarian at par with Head of the Department 
• Making of a National Agricultural Library in India headed by a 
Director {Indo-American Agricultural Library Survey and Study 
Team, 1969). 
iv. Ramiah Committee (1969) 
Under the Chairmanship of Dr. A. Ramiah, a committee was 
constituted (also known as Ramiah Committee, 1969), consisting of 
scientists like Dr. M.S. Swaminathan (Indian Agricultural Research 
Institute), Dr. CM. Singh (Indian Veterinary Research Institute), Dr N.N. 
Dastur (National Dairy Research Institute) etc. This committee reviewed 
the recommendations of Dr. Dorothy Parker Committee, and accepted a 
few out of them (Vide letter accepted by ICAR, 1969). 
V. Regional Agricultural Library Study Teams (1973) 
In 1973, the working of agricultural libraries was again studied by 
Regional Agricultural Library Study Teams sponsored by ICAR. The view 
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was that appreciable progress had not taken place even after the Ramiah 
Committee. One of the Regional Study Teams reported: "The failure to act 
on the recommendations of the Ramiah Committee, and what had been 
retarding the development of the libraries, had been the failure to 
appreciate, in some quarters, the role of the libraries in the development of 
research" (Saxena, 1973). ICAR had taken about eight years to clear and 
approve, in principle, the recommendations of Regional Agricultural Study 
Teams (ICAR Letter, 1982). 
vi. ICAR Sponsored Workshops and Seminars for Agricultural 
Libraries 
At different places, a number of workshops, seminars and 
conferences for agricultural libraries were held under the aegis of the 
ICAR. Important among them were: 
• The first Library Workshop at Pantnagar 
• All India Conference on Agricultural Education relating to Libraries 
at JNKVV, Jabalpur 
• Workshop on Reprography at PAU, Ludhiana 
• Seminar on Agricultural Librarianship and Documentation, at 
Ludhiana 
• National Conference of Agricultural Librarians at Hyderabad 
• Seminar on Agricultural Librarianship and Documentation at 
Pantnagar in December 1988 
These workshops, seminars and conferences formulated a number of 
recommendations for the development of agricultural libraries and their 
services, and passed them on to the ICAR for consideration. A number of 
such recommendations have been approved by the ICAR for 
implementation. 
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vii. Standing Library Advisory Committees of ICAR 
There is a Standing Library Advisory Committee (LAC) of ICAR to 
deal with policy matters concerning agricultural libraries. The LAC 
consists of librarians from some agricultural universities, and ICAR 
institutes with the Deputy Director General (Education), ICAR, as its 
Chairman, and the Chief Librarian of ICAR Library, as its Member-
Secretary. 
The various above mentioned committees gave substantially useful 
recommendations for the development of agricultural libraries in the 
country. 
3.5.2 Pathos of Agricultural University Libraries 
i. With the application of some Sections of the ICAR Model Act for 
agricultural universities, and incorporation of some 
recommendations of Cummings Committee, as well as Sutton 
Committee into the Acts and statutes of almost every agricultural 
university, the SAU libraries progress more rapidly than ICAR 
institute libraries which are still in a poor state. Today, Agricultural 
university librarians are enjoying the status of a Professor and 
professor's pay scale under University Grant Commission (UGC) 
system with full administrative and financial powers for the 
organization and management of their libraries. 
ii. Contrary to SAU libraries, the pathology and irony of ICAR 
institutes libraries has been that the Ramiah Committee turned down 
all good recommendations of Indo-American Agricultural Library 
Survey and Study Teams. The Directors of IC]AR institutes never 
implemented any recommendation of the Ramiah Committee 
accepted by ICAR. 
iii. The Standing Library Advisory Committee (LAC) of ICAR 
remained in dormancy for the last 20 years. However, it was revived 
in 1995 and after a couple of meetings again it remained paralysed 
for certain reasons. 
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iv. Association of Agricultural Librarians and Documentalists of India 
(AALDI) in 1988, at Pantnagar seminar, elected new members to 
form a new executive committee of AALDI, which could raise the 
voice of librarian's grievances and suggest new measures to 
accelerate the pace of development of agricultural libraries. This 
committee of AALDI never met, and went into long term dormancy 
because of the lack of commitment of its members to the profession. 
V. ICAR librarians have not been granted either equal status or UGC 
pay scales at par with scientists of their institutes as well as their 
counterparts in SAUs, hence they do not enjoy adequate 
administrative and financial powers to develop their libraries by 
purchasing new books and journals. They work through an obsolete 
bureaucratic system. 
vi. The surveys made by lARI library staff in 1991 and 1995-96 
revealed that ICAR libraries are still in poor condition with poor 
collection and inadequate manpower. Budget allocation to libraries 
on an average remains below the mark of I percent, as against UGC 
norm of 6 percent of a university budget. On the other hand 
agricultural university libraries have built adequate book collections 
and subscribe to a satisfactory number of agricultural journals. They 
have adequate manpower and financial resources. Here the library of 
lARI, New Delhi is an exception to it by virtue of its national role. 
vii. National Agricultural Library (NAL) is the need of the country. 
Unfortunately, there is no de jure, National Agricultural Library. 
However, lARI Library is playing the de facto role of National 
Agricultural library since long time (Chhotey Lai, 1995 and 2000). 
3.5.3 Year Wise Growth of Agricultural University Libraries 
The year wise growth of agricultural university libraries is given 
below along with their location, state, and establishment year. The year 
wise growth of agricultural university libraries in India has been classified 
as: 
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i. State Agricultural University Libraries in India 
Table 3 shows the year wise growth of state agricultural university 
libraries in India since 1960, from the establishment of first agricultural 
university library at Govind Ballabh Pant University of Agriculture and 
Technology, Pantnagar in Uttrakhand State. 
ii. Central Agricultural University Library in India 
Table 4 also shows the year wise growth of central agricultural 
university libraries since 1993. 
iii. Deemed Agricultural University Libraries in India 
The growth of deemed agricultural university libraries in India since 
1958 is shown in Table 5, with the establishment of Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute library. New Delhi. 
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3.5.4 Chronological Growth of Agricultural University (State, Central 
and Deemed) Libraries in India 
Table 6 shows the chronological growth of agricultural university 
libraries in India. After independence Growth was very slow within the 
period of 13 years from 1947 to 1960 as only one state and one deemed 
agricultural university, along with their libraries were established. Due to 
green revolution, the SAUs started growing at a faster pace during 1961-
70, and the 10 state agricultural universities and their libraries were 
established. The government of India gave all priority to agriculture, 
agricultural education and extension education in India. 9 agricultural 
university libraries were established during 1971-80. During the period 
1981-90 and 1991-2000, 9 and 8 more agricultural university libraries were 
established at different places respectively. Further more, 8 other 
agricultural university libraries were also established for the development 
of agriculture during the period of 2001-2005. 
Table 6 
Agricultural university libraries in India (1958-2005) 
Sl.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Period 
1958-1960 
1961-1970 
1971-1980 
1981-1990 
1991-2000 
2001-2005 
Total 
(Chronolo 
SAU 
Libraries 
1 
10 
9 
6 
6 
8 
40 
gical order) 
DAU 
Libraries 
1 
-
-
3 
1 
-
5 
CAU 
Libraries 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
Total 
Agricultural 
University 
Libraries 
2 
10 
9 
9 
8 
8 
46 
(Source: JCAR Annual Report (2002-2003). New Delhi; State Agricultural 
Universities. Retrieved November 2, 2006, Website: 
www.icar.org.in/sau.htm; Universities Handbooks-Member Universities 
(2006). 31 ' ' Ed. Vol.1 A-K & Vol. 2 L-Y. New Delhi: Association of 
Indian Universities; Rathinasabapathy, G. and Amudhavalli, A. (2006). 
ICT Implementation in State Agricultural University (SAU) Libraries in 
South India: A Study. In Kaul, H.K. and Malhan, I.V., (Eds.). Knowledge, 
Library and Information Networking (pp.482-492), NACLIN 2006, 
University of Jammu, Jammu. New Delhi: Developing Library Network.) 
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3.6 AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
An agricultural library is one, which primarily renders services to 
specialists, teachers, students and farmers in agriculture and allied 
subjects. The Indo-American Agricultural Survey and Study Team, in its 
final report on ICAR institutes and agricultural university libraries (1969), 
recommended that every agricultural library is a special library, and must 
be oriented to the service of agriculture. Its collections and the clientele are 
both discreet. A special library is a planned collection of books, 
periodicals, reports and other records to meet the research needs of a 
specific clientele. The functioning of special libraries is motivated by not 
merely responding to requests, but answering them before they are asked. 
This again, is closely linked to the idea of information services, where 
anticipation is considered a key to these services (Livingston, 1998). 
3.6.1 Objectives of an Agricultural University Library 
The goal of each agricultural library is to obtain efficient and wide 
access to scientific and other information relevant to the programs and 
workload at an agricultural university. In keeping with that, the objectives 
are: 
i. To develop a comprehensive collection of information in various 
documentary forms relevant to agricultural field and crops, and to 
develop a selective collection of information on disciplines, 
techniques, and methodologies useful in research programs related 
to an agricultural university. 
ii. To provide a wide range of functions such as information storage, 
retrieval, dissemination, and document delivery services to scientists 
and others working on programs involving agricultural university. 
iii. To participate in relevant national and international information 
networks for the exchange of information and for the sharing of 
information resources (Shrimali, 1989). 
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3.6.2 Functions of an Agricultural University Library 
Agricultural university libraries derive their functions from the 
objectives of their parent institutions. They are established to play an 
important role in the achievement of the training or research objectives of 
their parent institutions through the provision and dissemination of 
agricultural information. They play this role by performing the following 
functions: 
i. Collection, organization and provision of informative materials in a 
general or particular area of specialization, as well as in allied 
subjects. 
ii. Receiving and disseminating technical reports and information. 
iii. Reference, query services, inter-library loan service. 
iv. Literature search. 
v. Current awareness services, such as distribution of accession lists, 
content pages of journals, selective dissemination of information 
services. 
vi. Provision of photocopying service (Aina, 1995). 
3.7 AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY COLLECTION 
AND SERVICES 
3.7.1 Library Collection 
Library is a trinity made up of books, staff and users (Scientists, 
Researchers, Faculty Members, Students, etc.) and books are the 
foundations of a library. An effective library collection is a sine que non 
for research, education and extension, and the success of library depends 
on the collection and services rendered. 
An agricultural library collection of research value is one 
recognized by its own institute, and by others, as an important resource, at 
the regional and national level. Research level collection is a collection 
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that includes major published source materials required for dissemination 
and independent research, including materials containing research reports, 
new findings, scientific experimental results, and other information useful 
to researchers. It is intended to include all important reference works, and a 
wide selection of specialized monographs, as well as a very extensive 
collection of journals and major indexing and abstracting services in the 
field. Pertinent foreign language materials are included. Older material is 
retained for historical research. The aim of agricultural library collection is 
to assist scientists, researchers, and faculty members in locating the 
required information necessary to support research. The collection should 
receive special attention from its own library to ensure bibliographic and 
physical access, as well as an adequate level of reference service for 
researchers. 
The total collection of material on agriculture and its allied subjects 
assembled by a library for its clientele is also called 'agricultural library 
collection' or 'agricultural library resources'. 
i. Growth of Collection 
Growth of collection, one of the basic functions of agricultural 
libraries is closely related with information retrieval activities. Good 
collection forms the backbone of library to provide good information 
services and answer to various types of queries made by the scientists, 
researchers and faculty members. Growth of collection refers to the 
selection and acquisition of library materials taking into account users' 
current needs and future requirements within the framework of a prescribed 
policy for the growth of collection. Today, "economic forces and 
technological advances have combined together to create a new 
environment, where access to collective and scholarly resources that no 
library could ever afford, supersedes the historic quest for the great 
comprehensive collection" (Harloe and Budd, 1994). Thus, an agricultural 
library must establish collection needs and priorities based upon mission 
and strategic subjects. A written policy for the growth of collection 
provides a systematic description of needs, both for librarians and users. 
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Generally, the need for a detailed policy for the growth of collection 
increases with the size of collection (Elder, et.al., 1990). 
ii. Policy for the Growth of Collection 
The word policy means some kind of guideline designed carefully 
and developed for a specific purpose. Policy is a written statement 
prepared for the guidance of the librarian regarding planning, budgeting, 
selection and acquisition of agricultural material in a library (Singh and 
Kumar, 2005). A policy for the growth of collection is a written document 
forming part of information policy of the parent organization. This policy 
is a statement of principles and guidelines used by the library for the 
development of its collection of information resources (Print, Electronic 
and Other Non-Print Formats). Its use should bring consistency among 
those responsible for developing the collection. As the programmes and 
information needs of the parent organization change, the collection 
development policy will also undergo changes to meet the changing needs 
(Singh and Kumar, 2005). The purpose of collection growth policy is to 
provide a framework for the maintenance and development of the 
agricultural university library's collection, to indicate priorities, to 
establish selection criteria across the range of different subjects, languages 
and media and to create a consistent and coherent basis for the future 
development of the collection {Collection Development Policy, www). 
iii. Elements of the Policy 
The policy should take into account the aims and objectives of the 
organization, it's general and specific programmes, the community it 
serves, the purpose of the library, existing collection, and its future needs. 
In principle, the policy should begin with the organization's mission 
statement and strategic plans. According to Perkins (1997) 
"recommendations of the clients and knowledge of their information needs 
are the key elements in deciding what to buy." According to Evans (1987), 
a policy document should have: 
• A brief general description of the community to be served; 
• Identification of specific clientele to be served; 
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• A general statement regarding parameters of collection, such as 
specific subject field and type of formats that the library will 
acquire; 
• The statement on general limitations and priorities that will 
determine how the collection will be developed; and 
• Keeping in mind the library's role in cooperative collection 
development and networking; the policy should make it clear as to 
whether the basic philosophy is self-sufficiency or cooperation. 
Now, when agricultural libraries have accepted the advantages of 
electronic resources, they should have separate budget allocation for 
electronic resources, including equipments and technical support. 
iv. Coverage of Policy 
The coverage (Singh and Kumar, 2005) of the policy is as follows: 
• Mission of the agriculture university and its library. 
• Profile of the Agriculture University and categories of users to be 
provided information resources and services. 
• Goals of growth of collection in terms of information resources, 
services, operations, format facilities, inter-institutional cooperation 
and human resources needed to meet those goals. 
• Level of staff responsible for selection and acceptance of requests 
received from the users. 
• Basis of allocation of funds for books (including non-book 
materials, binding, etc.), serials and access library services. 
• Factors for choosing various formats. 
• Criteria for selection of various formats. 
• Selection Policy-broad criteria, duplicates, non-print materials, 
paperbacks, gifts and others. 
• Ownership versus access. 
• Resource sharing, including exchange of materials. 
• Cooperative collection development. 
• Guidelines for weeding, preservation, censorship, copyright law. 
• Evaluation of the policy. 
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3.7.2 Library Services 
Library is essentially a service institution; a nerve center of any 
academic institution, and the 'Think Tank' of a research organization that 
never goes dry. The traditional function of library service involves a 
variety of activities on the part of the library. To achieve its goals and 
realize its policies, an agriculture library undertakes various services such 
as lending/circulation, inter-library loan, reference and information, 
bibliographical, CAS, SDI, indexing and abstracting, photocopy, 
microfilm, CD-ROM database, online, book bank, translation, user 
education and computerized database access etc. Some of these are not 
provided effectively and efficiently. There is not only the need to gear up 
the old ones, but also to initiate the new services with the assistance of new 
computer technology so complete library operations and services can be 
modernized. Today, it has become imperative for all agricultural libraries 
to provide the necessary information support to the Scientists, Researchers, 
Faculty Members and Students through various information services, and 
exploit fully the potentialities of information technologies for providing 
better services. Agricultural libraries provide energy, the power of 
knowledge and create awareness and motivation among the users 
community by means of their services. 
3.7.3 Collection and Services: Present Status of Agricultural 
University Libraries 
Keeping in view the flood of information, utilization of computers 
for speedy information, dissemination using national as well as 
international databases through telecommunication and the growing needs 
of agricultural users; agricultural libraries have developed corresponding 
effective collection and services to meet the specialized information 
requirements of research workers. A brief overview of the collection and 
services offered by the libraries of agricultural universities are given in 
Table 7, 8 and 9. 
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Table 7 
State agricultural university libraries (Collection and Services) 
SI. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Name of Agricultural 
University Library 
Govind Ballabh Pant 
University of 
Agriculture and 
Technology 
(GBPUAT) Library, 
Pantnagar, 
(Uttrakhand) 
Orissa University of 
Agricultural and 
Technology (OUAT) 
Library, 
Bhubaneshwar, 
(Orissa) 
Punjab Agricultural 
University (PAU) 
Library, 
Ludhiana, 
(Punjab) 
Collection 
Books-209926, 
Periodicals-60374, 
Rental Text Books-
52725, Standards-13517, 
Theses-15979, 
Photocopies-2930, 
Maps-3815, GIobes-14, 
Films-170, Microfilm-
42, Microfiches-6044, 
Records-328, Tapes-274, 
Slides-657, Pictures-
304, & Disc (CDs & 
Floppies)- 1020 
Books & Bound 
Periodicals-143754, 
Current Periodicals-215 
Books-194460, 
Periodicals-89984 
Bound & 92 Current, 
466 Gift 
Services 
Circulation, 
Reference & 
Information, 
Inter-Library 
Loan, OPAC, 
CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
DDS, Photocopy, 
Book Bank, 
Online Full Text 
Journals, Internet, 
LAN, Databases: 
AGRIS, 
AGRICOLA, 
CABI, FSTA, 
BIOSIS, 
COMPENDEX, 
etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference, CAS, 
SDI, . 
Bibliographical, 
Indexing & 
Abstracting, 
Microfilms/Micro 
fiche, Slide 
Reading 
Circulation, 
Reference, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Indexing & 
Abstracting, 
Online Full Text 
Journals, Internet, 
LAN, Databases: 
AG ECON CD, 
AGRICOLA, 
Agri.& Natual 
Resources, 
AGRIS, 
AGRISEARCH, 
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4. 
5. 
Acharya N.G. Ranga 
Agricultural 
University 
(ANGRAU) Library, 
Hyderabad, 
(Andhra Pradesh) 
University of 
Agricultural Sciences 
Books-200000, 
Periodicals-500 Current 
Books (including Bound 
Periodicals)-136508, 
Biological 
Abstracts, Bio. & 
Agri.Index, 
Biotechnology 
Abstracts, 
Biotechnology & 
Bioengineering, 
CAB CDs, 
CABSAC on CD, 
CROP CD, 
CDISTANCE 
EDU., 
COMPENDEX, 
Food & Human 
Nutrition, FSTA, 
GURBANI CD 
V0L3, History of 
Korea, J. of 
Exper. Biology 
Review, J. of Cell 
Science, Life 
Science 
Collection, 
NUCSSI, 
NATURE, SOIL 
CD, TROPAG & 
RURAL, VET 
CD, WILSON'S 
APPLIED SCL& 
TECH. 
ABSTRACTS, 
WILSON 
WEATHER DISC, 
etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Indexing & 
Abstracting, 
Photocopy, 
Microfilm/Microfi 
che, Slide 
Reading Facility, 
Internet, LAN 
Circulation, 
Reference, OP AC, 
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6. 
7. 
8. 
(UAS) Library, 
Bangalore, 
(Karnataka) 
J.N. Krishi 
Vishwavidyalaya 
(JNKV) Library, 
Jabalpur, 
(Madhya Pradesh) 
Assam Agricultural 
University (AAU) 
Library, 
Jorhat, 
(Assam) 
Mahatma Phule Krishi 
Vidyapeeth (MPKV) 
Library, 
Rahuri, 
(Maharashtra) 
Periodicals-525 Current, 
Theses & Dissertations-
7541, Reports-14871, 
Pamphlets-10602, 
Maps-78, 
Microfilms/Photocopies-
68, Microfische-167 
Books-52323, 
Periodicals-136557 
Bound, Theses-4086, 
Bulletins/ Pamphlets & 
Others-3578, 
Micro films-3 50 
Books-89559, 
Periodicals-7090 Bound 
& 179 Current, Theses-
226, Dissertations-1340, 
Newspapers-16, 
Magazine-6 
Books-62864, 
Periodicals-24049 
Bound, Theses-4988, 
Reprints-1950, Annual 
Reports-5500, Video 
Cassets-115 
CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, 
Microfilm & 
Microfiche, Slide 
Reading, Online 
Full Text X C i l X X ^te/A I 
Journals, Internet, 
Databases: CAB 
CD, HORT CD, 
VET CD, etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, 
Microfilm & 
Microfiche, Slide 
Reading, Internet, 
Databases: CROP 
CD, 
HORTICULTURE 
CD, PLANT 
GENE CD, SOIL 
CD, AGRIS CD, 
etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference, Inter-
Library Loan, 
Display & 
Exhibition, CAS, 
Photocopy, Book 
Bank, Online Full 
Text Journals, 
Internet, 
Databases: CAB 
CD, AGRIS, etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference, Inter-
Library Loan, 
Photocopy, 
TV/VCR Facility, 
Catalogue 
(Theses, Back 
Vol. of 
Periodicals, 
Indian Standards, 
Acta i 
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9. Dr. Panjabrao 
Deshmukh Krishi 
Vidyapeeth 
(Dr.PDKV) Library, 
Akola, 
(Maharashtra) 
Books-130983, 
Periodicals-28525 
Bound & 279 Current, 
Theses-5748 
Horticulturae), 
Bibliography of 
Ber Zizyphus 
Muritiana, 
Internet, LAN, 
Databases: CD-
ROM Databases-
8, etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference, CAS, 
SDI, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, 
Microfilms/Micro 
fiche, Slide 
Reading, Internet, 
LAN 
10. Ch. C.S. Haryana 
Agricultural 
University (CCSHAU) 
Library, Hisar, 
(Haryana) 
Books-193715, 
Periodicals-94786 
Bound & 694 Current, 
Theses-9577, 
Microfilms-377, CD-
ROMs-128, Books & 
Theses on CDs-924 
Circulation, 
Reference, OPAC, 
CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, Book 
Bank, Books 
Shop, 
Audio/Video & 
Video 
Conferencing 
Facility, Online 
Full Text 
Journals, Internet, 
LAN, Databases: 
CABI, 
AGRICOLA, 
Biological 
Abstracts, Food & 
Human Nutrition 
Abstracts, AGRIS, 
Indian Science 
Abstracts, etc. 
11. Rajendra Agricultural 
University (RAU) 
Library, 
Samastipur, 
(Bihar) 
Books & Bound 
Periodicals-5400, 
Periodicals-95 Current 
Circulation, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Indexing & 
Abstracting, 
Photocopy 
12. Kerala Agricultural Books-99233, Circulation, CAS, 
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13. 
14. 
15. 
University (KAU) 
Library, 
T^l ' 
Thrissur, 
(Kerala) 
Tamil Nadu 
Agricultural 
University (TNAU) 
Library, Coimbatore, 
(Tamil Nadu) 
Dr. B.S.K. Krishi 
Vidyapeeth 
(Dr.BSKKV) Library, 
Dapoli Parbhani, 
(Maharashtra) 
Marathwada Krishi 
Vidyapeeth (MKV) 
Library, 
T* 1 1 
Parbhani, 
(Maharashtra) 
Periodicals-6500 Bound 
& 302 Current, Theses & 
Dissertations-1500 
Books-177000, 
Periodicals-380 Current, 
Theses-4500 
Books-32384, 
PeriodicaIs-8027 Bound 
& 128 Current, Theses-
3306, Other Reference 
Materials-736 
Books-61519, 
Periodicals-24295 
Bound & 226 Current, 
Theses-4921, Annual 
Reports-6300, CDs-250 
SDI, 
Bibliographical, 
Indexing & 
Abstracting, 
OPAC, 
Photocopy, 
Microfilms/Micro 
fiche. Slide 
Reading, Online 
Full Text of 
Journals, Internet, 
LAN, CD-ROM 
Databases, etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Indexing & 
Abstracting, 
Photocopy, Audio 
Visual, Online 
Full Text 
Journals, Internet 
Circulation, 
Reference, Inter-
Library Loan, 
CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, 
Internet, LAN 
Circulation, 
Reference, OPAC, 
Photocopy, Book 
Bank, Online Full 
Text Journals 
Internet, LAN, 
Databases: CAB 
CD, FSTA CD, 
AGRIS, COPSAT 
Current Content 
Service of 
INFLIBNET 
Floppy, Academic 
Serarch premier 
CD-ROM + 
Online Abstract 
and Full Text 
Database 
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16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
B.C.Krishi 
Vishwavidyalaya 
(BKV) Library, 
Mohanpur, 
(West Bengal) 
C.S. Azad University 
of Agriculture and 
Technology 
(CSAUAT) Library, 
Kanpur, 
(Uttar Pradesh) 
Narendra Dev 
University of 
Agriculture and 
Technology (NDUAT) 
Library, 
Faizabad, 
(Uttar Pradesh) 
Ch. S Kumar H. P. 
Krishi 
Vishwavidyalaya 
(CSKHPKV) Library, 
Palampur, 
(Himachal Pradesh) 
Books & Bound 
Periodicals-101535, 
Periodicals-301 Current 
Books-64300, 
Periodicais-4481 Bound 
& 71 Current, Theses-
474, Dissertations-1903, 
Newspapers-12, 
Magazines-23, and Other 
Materials. 
Books-42306, 
Periodicals-6000 Bound 
& 52 Current 
Books-41890, 
Periodicals-26275 
Bound & 507 Current, 
Theses-3053, Others-799 
(EBSCO), 
DELNET Online 
Network Service, 
etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference, Inter-
Library Loan, 
OPAC, Book 
Bank, Photocopy, 
Microfilms/Micro 
fiche, Slide 
Reading, Video 
Interactive 
Education 
Facility, CD-ROM 
Databases, etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, 
Internet, LAN, In 
the process of 
Starting 
Abstracting 
Search & Content 
Page Service 
Through E-Media, 
etc. 
Circulation, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, 
Microfilms/Micro 
fiche, Slide 
Reading 
Circulation, 
Reference & 
Information, 
Inter-Library 
Loan, OPAC, 
CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, Book 
Bank, Online Full 
Text Journals, j 
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Internet, LAN, 
Databases: 
AGRICOLA, 
AGRIS, CAB, 
Population 2001 
of Himachal 
Pradesh, Indian 
Science Abstracts, 
FAOSTAT (World 
Wide Statistical 
Information), 
Forestry Database, 
FSTA, 
MEDLINE, 
NUCSSI, J-Gate, 
etc. 
20. Birsa Agriculture 
University (BAU) 
Library, Kanke, 
Ranchi, 
(Jharkhand) 
Books-75147, 
Periodicals-203 Current, 
Theses-1598, 
Magazines-26 Current 
Circulation, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, 
Databases: CAB 
CD, etc. 
21. Sher-E-Kashmir 
University of 
Agriculture and 
Technology 
(SEKUAT) Library, 
Srinagar, 
(Jammu & Kashmir) 
Books- , Periodicals-84 
Current, Theses-35 
Current, Reports-70 
Circulation, 
Reference, CAS, 
SDI, Indexing, 
Consultation, 
Photocopy, 
Databases: CAB 
CD, AGRIS, 
AGRICOLA, 
FSTA, 
Biotechnology 
Abstract, 
MEDLINE, Indian 
Science Abstract, 
Intellectual 
Property Rights 
CD, etc. 
22. Dr. Y. S. Parmar 
University of 
Horticulture and 
Forestry (YSPUHF) 
Library, 
Nauni (Solan), 
(Himachal Pradesh) 
Books-56000 Circulation, 
OP AC, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, Book 
Bank, Databases: 
AGRIS, HORT 
CD, CAB CD, 
AGRICOLA, 
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23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
University of 
Agricultural Sciences 
(UAS) Library, 
Dharwad, 
(Karnataka) 
Indira Gandhi Krishi 
Vishwavidyalaya 
(IGKV) Library, 
Raipur, 
(Chhatishgarh) 
Rajasthan Agricultural 
University (RAU) 
Library, 
Bikaner, 
Tamil Nadu 
Veterinary & Animal 
Science University 
Library, Chennai, 
(Tamil Nadu) 
West Bengal 
University of Animal 
Books-52196, 
Periodicals-24000 
Bound, Reports-3750, 
Pamphlets-7596, Theses-
8502 
Books-21988, 
Periodicals-112 Current, 
Theses-525 
Books & Periodicals-
10152 
Books-38000, 
PeriodicaIs-22,090 
Bound & 30 Current, 
Theses-1138, Video 
Cassettes-196, 
VCDs/DVDs-33, 
Books-22000, 
Periodicals-12000 
TREE CD, etc. 
Lending, Inter-
Library Loan, 
Reference, OPAC, 
News Paper 
Clipping, New 
Arrivals, 
Photocopy, Book 
Bank, Online Full 
Text Journals, 
Internet, LAN & 
WAN, Databases: 
CABI CD, etc. 
Circulation, Inter-
Library Loan, 
CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy 
Circulation, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy 
Lending, 
Bibliographical, 
Reference, 
Reprography, 
Microfilming, 
Video Library, 
Book Bank, 
Online Access of 
E-Journals, 
WebOPAC, 
Electronic 
Surveillance 
System, Internet, 
LAN, Databases: 
Agriculture, 
Biology and 
Environmental 
Sciences, etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference & 
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28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
& Fishery Sciences 
Library, 
Koikata, 
(West Bengal) 
Sher-E-Kashmir 
University of 
Agricultural Sciences 
& Technology 
Library, Jammu, 
(Jammu & Kashir) 
Maharana Pratap 
University of 
Agriculture and 
Technology (MPUAT) 
Library, 
Udaipur, 
(Rajasthan) 
Sardar Vallabh Bhai 
Patel University of 
Agriculture and 
Technology 
(SVBPUAT) Library, 
Meerut, 
(Uttar Pradesh) 
Maharashtra Animal 
& Fishery Sciences 
University Library, 
Nagpur, 
(Maharashtra) 
North Banga 
Agriculture University 
(NBAU) Library, 
Kuch, Bihar, 
UP Pandit Deen Dayal 
Bound & 105 Current, 
Advances-18, Annual 
Reviews-5, Conference 
& Proceedings-15, 
Reports-35, Stabdards-
75, Theses-900 
Books-16768, 
Periodicals-143 Current 
Books-137727, 
Periodicals-331, CD-
ROMs-465 
Text Books, Reference 
Books, Periodicals, 
magazines. 
Audio/Videos, CD-
ROMs, Research 
Reports, Agricultural 
Report and Industrial 
Reports, Annual Reports 
Books-12,000, Theses-
693 
Books-25000, 
Information 
Services, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy, 
Internet, LAN 
Circulation, CAS, 
Document Alert, 
Photocopy, LAN, 
Available CD-
ROM for 
Downloading. 
Circulation, Inter-
Library Loan, 
CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
SDI, Document 
Alert, News 
Clipping, 
Photocopy, Online 
Full Text 
Journals, LAN, 
Databases: CAB 
CD, AGRIS, etc. 
Circulation, 
Reference, 
Catalogue, 
Photocopy 
Circulation, A/V 
aids, CD 
Networking & 
WebOPAC, 
Internet, LAN 
Circulation, 
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34. 
35. 
Upadhaya Pashu 
Chikitsa 
Vigyan Vishwa 
Vidhyalaya evam Go 
Anusandhan Sansthan 
Library, 
Mathura, 
(Uttar Pradesh) 
Anand Agricultural 
University Library, 
Anand, 
(Gujarat) 
Junagadh Agricultural 
University Library, 
Junagadh, 
(Gujarat) 
Periodicals-22090 
Bound & 36 Current, 
Theses-1500 
Books-54994, 
Periodicals-343 Current 
& 1000-Bound, Theses-
2170, Reports-9050, 
Rare Books-132 
Books-40500, 
Periodicals-13,500 
Bound & 211 Current, 
Thes6S-961 
Bibliographical, 
Reference & 
Information, Book 
Bank Scheme, 
Reprography, 
Online Full Text 
E-Journals, 
OPAC, User 
Education, 
Internet, LAN, 
Databases: VET 
CD, CAB CD, etc. 
Circulation, Inter 
Library Loan, 
WebOPAC, 
Bibliographical, 
Reprography, 
Internet, LAN, 
Databases: 
AGRIS, BIOSIS, 
AGRICOLA, 
CAB, J-GATE, 
J-CCC, 
CURRENT 
CONTENTS, 
INDIAN 
HARVEST, 
AgECON, 
PROVIS, 
WINSPIRES/ 
WEBSPIRES, 
Science Citation 
Index, etc. 
Circulation, CAS, 
SDI, 
Bibliographical, 
News Papers 
Clipping, 
Reprography, 
Internet, LAN, 
Databases: CAB, 
AGRICOLA, 
AGRIS, etc. 
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36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
Navsari Agricultural 
University Library, 
Navsari, 
(Gujarat) 
Sardarkrushinagar-
Dantiwada 
Agricultural 
University Library, 
Banaskantha, 
(Gujarat) 
Guru Angad Dev 
University of 
Veterinary and 
Animal Sciences 
Library, Ludhiana, 
(Punjab) 
Sri Venkateswara 
Veterinary University 
Library, 
Tirupati, 
(Andhra Pradesh) 
Karnataka Veterinary, 
Animal and Fisheries 
Science University 
Library, 
Bidar, 
(Karnataka) 
Books-25833, 
PeriodicaIs-49218 
Bound & 189 Current, 
Theses-1030 
Books-18500, 
Periodicals-5650 Bound 
& 225 Current, Theses-
4150, Research Reports-
5000 
Textbooks-2700 
Circulation, CAS, 
OPAC, 
Reprography, 
Internet, LAN, 
Databases: CAB, 
AGRICOLA, etc. 
Lending, 
Reference, 
Reprography, 
Micro Card 
Facilities, 
Internet, LAN 
Circulation, 
Reference, 
Photocopy 
(Sources: Universities Handbooks-Member Universities (2006). 31^' Ed. 
Vol.1 A-K & Vol. 2 L-Y. New Delhi: Association of Indian Universities; 
Annual Reports of Agricultural University Libraries; Websites Agricultural 
University Libraries; Kaur, Amritpal (1995). Agricultural Information 
Services in India: Their Growth and Present Status in the Libraries of 
Agricultural Universities and Research Institutes. Library Herald. 32 (3-4), 
106-107; Livingston, E D (1998). Agricultural University Libraries in India. 
Herald of Library Science. 37 (1-2), 34-36; Gautam, J N and Srivastava, 
Mahendra Narayan (2006). State-of-the-Art of Documentation and 
Information Services in SAU Libraries in India. Library Herald. 44 (1), 35-
39.) 
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Table 8 
Central agricultural university library (Collection and Services) 
Sl.No 
1. 
Name of Agricultural 
University Library 
Central Agricultural 
University (CAU) 
Library, Imphal, 
(Manipur) 
Collection 
Books-10725, 
Periodicals-1639 
Bound & 88 
Current, Theses-114 
Services 
Circulation, 
Reference, CAS, 
Bibliographical, 
Photocopy 
(Sources: Universities Handbooks-Member Universities (2006). 31^' Ed. 
Vol.1 A-K & Vol. 2 L-Y. New Delhi: Association of Indian Universities; 
Annual Reports of Agricultural University Libraries; Websites Agricultural 
University Libraries; Kaur, Amritpal (1995). Agricultural Information 
Services in India: Their Growth and Present Status in the Libraries of 
Agricultural Universities and Research Institutes. Library Herald. 32 (3-4), 
106-107; Livingston, E D (1998). Agricultural University Libraries in 
India. Herald of Library Science. 37 (1-2), 34-36; Gautam, J N and 
Srivastava, Mahendra Narayan (2006). State-of-the-Art of Documentation 
and Information Services in SAU Libraries in India. Library Herald. 44 (1), 
35-39.) 
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Table 9 
Deemed agricultural university libraries (Collection and Services) 
Sl.No. 
1. 
2. 
Name of Agricultural 
University Library 
Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute 
(lARI) Library, Pusa, 
(New Delhi) 
National Dairy 
Research Institute 
(NDRI) Library, 
Karnal, (Haryana) 
Collection 
Books-1 lakh, 
Reference Books-
4000, Theses-8000 
ICAR Research 
Theses & 5000 
lARI Theses, 
Periodicals-3.5 
Lakhs Bound & 4 
Thousands Current, 
Research Bulletins-
45 Thousands 
Bound & 6 
Hundred Current, 
Annuals Scientific 
Reports-25 
Thousands, 
Depository 
Collection-10000 
Publications (FAO, 
IDRC, CGIAR, 
World Bank, etc.), 
Hindi Pustkalya-
6000 
Books-48611, 
Periodicals- 29500 
Bound, Bulletins-
8200 & 300 
Current, Theses-
3008, Microfiches-
268, Reprints-
2768, CDs- 200 
Services 
Circulation, ILL, DDS, 
OPAC, Reference & 
Information, CAS, 
Bibliographical, BIA, 
News Clipping, Current 
Content, List of Latest 
Additions, Reprography, 
Online Full Text 
Journals, Teaching 
Program (AIS), Internet, 
LAN, Databases: 
AGRIS, AGRICOLA, 
Agricultural & Natural 
Resources, 
Biotechnology, CAB 
Abstracts, Food 
Science & Technology, 
Water Resource 
Abstracts, Zoological 
Records, BIOSIS, etc. 
Circulation, ILL, 
Reference, CAS, 
Photocopy, 
Documentation, 
Bibliographic, 
Periodical Contents, 
Paper Clippings, 
Microfilming, CD-
ROM Databases 
Services, Online E-
Journals Consortia, 
WebOPAC/OPAC, 
Internet, E-Mail, 
LAN, Database: CAB 
CD, FSTA, Indian 
Standards, ISO 
Standards, etc. 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
Indian Veterinary 
Research Institute 
(IVRI) Library, 
Bareilly, 
(Uttar Pradesh) 
Central Institute of 
Fisheries Education 
(CIFE) Library, 
Mumbai, 
(Maharashtra) 
Allahabad Agricultural 
Research Institute 
(AARI) Library,' 
Allahabad, 
(Uttar Pradesh) 
Collection-207000 
(Including Books, 
Monographs, 
Reference Works, 
Periodical Bound, 
Published Data, 
Bulletins, Reviews, 
Advances, Reports, 
Pamphlets, Theses, 
Reprints, Micro-
Documents, etc.), 
Periodicals-299, 
Microfilms-300 
Books-31074, 
Periodicals-10269 
Bound, Theses/ 
Dissertations-
44939, CD-ROMs-
450, VCDs- 42, 
Video Cassettes-2, 
Microfilms- 1717, 
Online Databases-
12, Online E-
Journal Consortia-3 
Books-40000, 
Periodicals-Large 
in Numbers both 
Foreign & Indian, 
Magazines, 
Newspapers 
Circulation, 
Reference, CAS, 
Photocopy, 
Microfilming, CD-
ROM Databases 
Services, OPAC, 
Internet, Intranet, E-
Mail, LAN, CD-ROM 
Databases 
Circulation, 
Reference & 
Information, CAS, 
Photocopy, Audio-
Visual Facility, 
Microfilming, Online 
Databases, Online E-
Journals Consortia, 
OPAC, Internet, LAN, 
Databases: ASFA, 
PLTOX, Water-Lit, 
Eco-Disc, etc. 
Circulation, Book 
Bank 
(Sources: Universities Handbooks-Member Universities (2006). 31^* Ed. 
Vol.1 A-K & Vol. 2 L-Y. New Delhi: Association of Indian Universities; 
Annual Reports of Agricultural University Libraries; Websites Agricultural 
University Libraries; Kaur, Amritpal (1995). Agricultural Information 
Services in India: Their Growth and Present Status in the Libraries of 
Agricultural Universities and Research Institutes. Library Herald. 32 (3-4), 
106-107; Livingston, E D (1998). Agricultural University Libraries in 
India. Herald of Library Science. 37 (1-2), 34-36; Gautam, J N and 
Srivastava, Mahendra Narayan (2006). State-of-the-Art of Documentation 
and Information Services in SAU Libraries in India. Library Herald. 44 (1), 
35-39.) 
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3.8 FUTURE OF INDIAN AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES 
In spite of some dark spots in the history of past 50 years of Indian 
agricultural libraries, may be for different reasons, they have had sunny 
days and a bright future. The present trend of economic globalization has 
made agricultural globalization imminent, and the Second Green 
Revolution will be an event of near future. The agricultural libraries cannot 
be ignored and they have to play a vital role in the service of the nation. It 
is emphasized again that ICAR, New Delhi, has plans to develop a nation-
wide agricultural information network to connect all libraries of State 
Agricultural Universities and ICAR research institutes. ICAR has already 
taken initiatives to establish Agricultural Research Information Service 
(ARIS) cells in lARI, IVRI, HPKV, GBUAT, NDUAT, etc. by providing 
computer hardware, etc as mentioned earlier. The ARIS cells will have 
connectivity with libraries also for bibliographic information. Now, many 
agricultural university libraries have set up campus wide LAN based on V-
SAT and provide connectivity to Internet. Thus, every Indian agricultural 
university library with electronic and digital platform will join the 
information super highway (Chhotey Lai, 1998). 
.i^i} 
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Chapter-4 
Coffection and Services 
in IJi^ LiSrary 
'f 
4.1 INDIAN AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE (lARI), 
NEW DELHI (1905) 
4.1.1 Introduction 
The Indian Agricultural Research Institute was established in the 
year 1905 at Pusa, situated in the heart of Indo-Gangetic plains in North 
Bihar, as it was one of the richest agro-ecological regions of the world. 
With the financial assistance of an American Philanthropist, Mr. Henry 
Phipps, who contributed Rs. 9 lakhs in 1903 for the construction of a 
magnificent building for the institute which was popularly known as Nav 
Lakha Mahal (Mehta, Verma and Lodha, 2005). Its original name before 
1947 was Imperial Agricultural Research Institute. After Independence, the 
name was changed to Indian Agricultural Research Institute. In the year 
1936 due to a massive earthquake it was shifted to Pusa, New Delhi. Since 
Independence, lARI has been a premier institute for Agricultural Research 
and was instrumental in 1960-70 Green Revolution. Now, the Indian 
Agricultural Research Institute (lARI) has become the country's premier 
national institute for agricultural research, education and extension, and 
has served the cause of science and society distinctively through first-rate 
research, generation of appropriate technologies and development of 
human resources. In fact, the Green Revolution was born in the fields of 
lARI and its students constitute the core of the quality human resource in 
India's agricultural research and education. The Institute has been all along 
adjusting and improving its policies, plans and programmes to effectively 
respond to the needs and opportunities of the nation. During the fifties, the 
advancement of scientific disciplines constituted the core programme, and 
provided the base for its fast expansion in the 1960's and 1970's in all its 
three interactive areas, namely, research, education and extension. Besides 
basic research, applied and commodity research gained great importance 
resulting in the development of several popular high yielding varieties of 
almost all major crops and their associated management technologies, 
which brought about an unprecedented increase in the national food and 
agricultural production. The institute has the status of a 'Deemed-to-be-
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University' since 1958 under the UGC act of 1956 and awards M.Sc. and 
Ph.D. degrees in various agricultural disciplines. Headquartered at New 
Delhi, it is the largest and most prestigious of the research institutes 
financed and administered by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
(ICAR) {Indian Agricultural Research Institute, www). 
4.1.2 Objectives 
The objectives of the institute are as follows: 
i. To conduct basic and strategic research with a view to understand 
the processes, in all its complexity, and to undertake need based 
research that leads to crop improvement and sustain agricultural 
productivity in harmony with the environment. 
ii. To serve as a center for academic excellence in the area of post-
graduate and human resources development in agricultural sciences. 
iii. To provide national leadership in agricultural research, extension, 
and technology assessment and transfer by developing new concepts 
and approaches, and serve as a national referral point for quality and 
standards. 
iv. To develop information systems, add value to information, share the 
information nationally and internationally, and serve as a national 
agricultural library and database {lARI Annual Report, 2004-05). 
4.1.3 Functions 
The functions of the institute are as follows: 
i. To emphasize utilization of global plant genetic resources, including 
conservation of agriculturally important microbial, cyanobacterial 
and insect resources. 
ii. To produce efficient, productive and stable genotypes of crops, 
especially hybrids, and improve bioenergenetics. 
iii. To generate knowledge related to the processes of production and 
productivity of agricultural crops leading to the development of 
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research philosophies, concepts, methodologies, materials and 
technologies. 
iv. To, develop and use systems approach, crop modeling, 
bioindicators, nuclear tools, remote sensing and GIS to achieve 
greater understanding of the production systems, the resources, the 
environment and their sustainability and modify them to reduce the 
environmental and human health risks to make them more 
sustainable in the context of holistic ecological and socio-economic 
systems. 
V. To foster excellence in agriculture related to basic and social 
sciences strengthen synergism between traditional knowledge and 
modern science, and harness management sciences and 
communication systems for improving overall efficiency. 
vi. To develop capabilities in post-harvest technology, agro-processing, 
product development, value addition and utilization research on 
agricultural commodities, by-products, agricultural wastes and 
renewable energy resources. 
vii. To concentrate on new and emerging cutting edge technologies such 
as molecular biology and biotechnology, and develop inter-
disciplinary centers of excellence with modern instrumentation and 
foster system research. 
viii. To promote excellence, foster high standards and orient the 
educational programme towards future needs and opportunities. 
ix. To strengthen physical, biological and social sciences in the 
curricula and add frontier areas such as biotechnology, computer 
application and information technology, environmental science, 
management science and post-harvest technology, and agricultural 
biodiversity and genetic resources. 
X. To provide opportunities for post-doctoral research, continuing 
education, faculty upgradation, and development of human resources 
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in new and cutting edge technology areas, especially through 
international collaboration. 
xi. To generate innovative extension models, dovetail them to 
developmental models, and disseminate them through regional 
stations, universities and state extension systems. 
xii. To promote client oriented on-farm research and technology 
assessment, refinement and transfer through participatory 
approaches and by promoting the Institute-Village Linkage 
Programme. 
xiii. To foster development and communication research, and linkages to 
rural development programmes and strengthen micro-planning 
through inter departmental and participatory approaches. {Indian 
Agricultural Research Institute, www). 
4.1.4 Divisions, Centers, Stations and Nurseries 
In 1932, lARI started with five divisions: agriculture and cattle 
breeding, chemistry, economic botany, entomology and mycology. A new 
section of bacteriology was added a couple of years later (Mehta, Verma 
and Lodha, 2005). Presently the research, education and extension 
activities of the institute are carried out through a national network of 20 
discipline-based divisions, 6 multidisciplinary centers situated in Delhi, 9 
regional stations, 2 off-season nurseries, 3 all India coordinated research 
projects with headquarters at lARI, and 8 national centers functioning 
under the all India coordinated research projects with a sectioned staff 
strength of 4,091 comprising scientific, technical, administrative and 
supporting personnel {lARl Annual Report, 2004-05). These divisions, 
centers, stations, nurseries and projects are listed below: 
• Discipline-Based Divisions 
i. Division of Agriculture Chemicals 
ii. Division of Agriculture Economics 
iii. Division of Agriculture Engineering 
iv. Division of Agriculture Extension 
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sion of Agriculture Physics 
sion of Agronomy 
sion of Biochemistry 
sion of Entomology 
sion of Environmental Sciences 
sion of Floriculture and Landscaping 
sion of Fruits and Horticulture Technology 
sion of Genetics 
sion of Microbiology 
sion of Nematology 
sion of Plant Pathology 
sion of Plant Physiology 
sion of Post Harvest Technology 
sion of Seed Science and Technology 
sion of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry 
sion of Vegetable Crops 
plinary Centers 
onal Research Centre on Plant Biotechnology 
Nuclear Research Laboratory 
Water technology Centre 
National Centre for Conservation & Utilization of Blue Green 
Algae. 
V. Advanced Centre for Plant Virology 
vi. National Phytotron Facility 
Regional Stations 
i. Amartara Cottage, Shimla (HP) 
ii. Indore (MP) 
V. 
vi. 
vii. 
viii. 
ix. 
X. 
xi. 
xii. 
xiii. 
xiv. 
XV. 
xvi. 
xvii. 
xviii. 
xix. 
XX. 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Div 
Multidisci 
i. 
ii. 
iii. 
iv. 
Natl 
Nuc 
Wat 
Natl 
iii. Kalimpong (WB) 
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iv. Karnal (Haryana) 
V. Katrain (HP) 
vi. Pune (Maharashtra) 
vii. Pusa (Bihar) 
viii. Tuti Kandi (HP) 
ix. Wellington, Nilegris (TN) 
• Off-Season Nurseries 
i. Aduthurai-Rice (TN) 
ii. Dharwad-Pulses (Karnataka) {Indian Agricultural Research 
Institute Centenary Slides, www) 
4.1.5 lARI Library 
The lARI library is the heart of the institute and is one of the best in 
South Asia. For the last 100 years, the library has expanded to meet the 
ever growing needs of the scientific and student community of the institue, 
and the country as a whole. It has assumed the de facto status of national 
agriultural library of India and has been regarded as one of the 10 best 
agrobiological libraries of the world (Mehta, Verma and Lodha, 2005). The 
lARI library was established as an organ of the institute at Pusa (Bihar) in 
1905 with a small collection of 5,000 publications donated by the 
department of agriculture, Govt, of India. After the devastating earth-quake 
in 1934, the insitute was shifted to the library to its present campus in New 
Delhi, where it was inaugurated in 1936 by Lord Linlithgow, the ViceRoy 
and Governor General of India. The library was named after him as 
Linlithgow library {Indian Agricultural Research Institute, www), later on, 
was renamed as lARI library in 1947 (Khemchandani, 2000). 
4.1.6 Library Objectives 
The main objectives of the lARI library are as follows: 
i. To strengthen lARI library to promote it to become the national 
agricultural library. 
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ii. To equip electronic and other modern tools for easy access to 
information in library. 
iii. To connect it with libraries in SAUs, ICAR institutes and other 
relevant centers. 
iv. To build databases on agricultural research and share them with all 
bonafide users throughout the world. 
V. To add value to information and use it for analyzing impact of 
research and technology development on national agriculture and for 
setting research priorities. 
vi. To develop a modern information and communication center and the 
know-how for dissemination of information. 
vii. To carry out training and promote communication on inter-personal 
skill enhancement (Indian Agricultural Research Institute, www). 
4.1.7 Library Functions 
The lARI library functions as a focal point for collecting, organising 
and dissemination of agricultural information generated within the country 
and abroad. It has been keeping a brisk pace for the last eighty years with 
the evergrowing refernce and research needs of the scientific community. 
Some of the main functions of the library are listed below: 
i. Selection and acquisition of documents to fulfill the research need 
of postgraduate students, research scholars, scientists and faculty 
members. 
ii. Maintenance, preservation and protection of documents properly. 
iii. Organization of documents by using classification, cataloging, etc. 
iv. Arrangement of documents in one convenient sequence on shelf for 
effective usage. 
v. Provision of sufficient and qualified staff to handle the library 
collection and services. 
vi. To attract readers into the library for promoting the use of collection 
and services. 
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V l l . 
V l l l . 
IX . 
Provision of sufficient space for consulting the documents, 
necessary equipments to the readers and library staff. 
Dissemination of information about library programmes through 
effective means as bulletins, circulars, exhibitions, etc. 
Adoption of educational policies of institutions and their 
implementation. 
X. Preservation of records of the institutions and its community 
including contributions of the staff. 
4.1.8 Library Committee 
At lARI, there is a library committee with the director as the 
chairman and the head of library services as its secretary. Its function is to 
regulate the affairs of the library and take decisions on all policy matters 
for improving the library services. There, the head of library services 
implements decisions. Scientists representing various disciplines are its 
members. There is another committee, known as the student's library 
advisory committee, which advises the head of library services on various 
problems which the student community may be facing in the use of the 
library. It seems that, unlike the advisory committee at various agricultural 
universities, the library committee at lARI is executive and has no fixed 
membership (Parasher, 1991). The lARI library committee can be 
represented as shown in Chart 1. 
Chart 1 
lARI library committee 
Committee 
Type 
t 
Nature 
Non-Statutory Executive 
Membership 
Varies 
1 f 
Chairman 
^ 
Di 
r 
rector 
•> r 
Secretary 
^ 
Libri 
r 
irian 
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4.1.9 Library Organizational Setup 
The administrative and technical head of lARI is its director. The 
Dean and joint-director (education) assist the director. The library has a 
coordinator. Head of all library services is a librarian {Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute, www). It is not a statutory position, but it has been 
created by an administrative order of the director. The head does not work 
under the director of the institute either, but under the dean and joint-
director (education). In the past, however, the then chief librarian used to 
work directly under a particular director. It appears that everything related 
to the organization of the library depends on the discretion of the chief 
executive of the institute. Though the library has been equated with a 
division, yet its head occupies comparatively a junior position. Since the 
lARI library is a common facility and is to support teaching, research and 
extension education programmes of the institute, putting the library under 
the dean and joint-director (education) seems anomalous. The library is 
organized into units and sections, such as resource development unit, 
resource processing unit, resource management section, reprography 
section, CD-ROM workstation, AGRIS project, AIS course and training 
cell. The resource development unit is divided into two sections: book 
acquisition section and serial acquisition section, while resource 
management section is also subdivided into three sections: information 
desk, circulation and binding section. The organizational set up of lARI 
library can be seen in Chart 2. 
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4.1.10 Library Budget 
i. Library Budget as Compared to NATP 
The library budget during the years 1999-2000, 2000-2001, 2004-
2005, and 2005-2006 was Rs. 1,29,70,691, Rs. 1,63,26,638, Rs. 
2,63,94,479 and Rs. 2,80,72,452 respectively while NATP was nil. During 
2001-2002, 2002-2003 and 2003-2004, the library budget was amounted 
Rs. 1,96,82,585, Rs. 2,30,38,532 and Rs. 2,47,16,505 respectively whereas 
the NATP during 2001-2004 amounted Rs. 4 Crore as shown in Table 10 
(Fig. 1). 
Table 10 
Comparison of library budget with NATP 
Sl.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Year 
1999-2000 
2000-2001 
2001-2002 
2002-2003 
2003-2004 
2004-2005 
2005-2006 
Library Budget 
1,29,70,691 
1,63,26,638 
1,96,82,585 
2,30,38,532 
2,47,16,505 
2,63,94,479 
2,80,72,452 
NATP 
Nil 
Nil 
4 Crore 
(2001-2004) 
Nil 
Nil 
(Source: Statistics relating to the library budget have been taken through 
the lARI Library Annual Reports from 1999-2000 to 2005-2006.) 
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Fig.l 
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ii. Library Budget (Decade wise before 1999) 
Table 11 and Fig. 2 show the decade wise growth of library budget. 
From 1958-59 to 1998-99, the library budget has grown to Rs. 96,14,744. 
Table 11 
Library budget (Decade wise before 1999) 
SK No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Decade 
1958-1959 
1968-1969 
1978-1979 
1988-1989 
1998-1999 
Amount (Rs.) 
3,78,757 
7,00,000 
15,15,030 
55,64,887 
96,14,744 
(Source: Statistics regarding the library budget have been collected from 
the lARI Library Annual Reports of various years.) 
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Fig. 2 
Library budget (Decade wise before 1999) 
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4.1.11 Library Staff Strength 
The total strength of the staff as it stands sanctioned is 93, but at 
present the library has the following categories of staff as shown in Table 
12. The library staff comprises of librarian T-9 (head library services), 
librarian T-9, technical officer T-7/8, technical officer T-6, technical 
officer T-5, assistant librarian T-4, library assistant T-4, library assistant 
T-11-3, library assistant T-1, reprography officer T-7-8, photo assistant T-
II, administrative staff, supporting staff, and safai karamchari. 
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Table 12 
Staff strength of library 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Categories 
Librarian T-9 (Head Library Services) 
Librarian T-9 
Technical Officer T-7/8 
Technical Officer T-6 
Technical Officer T-5 
Assistant Librarian T-4 
Library Assistant T-4 
Library Assistant T-II-3 
Library Assistant T-1 
Reprography Officer T-7-8 
Photo Assistant T-II 
Administrative Staff 
Supporting Staff 
Safai Karamchari 
No. of Staff 
1 
1 
7 
1 
8 
2 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
6 
9 
2 
(Source: List of Staff Members of lARI Library as on 01.11.2006) 
4.1.12 Library Collection 
The library was established with a total collection 5000 in 1905 at 
Pusa (Bihar). The library today houses over 6,24,004 highly specialised 
research publications on agriculture and related sciences consisting of 
books, monographs, reference materials, journals, advances and annual 
reviews, abstracting and indexing journals, translated periodicals, 
statistical and data publications, bulletins (series publications), reports, 
pamphlets, reprints, news clippings, post graduated thesis of lARl and 
ICAR research fellowship thesis. The collection gets enriched at a faster 
rate. In the library, serials are constantly procured from around 80 
countries through subscription, gifts and exchanges {Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute, www). 
Head of the departments, faculty members, scientists, research 
scholars and students participate in selecting documents in the subjects 
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with which they are associated as subject specialists, and recommend these 
documents for the purchase in the library. The librarian is also responsible 
to develop the balanced collection subject-wise. After selecting the 
documents and sectioning from the dean and joint-director 
(education)/head library services. The documents are purchased on 
conversion rates, and other terms and conditions approved by Good Office 
Committee (GOC), Govt, of India Library Association (GILA) and UGC 
from a local book seller, who is the member of Delhi state book sellers 
association. After confirmation and acceptance of terms and conditions, the 
book seller intimates the concerned library about finalizing the order and 
sends a statement for supplying the available items of the order. 
There are various types of documents forming the total collection 
available in the library as mentioned below in Table 13 (Fig. 3). The 
various types of document forming the collection of the library are books, 
periodicals and research bulletins constitute 85.03 percent of the total 
collection. Theses, annuals scientific reports, depository collection, 
rashtriya krishi hindi pustkalaya and pamphlets respectively constitute only 
2.49 percent, 6.09 percent, 1.74 percent, 1.25 percent and 1.60 percent of 
its collection. The rest of the items constitute only 1.7467 percent. 
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Table 13 
Total library collection in 2006 
Sl.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Documents 
Books 
Periodicals 
Theses 
Research Bulletins 
Annuals Scientific 
Reports 
Depository Collection 
Rashtriya Krishi Hindi 
Pustkalaya 
Pamphlets 
Maps 
Microfilms 
Microfiches 
Discs (Floppies & 
CDs) 
Library Collection 
1,07,347 
3,54,470 
15,543 
68,848 
38,010 
10,885 
Publications from 
FAO, IDRC, CGIAR, 
World Bank etc. 
7,809 
10,000 
3,800 
42 
6,060 
1,100 
Percentage 
17.20 
56.80 
2.49 
11.03 
6.09 
1.74 
1.25 
1.60 
0.60 
0.0067 
0.97 
0.17 
(Source: lARI Annual Reports.) 
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Fig. 3 
Library collection (2006) 
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i. Library Collection (During 1999-2006) 
Since 1999, the library collection has increased upto 6,24,004 
publications. Table 14 (Fig. 4) reveals the annual growth of library 
collection from 1999 to 2006. 
Table 14 
Library collection (During 1999-2006) 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
5. 
6. 
Year 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
Library Collection 
6,00,000 
6,05,320 
6,10,002 
6,14,605 
6,18,517 
6,20,480 
6,22,048 
6,24,004 
(Source: lARI Annual Reports.) 
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Fig. 4 
Library collection (During 1999-2006) 
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it. Library Collection (Decade wise before 1999) 
During the last 5 decades, the library collection has grown to 
6,00,000 publications. Table 15 and Fig. 5 shows the growth of library 
collection of every decade since the establishment of the institute in New 
Delhi. 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Table 15 
Library collection (Decade wise before 1999) 
Decade 
1958-1959 
1968-1969 
1978-1979 
1988-1989 
1998-1999 
Library Collection 
1,20,000 
2,10,000 
3,00,000 
3,90,000 
6,00,000 
(Source: lARI Annual Reports.) 
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Fig. 5 
Library collection (Decade wise before 1999) 
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4.1.13 LIBRARY SERVICES 
There are following services provided by the library: 
i. Circulation/Lending Service 
In library, this service involves the circulation/lending a number of 
books to its four types of registered members for home reading as given in 
Table 16. The circulation desk works from 9.30 A.M. to 4.30 P.M. except 
2" Saturdays, Sundays, and institute's notified holidays {Indian 
Agricultural Research Institute, www). This circulation involves the issue 
of books for a specific period of loan for home reading and return of it. 
This is considered as the basic service of the library, to its constituent or 
registered members on the exchange of users/borrowers ticket or 
membership token. Overdue charges are levied @ Re 1/- per day after the 
above permissible loan period. 
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Table 16 
Circulation/Lending of books to its members 
Sl.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Categories 
of Members 
Scientists & 
Academics 
(Faculty 
Members) 
M.Sc. & Ph.D. 
Students 
Technical Staff 
Administrative 
Staff 
No. of Volumes 
5 Documents/Ticket 
(Whether Books or 
Periodicals) 
5 Documents/Ticket 
(Whether Books or 
Periodicals) 
5 Documents/Ticket 
(Whether Books or 
Periodicals) 
5 Documents/Ticket 
(Whether Books or 
Periodicals) 
Period of Loan 
(Days & 
Months) 
3 Months 
Books for 14 
Days & 
Periodicals for 2 
Days 
Books for 14 
Days & 
Periodicals for 2 
Days 
Books for 14 
Days& 
Periodicals for 2 
Days 
(Source: IARI Library Leaflet.) 
ii. Inter-Library-Loan Service 
On demand by bonafide postgraduate students, research scholars and 
scientists, the library shares the resources with DELNET, NISCAIR 
(INSDOC) and other Delhi based organizations due to compelling factors 
like spiraling prices of books and journals and budgetary constraints, the 
publications, which are not available in the collection of the library, are 
arranged under inter-library-loan facility so that their studies/research 
activities do not suffer {Indian Agricultural Research Institute Library, 
Pamphlet Display). Books on ILL are given for a month or for some days 
only as agreed mutually. 
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iii. Document Delivery Service 
In developing countries, the postgraduate students, research scholars 
and scientists face the problem of how to obtain print copies of journal 
articles that cannot be found online or where electronic access to them is 
expensive. This service is the solution for the above problem. It provides a 
copy of the desired documents against the request of the postgraduate 
students, research scholars, scientists and faculty members. It can be made 
available to the postgraduate students, research scholars, scientists and 
faculty members as photocopies and microforms, through post or electronic 
and online transfer through fax, email or Internet or any other available 
network. 
iv. Reference and Information Service 
In a library, this service provides answers to specific questions, 
identification of specific information, assistance in finding or using of 
information. Literature searches can be done with the help of reference 
documents like dictionaries, encyclopedias, directories, handbooks, 
glossaries, atlases and maps, bibliographical compilations, statistical data 
sources, almanacs, year books, guide books, manuals, so on and so forth 
(Boraiyan, 2000). 
V. Current Awareness Service (CAS) 
The library provides current awareness service to keep the scientific 
community informed promptly of all the nascent thoughts created in their 
fields of work and other related fields manually, as well as electronically 
(JCC, J-Gate, CCC, Web of Science & Online Foreign/Indian Journals) 
{Indian Agricultural Research Institute Library, Pamphlet Display). 
vi. Bibliographical Service 
In the library, compilations of bibliographies are also done on 
different topics on demand from the scientific community locally and 
globally {Indian Agricultural Research Institute Library, Pamphlet 
Display). These bibliographies can be compiled from the publications 
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received by the library, or from secondary publications, like abstracting, 
bibliographical and indexing services or from a combination of both. This 
service is very much helpful for scientists in pursuit of a particular aspect 
in a subject. 
vii. Documentation Services 
• Bibliography of Indian Agriculture 
The library maintains a bibliography of Indian agriculture (bi-
monthly) in manual card form since 1944. This is a unique 
searchable database with TIFF images, having no parallel in the 
country or even in south East Asia. This database has been 
converted into electronic format (i.e. CDs) contains 1,38,100 
references from 1944 to 2004, which is searchable and accessible 
through OP AC (Online Public Access Catalogue) and computer 
technology (lARI Annual Report, 2003-04). With the introduction of 
CD-ROM workstation and computerized CAS & SDI services, BIA 
service was stopped. Since 2000, the lARI library is the input center 
of the national agricultural research database (NARD) being 
compiled by directorate of information and publications of 
agriculture (DIPA). The same data is being forwarded to FAO for 
inclusion in AGRIS database (Indian Agricultural Research Institute 
Library, Pamphlet Display). 
• News Clipping Service 
The library maintains news clipping service (known as Agricultural 
Press Bulletin and assign it an ISSN No. 0972-5202) regularly on a 
monthly basis. It covers full text news items from 14 daily 
newspapers. Nearly 3,000 news clippings were processed (lARI 
Annual Report, 2001-02). 
• Futuristic Agriculture 
The library includes articles pertaining to the future of the 
agriculture in Agriculture Press Bulletin (APB) by predicting of the 
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future of agriculture in the next century. It is a quarterly compilation 
that circulates among institutes (Chhotey Lai, 1998). 
• Current Contents Service in Agriculture 
"Current Contents in Agriculture", a fortnightly service started in 
1994, was sustained on a regular basis and released in four series: 
1) General 
2) Crop Improvement 
3) Crop Production and 
4) Crop Protection 
In all, 1,320 issues in 24 volumes were circulated to 56 (28 lARI 
and 28 Outside) parties regularly {lARI Annual Report, 2000-01). 
• List of New Additions 
The library also bring out a list of new additions consisting of newly 
acquired books, bulletins, theses, patents, special issues of 
advances, reviews, reports, proceedings, pamphlets, etc. on monthly 
basis. 
• Reprography Service 
Since 1968, the library has been providing photocopies of scientific 
and technical literature to Indian and foreign users through 
correspondence. This photocopying facility is provided to scientists 
and senior officers from India free of cost, and to other Indian users, 
at a cheap rate of 0.50 paisa per page and to foreign users (FAO, 
UNDP & International Organizations) at Rs. 2.50 per page plus 
postal charges. 
A private photocopying facility successfully works form 9.30 A.M. 
to 7.00 P.M. which providing photocopying services at a cheaper 
rate of 0.40 paisa per page. 
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While microfilm services are provided to Indian users at Rs. 20 per 
stripe per 10 pages and to foreign users at Rs. 20 per stripe per 10 
pages plus postal charges and handling charges. 
• AGRIS Project 
The lARI library has been declared an input center for NARD under 
AGRIS project. The library is assigned the job of scanning articles 
from 10 most important core Indian journals in ISO format using 
AGRIN methodology. References and articles are scanned and sent 
to ICAR, DIPA for inclusion in AGRIS Index {lARI Annual Report, 
2004-05). 
viii. CD-ROM Database Search Service 
Eight international prominent databases (Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute, www) as shown in Table 17 are subscribed for 
providing CD-ROM services on ERL Platform on Red Hat Linux Server. 
This service enables the users consisting of scientists, research workers, 
and students from lARI, and visitors from all over India to download 
references from the latest world of agricultural literature. Cost based 
references are downloaded and revenue is generated. The scientists of lARI 
accessed these databases through intranet (LAN) (lARI Annual Report, 
2004-05). Outsiders may send their request to cdsearch@iari.res.in using 
request form. And others CDs can be accessed on different servers as CD 
Mirror Server (Access 81 CDs through web browser) e.g. H. Physiology 
requires quick time, CD Mirror Server (Access 81 CDs through NetBEUI 
protocol), WINSPIRS client software to access Silver Platter CD databases 
from Tulsient Network Attached Server (NAS), and few additional CD-
ROM databases other than mounted on ERL Server e.g. AgEcon, AGREP, 
ARRIP, CABS South Asian Collection, CRIS, Crop, Econlit, Hort, 
PlantGene, Soil, SPAAR, etc. {Indian Agricultural Research Institute, 
www). 
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Table 17 
CD-ROM Databases available in lARI library 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
CD-ROM Databases 
AGRIS 
AGRICOLA 
Agriculture and Natural Resources 
Biotechnology 
CAB Abstracts 
Food Science and Technology Abstracts 
Water Resources Abstracts 
Zoological Records 
Year 
1975+ 
1970+ 
1975+ 
1982+ 
1972+ 
1990+ 
1967+ 
1978+ 
(Source: Indian Agricultural Research Institute. Retrieved November 24, 
2006 Website: www.iari.res.in) 
IX . Online Full Text Journals 
In the library, 661 full text online journals are accessible. These are 
mentioned in Table 18. The library also provides important full text links 
as OAIster is a project of the University of Michigan Digital Library 
Production Services, originally funded through a Mellon grant. The goal is 
to create a collection of freely available, difficult-to-access, academically 
oriented digital resources that are easily searchable, 3,488,842 records 
from 347 institutions by anyone. Eprints.org has dedicated itself to open 
access to the refereed research literature online through author/institution 
self-archiving {Indian Agricultural Research Institute, www). 
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Table 18 
Publishers and number of online full text journals 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Publishers 
OVID 
Science Direct (Elsevier Online Full 
Text Journals) 
Free Online Journals (From Others) 
No. of Online Full 
Text Journals 
11 
88 
128 
(Source: Indian Agricultural Research Institute. Retrieved November 24, 
2006 Website: www.iari.res.in ) 
X. Teaching Programme (AIS) 
As shown in Table 19, the library has been actively participating in 
P.O. and Ph.D. students teaching programme, and user education course by 
undertaking the responsibility of one trimester credit compulsory course on 
"Agricultural Information System (AIS)." The aim of this course is to 
acquaint them with library literature, literature search, services rendered by 
the library and information retrieval technology and techniques, etc. 
Table 19 
81. No. 
1. 
Teaching programme/user education course 
Name of the 
Agricultural 
University 
Library 
lARI Library 
Name of 
User 
Education 
Programme 
Agricultural 
Information 
System 
(AIS) 
Date of 
Introduct-
ion 
1982 
Optional/ 
Compul-
sory 
Compul-
sory 
Course 
Term 
Trimester 
System 
(Source: Gupta, Sunita and Kanaujia, Laleta (2006). User Education in 
Agricultural Libraries in India: A Paradigm Need. Library Herald. 44 (1), 
41-49). 
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xi. Library Automation and Networking 
The library has completed a database of books, bulletins, and lARI 
and ICAR theses in WINISIS software accessible through internet using 
Java-ISIS Version 3.0, which is regularly updated by library staff. Now the 
library uses Libsys software for automation activity. The library 
participates in INFLIBNET (UGC) and Developing Libraries Network 
(DELNET) programme and has links with 250 libraries, covering 22 states 
of India and 5 foreign countries for e-mail and Online Public Access 
Catalogue (OPAC) of 19 databases providing access to over one million 
bibliographic references (lARI Annual Report, 2002-03 to 2000-01). 
The institute developed an electronic information network on the 
campus based on 100 MB per second fiber optic LAN. The main hub is 
located in the library with which all the divisions of lARI as well as CD-
ROM workstation of the library are connected. The institute also plans to 
connect all the ICAR institutes and state agricultural universities to this 
network so that the research workers of the country's agricultural system 
are able to have access to the latest world literature (lARI Annual Report, 
1999-00). 
xii. Activities Under NATP Sub Project, LIS 
• Role as a National Lead Center 
The NATP authorities declared the lARI library as the national lead 
center for their sub-project of "Library Information Strengthening". 
In this context, the lARI library has to play a vital role for all ICAR 
institutes/SAUs libraries in assessing their requirement, guiding 
them in their technical matters, coordinating with these institutes 
and finally approaching the NATP authorities for releasing the 
required financial assistance. In creating the networking 
environment, this library has provided all the requisite technical 
expertise and introduced an international service provider for better 
services and communication (lARI Annual Report, 2004-05). 
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The training of personnel resulted in their acquiring improved skill 
and knowledge in IT applications. This will help them to undertake 
the automation of their libraries in a big way, as the training 
programme included almost all the new technologies emerging in 
the information technology, such as creation of digital library, on-
line access, e-journals, creation of web page for the library, internet 
access, sharing of resources from different websites, library 
software applications, forming of consortia, etc. The training 
facilitated participants to interact with each other, enrich their 
professional knowledge and find solutions to their problems (lARI 
Annual Report, 2003-04). 
• Monitoring of LIS Project and Review Meetings 
As per the directives from NATP, meetings on different locations 
were organized to assess the progress of the project form time to 
time. The following meetings were held in 2004: 
• Review meeting of the librarians from southern and western 
regions' ICAR institutes/ SAUs at university of agricultural 
sciences, Dharwad on June 23, 2004, and 
• Review meeting of the librarians from eastern and northern 
regions' ICAR institutes/ SAUs at Punjab agricultural 
university, Ludhiana on July 6, 2004 {lARI Annual Report, 
2004-05). 
• Library Automation under NAT? 
• Electronic Circulation: With the completion of the bar 
coding of books and the bar coded library membership 
cards, the electronic circulation of the publication has 
started in the library. 
• Retro-Conversion of Bound Volumes of Periodicals: One 
lakh, nine thousand one hundred and sixteen (109116) 
volumes, right from its inception till date, with pasting of 
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their bar codes were completed. The holding of journals is 
now available on intranet. 
Digitization of lARI (M.Sc. & Ph.D.) and ICAR (RFT) 
Theses: lARI M.Sc. (7084) and Ph.D. (6309) theses were 
digitized with the support of LIS NATP and are available 
on intranet (LAN). ICAR Research Fellow theses, which 
were transferred from ICAR headquarters to the lARI 
library, were also digitized. These are now available on 
intranet (LAN) (lARI Annual Report, 2004-05). 
• Science Citation Index (CD's and Web Version CCC) 
The NATP decided to acquire a unique tool "Science Citation 
Index" on CDs from 1989 till date, along with free access of web 
version to all the ICAR institutes and SAUs (120) up to December 
2005. A training programme on how to access the above database 
was organized in different locations of the country for the benefit of 
the scientific community (lARI Annual Report, 2004-05). 
xiii. Achievements and Future Programmes of lARI Library 
• With the financial support from the National Agricultural 
Technology Project (NATP), necessary infrastructure has been 
created, databases have been created, connectivity has been 
established and the same has been connected through the global 
information network. 
• The library has acquired 10 computers, 3 servers and 3 printers. 
• A student's orientation wing has been established. 
• A database of the members has been created and the members have 
been provided with electronic membership identity card. 
• Bar codes have been generated and affixed on the publications. 
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• Creation of the database for the members and database of the 
publications and barcodes has resulted in the electronic circulation 
(issue and return) of publications has being started. 
• The digitization job of 27 rare and costly publications has been done 
through support from NATP. Its CDs have been created. 
• The CD preparation work for the other publication is under process 
by CDAC an organ of the Ministry of Information & Technology, 
Govt, of India {IARI Library Leaflet). 
• The National Agricultural Innovation Project (NAIP) implemented 
in ICAR since July 2006 witli the credit assistance of US$ 200 
million from the World Bank and US$ 50 million Government of 
India share. Its main objective is to contribute to accelerated and 
inclusive growth through collaborative development and application 
of agricultural innovations by the public research organizations in 
partnership with private sector, NGOs and other stakeholders. By 
the end of May 2008, 82 subprojects have been approved at a total 
outlay of Rs 570 crore {ICAR: at a glance, 2008). 
• National Agricultural Innovation Project (NAIP) has funded for 
establishing the Consortium for e-Resources in Agriculture (CeRA) 
at lARI. It provides free of cost accessibility of 1679 online 
scientific journals from springer, annual reviews and CSIRO. The 
Consortium consists of the following organizations under NARS: 
Deemed Universities, ICAR headquarters and Kirshi Anusandhan 
Bhawans, National Bureau, Institutes, National Resource Centers, 
Project Directorates and State Agricultural Universities {Indian 
Agricultural Research Institute, www). 
In the coming years, lARI library is going to conduct a number of 
programmes/projects for the betterment of agricultural community. 
National Agricultural Innovation Project is one of them. It is an online 
project. The library is planning to install the Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) system for quick library operations and for saving 
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the time of the library members as well as staff. The institute has made a 
plan to connect all the ICAR institutes and state agricultural universities to 
the electronic information network of lARI so that the latest world 
literature can be accessed over this network by the researchers and 
scientists of the country's agricultural system. 
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4.2 GOVIND BALLABH PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND TECHNOLOGY (GBPUAT), PANTNAGAR (1960) 
4.2.1 Introduction 
After independence, development of the rural sector was considered 
the primary concern of the Government of India. In 1949, with the 
appointment of the Radhakrishnan University Education Commission, 
imparting of agricultural education through the setting up of rural 
universities became the focal point. Later, in 1954 an Indo-American team 
led by Dr. K.R. Damle, the Vice-President of ICAR, was constituted. It 
arrived at the idea of establishing a 'Rural University' on the land-grant 
pattern of U.S.A.. The task of assisting Uttar Pradesh in establishing an 
agricultural university was assigned to the University of Illinois, which 
signed a contract in 1959, to establish an agricultural university in the 
State. Dean, H.W. Hannah, of the University of Illinois prepared a 
blueprint for a Rural University to be set up at the Tarai state farm in the 
district Nainital, UP. Thus, in 1960, the first agricultural university of 
India, UP agricultural university, came into being by an Act of legislation, 
UP Act XI-V of 1958. Under the UP Universities Re-enactment and 
Amendment Act 1972, Govind Ballabh Pant University of Agriculture and 
Technology keeping in view the contributions of Pt. Govind Ballabh Pant, 
the then chief minister of UP was established and dedicated to the nation 
by the first Prime Minister of India Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, on 17 November 
1960. The GBPUAT is a symbol of successful partnership between India 
and the United States and paved the way for setting up of 31 other 
agricultural universities in the country. 
Green revolution, a dream of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime 
Minister of India, led to the foundation of G. B. Pant University of 
Agriculture and Technology (GBPUAT), Pantnagar in the year 1960. This 
university has now become a leading institution for producing quality 
human resources, technology and its direct utilization for the agricultural 
development of the country. Being the first agricultural university of the 
country on the land grant pattern of U.S.A., it has always occupied an 
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eminent place amongst the state agricultural universities of India for the 
last four decades. Over the years, the university has had several 
achievements to its credit and continues to strive hard to develop 
excellence in research, extension and education. This immense resource of 
the university can be harnessed through the use of various information 
dissemination modes. Internet, as one of the facets of such modes, has 
almost exasperated the geographical boundaries dividing the nations. In 
fact, it provides a single window view of the whole world. In the current 
scenario, no institution can afford to work in isolation for the development 
and socio economic progress. It necessarily needs to be a part of global 
interaction and information exchange, and so does this university. After its 
establishment in 1960 the university started functioning with two colleges, 
viz., the college of agriculture and the college of veterinary medicine, 
which was renamed as the college of veterinary sciences. Two years later, a 
college of agricultural engineering was started which was renamed as the 
college of technology in 1966 with the addition of 3 new B.Tech 
programmes in civil, mechanical and electrical engineering. The need of a 
college, which could impart the knowledge of basic scientific principles to 
the students, was also being felt strongly since the inception of the 
university. Hence, a school of basic sciences and humanities was 
established in 1963, which was upgraded as the college of basic sciences 
and humanities. 
Due to agro-climatic condition of hill areas of UP, a full-fledged hill 
campus was established in 1976 by the university at Ranichauri (Tehri 
Garhwal). By 1992, a well equipped college of forestry and hill agriculture 
was started. In 1985, the university established another college i.e. the 
college of fishery science, to develop manpower in aquaculture and fishery 
in the inland waters of the state. In the last decade of the twentieth century, 
a college of agri-business management in 1996 was established to meet the 
demand of trained graduates in agriculture and its allied sector, due to 
GATT Agreement {G.B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, 
www). 
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4.2.2 Objectives 
The GBPUAT lists the following as the objectives of the university: 
i. To make provision for the education of the rural people of Uttar 
Pradesh in different branches of study, particularly agricultural rural 
industry, business and other allied subjects; 
ii. To execute research, particularly in agriculture and other allied 
subjects; 
iii. To understand field and extension programmes (GBPUAT Library 
Manual, 2005). 
4.2.3 Functions 
The main function of GBPUAT is to reach the remotest areas of its 
jurisdiction in order to cater to the needs of those requiring its services, 
and desiring participation in its programmes. The university commits itself 
to becoming a vital instrument for the socio-economic transformation of 
rural masses of Uttarakhand. The functions of GBPUAT are as following: 
i. Creation of opportunities for quality education in agriculture, 
veterinary & animal sciences, technology, home science, basic 
science, fishery science, forestry & hill agriculture, horticulture and 
agribusiness management programmes. 
ii. Generation of new techniques to improve the production and 
productivity of crops and livestock. 
iii. Providing required expertise and assistance to the planning and 
development departments of the state. 
iv. Strengthening and improving the infrastructure for improving 
quality education and for conducting need based research. 
V. Strengthening and expanding existing extension services for the 
development of rural areas of Uttarakhand (G.B. Pant University of 
Agriculture and Technology, www). 
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4.2.4 Colleges, Directorates, Farms, and Centers 
The university from time to time has established colleges, 
directorates, farms and centers, which are enlisted below: 
• Colleges in Main Campus 
To achieve these objectives the university has established the 
following colleges in the main campus: 
i. College of Agriculture 
ii. College of Veterinary Sciences 
iii. College of Basic Sciences and Humanities 
iv. College of Technology 
V. College of Home Science 
vi. College of Agricultural Business Management 
vii. College of Fisheries 
viii. College of Forestry (Hill Campus Ranichori) 
• Directorates in Main Campus 
The university has established the following directorates in the main 
campus: 
i. Directorate of Research 
ii. Directorate of Extension 
iii. Directorate of Communication 
iv. Directorate of Student Welfare 
V. Directorate of Training and Placement 
vi. Directorate of Works and Plants 
vii. Directorate of Translation and Publication 
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• Research Centers, Farms and Stations in Main Campus 
The university has the following centers, farms and stations in the 
main campus: 
i. Crop Research Center 
ii. Horticulture Research Center 
iii. Seed Production Center 
iv. Pantnagar Center for Plant Genetic Resources (PCPGR) 
V. Vegetable Research Center 
vi. Mushroom Research & Training Center 
vii. Medicinal & Aromatic Plants Research & Development 
Center 
viii. Agroforestry Research Center 
ix. Organic Farming Research Center 
X. Model Floriculture Center 
xi. Sugarcane Seed Production Center 
xii. Research Laboratories located in subject matter departments 
at main campus, Pantnagar. 
xiii. Fish Seed Hatchery and Instructional Fish Farm 
xiv. Instructional Dairy Farm 
XV. Instructional Poultry Farm 
xvi. Agricultural Experiment Station 
• Off-Campus Research Centers 
There are following off-campus research centers, which are listed 
below: 
i. Hill Campus Ranichauri, Tehri 
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ii. Three Research Sub-Stations: Kanatal, Gaza and Dunda 
iii. Research Station, Majhera, Nainital 
iv. Research Station, Sui-Lohaghat, Champawat 
V. Research & Testing Station, Pauri 
vi. Sugarcane Research Centre, Kashipur 
vii. Veer Chandra Singh Garhwali College of Horticulture, 
Bharsar, Pauri 
viii. Tea Research Centre, Kausani, Bageshwar 
ix. Institute of Biotechnology, Patwadangar, Nainital 
Horticulture Research Centers 
The university has established the following horticulture research 
centers: 
i. Horticulture Research and Extension Centre, Chaubatia, 
Ranikhet, Almora 
ii. Vegetable Research and Extension Centre, Gagar, Nainital 
iii. Horticulture Research and Extension Centre, Jeolikote, 
Nainital 
iv. Dr. Shankar Lai Shah, Vegetable Research and Extension 
Centre, Matela, Almora 
V. Horticulture Research and Extension Centre, Gaina/ 
Aunchaoli, Pithoragarh 
vi. Horticulture Research and Extension Centre, Srinagar 
vii. Horticulture Research and Extension Centre, Dunda, 
Uttarkashi 
viii. Horticulture Research and Extension Centre, Nagau, 
Chakrata, Dehradun 
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ix. Horticulture Research and Extension Centre, Dhakrani, 
Herbertpur, Dehradun 
X. Horticulture Research Sub Centre, Kotdwar, Pauri {G.B. Pant 
University of Agriculture and Technology, www). 
4.2.5 GBPUAT Library 
The university library was established with the establishment of the 
University in 1960, and continues to make steady gradual progress in its 
programme to equip with the challenges of modern society. The library 
moved in to the present premises from old building in 1982. It is regarded 
as one of the best scientific and technical libraries in India. In the modern 
world of literature explosion an effective library and information services 
is a basic necessity. The university library has a special role to play in 
teaching, research and extension programmes {GBPUAT Library Manual, 
2005). 
4.2.6 Library Objectives 
The library has the following objectives, which are enhanced to the 
objectives of the university: 
i. To support teaching, research and extension programmes of the 
university in their curricular and extra-curricular reading and 
information needs. 
ii. To provide for reading and information needs of other members of 
the university community, such as the administrative staff, the farm 
staff, etc. {GBPUATLibrary Manual, 2005). 
4.2.7 Library Functions 
The function of the library is to provide the resources, services, and 
facilities necessary to achieve the objectives of the library, and to adopt 
and modify them, if necessary, in the light of new developments in these 
areas. Some of the main functions of the library are noted below: 
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i. To select and acquire reading materials, according to the 
requirements of the objectives of the library. 
ii. To take suitable action for their maintenance, preservation, and 
protection. 
iii. To organize the reading material for effective use by classifying, 
cataloguing, indexing, etc. . 
iv. To arrange material in one or more sequences whichever is most 
convenient to use by readers. 
V. To provide adequate space for reading materials, necessary 
equipments to the readers and the library staff. 
vi. To provide sufficient and competent library staff to handle the 
reading material and for readers services. 
vii. To provide necessary equipments and provide readers services. 
viii. To use adequate means to attract readers into the library and to 
promote reading habits. 
ix. To actively disseminate information about the .library and its 
programme through bulletins, circulars, exhibits, talks, etc. 
X, To adopt means for integration with administrative and educational 
policies of the university, and their implementation. 
xi. To continually weed out outdated and unused materials. 
xii. To preserve the records of the university and its community 
including contribution of the staff. 
xiii. To identify and exploit, whenever necessary, the resources in other 
parts of the world that are relevant to the interests of the university 
(GBPUATLibrary Manual, 2005). 
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4.2.8 Library Advisory Committee 
The library committee is a statuary/advisory body. It lays down the 
policy for the development of library resources and a general programme 
for the library. The functions of the library advisory committee are as 
follows: 
I. 
II. 
111. 
Framing and suggesting amendments to the library rules, if deemed 
necessary. 
Assessment of the library services provided by the library. 
Suggesting improvements and guidelines in library services. 
The committee can invite any other person to participate in the 
deliberations. The committee can appoint subcommittees to which detailed 
aspects of administration are entrusted. The university librarian (secretary 
of committee) is responsible for drafting the agenda and preparing the 
reports, for recording the minutes of the meetings and for all 
correspondences arising out of the committee's decisions (GBPUAT 
Library Manual, 2005). The committee is constituted as mentioned in 
Charts. 
Chart 3 
GBPUAT library committee 
t 
Type 
Statutory 
Nature 
T 
Advisory 
Committee 
Membership Chairman Secretary 
Vice-Chancellor University 
(Deans/Directors/HODs/Comptroller) Librarian 
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4.2.9 Library Organizational Setup 
The organizational setup showing the internal structure of the 
library is given below in Chart 4. The library is organized into five main 
departments: acquisition, technical processing, periodicals, reference, and 
circulation. With the exception of the reference department, each 
department is headed by an assistant librarian. Due to the paucity of staff, 
the assistant librarian of circulation department is also looking after the 
reference department. Technical assistants and library assistants assist each 
department head. A small binding unit and reprographic unit also exist in 
the library. Now, library has a separate documentation department for CD-
ROM data search, Indian agricultural index, development of databases, and 
internet accessing. Besides the university library, there is a separate 
college library for the home science college of the university under the 
charge of a lady assistant librarian. This library provides only lending and 
reference services to the students of the college. The university itself looks 
after other technical services. All the departments of the library perform 
their usual functions. 
Chart 4 
Organizational setup of GBPUAT library 
University Librarian 
i 
Acquisition Technical Periodical 
Deptt. Processing Deptt. 
(Asstt. Deptt. (Asstt. 
Librarian) (Asstt. Librarian) 
Librarian) 
Bindery 
T 
Reference 
Deptt. 
Circulation 
Deptt. 
(Asstt. Librarian) 
Reprographic Unit 
Home 
College 
(Asstt. 
Librarian) 
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4.2.10 Library Budget 
i. Library Budget as Compared to NATP 
The library budget during the years 1999-2000, 2000-2001, and 
2001-2002 was Rs. 16,00,000, Rs. 13,50,000 and Rs. 20,00,000 
respectively. While the library budget from 2002-2003 to 2005-2006 was 
Rs. 12,00,000. During these years, the library budget got static position. 
During 1999-2000, NATP was Nil while the NATP during 2000-2001, 
2001-2002, 2002-2003, 2003-2004 and 2004-2005 was respectively 
amounted Rs. 5,84,000, Rs. 5,00,000, Rs. 47,00,000, Rs. 24,00,000 and Rs. 
35,00,000 as shown in Table 20 (Fig. 6). After Closing NATP during 2005-
2006, same year NAIP was started and implemented in ICAR since July 
2006 with the credit assistance of US$ 200 million from the World Bank 
and US$ 50 million Government of India share. 
Table 20 
Comparison of library budget with NATP 
Sl.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Year 
1999-2000 
2000-2001 
2001-2002 
2002-2003 
2003-2004 
2004-2005 
2005-2006 
Library Budget 
Amount (Rs.) 
16,00,000 
13,50,000 
20,00,000 
12,00,000 
12,00,000 
12,00,000 
12,00,000 
NATP Amount (Rs.) 
NIL 
5,84,000 
5,00,000 
47,00,000 
24,00,000 
35,00,000 
NATP Closed 
(Source: Statistics relating to the library budget have been taken through 
the GBPUAT Library Annual Reports from 1999-2000 to 2005-2006.) 
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Fig. 6 
Comparison of library budget with NATP 
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ii. Library Budget (Decade wise before 2001) 
From the last 5 decades, the library budget has grown to Rs. 
13,50,000. Table 21 (Fig. 7) shows the library budget of every decade from 
1960-61. 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Table 21 
Library budget (Decade wise before 2001) 
Decade 
1960-1961 
1970-1971 
1980-1981 
1990-1991 
2000-2001 
Amount (Rs.) 
2,00,000 
6,51,000 
25,17,000 
12,00,000 
13,50,000 
(Source: Statistics regarding the library budget have been collected from 
the GBPUAT Library Annual Reports of various years.) 
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Fig. 7 
Library budget (Decade wise before 2001) 
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4.2.11 Library Staff Strength 
In the library, the sanctioned staff is 66, but at present the library 
has the following categories of staff as shown in Table 22. The library staff 
comprises of university librarian, assistant librarian, documentation officer, 
cataloguer, senior library assistants, library assistants, personal assistant, 
accountant, book attendants, lift operator, janitors, laborers and sweepers. 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Table 22 
Staff strength of library 
Categories 
University Librarian 
Assistant Librarian 
Documentation Officer 
Cataloguer 
Senior Library Assistants 
Library Assistants 
Personal Assistant 
Accountant 
Book Attendants 
Lift Operator 
Janitors 
Laborers 
Sweepers 
No. of Staff 
1 
11 
-
-
2 
8 
1 
1 
9 
2 
10 
3 
2 
(Source: List of Staff Members of GBPVAT Library) 
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4.2.12 Library Collection 
The GBPUAT library has a highly specialized collection of 3,68,119 
documents (GBPUAT Library Annual Report, 2004-05) in the field of 
agriculture, veterinary sciences, animal husbandry, home science, fisheries, 
basic sciences, humanities, technology & other allied subjects. The library 
collection is primarily enhanced to the curricular needs of the university 
faculties, and to the research and extension activities of the university. All 
levels of reading material required to serve the needs of the community are 
acquired. These include textbooks, monographs, advanced treatises, 
research publications, reference works, popular works, pictorial works, and 
to a limited extent, important works for juvenile readers. It also includes 
other forms of recorded knowledge, such as theses, periodicals, standards, 
reprints, globes, toposheets, records, films, microfilms, tapes, cards, maps, 
other graphic works, CD-ROM, full-text online e-journals and other e-
resources. The library acquires only standard works of scientific, artistic 
and literary value such as recent editions, works introducing new ideas, 
new techniques, new facts, works of reputable authors, publishers, 
publications of professional, technical organizations and institutions, works 
representing various points of view, proceedings of conferences, seminars, 
workshops in relevant areas, "Recent Advances", "Annual Reviews", etc. 
Faculty members select books, periodicals, etc. in the subjects with 
which they are associated as subject specialists, and recommend these 
documents for purchase by the library. The university librarian is 
responsible to keep the collection balance subject-wise and to develop the 
reference collection and general materials. The officers of the university 
and the members of the administrative staff also recommend books for 
purchase. Recommendations from students and other members of the 
university community are also accepted. 
The library also acquires reading material through gifts, exchange 
and purchase. Material received through gifts is accepted with caution, and 
the library reserves the right to reject inappropriate items. The library 
enters into exchange relations with many reputed national and international 
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libraries and researcli bodies. At present the library has works as "Indian 
Framer's Digest" and "Kisan Bharati" to offer for exchange. The library 
collection grows at an average rate of 300 volumes per year (GBPUAT 
Library Manual, 2005). 
The total collection of the library today houses over 3,68,119 
documents. Various physical forms in which they were available as shown 
in Table 23 (Fig. 8). 
Table 23 
Total library collection in 2006 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Documents 
Books 
Periodicals 
Rental Text Books 
Standards 
Theses 
Photocopies 
Maps 
Globes 
Films 
Microfilms 
Microfiches 
Phono-records 
Tapes 
Slides 
Pictures 
Disc (Floppies & 
CDs) 
Library Collection 
2,09,926 
60,374 
52,725 
13,517 
15,979 
2,930 
3,815 
14 
170 
42 
6,044 
328 
274 
657 
304 
1,020 
Percentage 
57.02 
16.40 
14.32 
3.67 
4.34 
0.79 
1.03 
0.0038 
0.0461 
0.0114 
1.64 
0.0891 
0.0744 
0.17 
0.0825 
0.27 
(Source: GBPUAT Library Annual Reports.) 
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Fig. 8 
Library collection in 2006 
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There are various types of physical forms of documents which form 
the collection of the library. The books, periodicals and rental text books 
constitute 87.74 percent of the total collection. Standards, theses, maps and 
microfiches respectively constitute only 3.67 percent, 4.34 percent, 1.03 
percent and 1.64 percent of its collection. The rest of the items constitute 
only 1.5373 percent. 
i. Library Collection (During 1999-2006) 
Since 1999, the library collection has grown to 3,68,119 
publications. Table 24 (Fig. 9) reveals the annual growth of library 
collection from 1999 to 2006. 
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Table 24 
Library collection (During 1999-2006) 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
5. 
6. 
Year 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
Collection 
3,34,604 
3,38,292 
3,41,980 
3,45,668 
3,49,356 
3,53,044 
3,60,439 
3,68,119 
(Source: GBPUATLibrary Annual Reports.) 
Fig. 9 
Library collection (During 1999-2006) 
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ii. Library Collection (Decade wise before 1999) 
During the last 5 decades, the library collection has grown to 
3,34,604 publications. Table 25 (Fig. 10) shows the growth of library 
collection of every decade since the establishment of the university. 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Table 25 
Library collection (Decade 
Decade 
1960-1969 
1970-1979 
1980-1989 
1990-1999 
wise before 1999) 
Collection 
6,244 
93,848 
2,24,918 
3,34,604 
(Source: GBPUAT Library Annual Reports.) 
Fig. 10 
Library collection (Decade wise before 1999) 
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4.2.13 Library Services 
The library provide following services as: 
i. Circulation Service 
The library circulates books for home reading to its member's as per 
categories as shown in Table 26. The circulation counter works from 9.30 
A.M. to 6 P.M. on all working days. Books are also issued on overnight 
loan in the last working hour of the library. Overnight loans must be 
returned next day within the first two working hours of the library (G.B. 
Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, www). If the books may 
not be returned on due date or time, Rs. 0.50 per book per day and Rs. 0.50 
per book per hour (for overnight issue) may be charged. 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
Table 26 
Circulation of books for library 
Member Categories 
Under-Graduate Students 
Post-Graduate Students 
Teachers (Professors, 
Associate Professors, and 
Asstt. Professors) 
Other Staff 
No. of 
Volumes 
4 
7 
10 
2-5 
members 
Period of Loan 
(Days & Months) 
15 Days 
15 Days 
One Month (Unbound 
and Bound Volumes of 
Periodicals for one day) 
15 days 
ii. Reference and Information Service 
The reference desk is placed in front of entrance of library and is 
always manned by at least one library staff. The staff member help the 
readers in consulting the catalogue in locating the required material or in 
consulting the reference works like encyclopedias, abstracts, indexes etc. 
and entertain all types of enquiries about the library (GBPUAT Library 
Annual Report, 2005-06). 
iii. Current Awareness Service (CAS) 
The library is concerned with the dissemination of latest information 
in a wider field. It also deals with keeping the wider group of users 
(scientific community) up-to-date with current documents, covering wider 
subject area manually, as well as electronically (J-Gate, DELNET, online 
e-journals, IEEE, ASCE & ASME). 
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iv. Documentation Services 
The documentation section renders the following services to the 
readers: 
• CD-ROM Databases Search Facility 
CD-ROM databases search facility is available in the documentation 
section and facilitates to fulfill the bibliographic need of the users in 
their research, teaching, etc. The library provides print out facility 
to the user @ Rs. 1.00 per page. Table 27 shows the following CD-
ROM databases, which are accessible in the library. 
Table 27 
CD-ROM Databases available in GBPUAT library 
SI. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
CD-ROM Databases 
AGRICOLA Database 
AGRIS Database 
BIOSIS Database 
CAB Database 
COMPENDEX Database 
FSTA Database 
Year 
1970-1995 
1975-Contd. 
2003-Contd. 
1973-Contd. 
1990-Contd. 
1969-Contd. 
(Source: G.B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology. Retrieved 
November 24, 2006 Website: www.gbpuat.ac.in) 
• Online Full Text Journals 
The library is subscribing free online full text journals for its 
members (of its subscribed print version). Journals are accessible in 
IP authentication/ login password mode on local area network of 
university. Required infrastructure (such as computer online 
dedicated internet connectivity, local area network setup, online 
journals subscription etc.) is procured to provide full text journals 
access facility (GBPUAT Library Power Point Presentation Slides). 
The library subscribes the following online journals as given in 
Table 28. 
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Table 28 
Online journals accessible in GBPUAT library 
SI.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Accessible Online Journals 
IEEE 
ASME 
ASCE 
Elsevier Journals 
J-Gate 
PLoS Biology 
Open Access 
Other Journals 
Accessible Online Journals 
(On Trial) 
Nature 
(Till end of February 2007) 
Science Direct 
(Till end of March 2007) 
SCOPUS 
(Till end of March 2007) 
Annual Review 
(Till 23 March 2007) 
-
-
-
-
• Development of Databases 
Several databases using WINISIS software package have been 
developed as part of documentation activities for the benefit of the 
students. This database includes theses, holding of journals, books 
added in the library, rental textbooks and book bank books 
(GBPUATLibrary Power Point Presentation Slides). 
• Internet Access 
There are many web-based resources available on the net that can be 
useful for academic and research purposes. Internet access facility 
for accessing online journals, library web page, resources, etc. are 
available free of cost, but for access to services such as email, 
search engines or other sites of users interest are available in the 
library on payment basis. Access or use of workstations for illegal, 
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objectionable or criminal purposes, or to seek access to 
unauthorized areas, infringement of copyright and other intellectual 
property rights and sending unsolicited material or spamming etc. 
are strictly restricted in the library (GBPUAT Library Annual 
Report, 2004-05). 
• Indian Agricultural Index 
The library publishes bimonthly indexing service "Indian 
Agricultural Index". This indexing service covers all Indian research 
articles published in current periodicals, which are received by the 
library (GBPUAT Library Manual, 2005). 
V. Inter-Library Loan 
This service is available to teachers, research scholars and P.G. 
students only. The reading material, which is not available in this library, 
is procured for a short period from other libraries and provided to the 
readers. If the original reading materials themselves are not available then 
their photocopies are procured from other linked libraries or agencies like 
NISCAIR (INSDOC), New Delhi and Bangalore branch (GBPUAT Library 
Manual, 2005). 
vi. OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue) 
Online library catalogue is available through internet as well as 
intranet environment. The link connects to the library catalogue "OPAC" 
which contains records of the books, theses, journals and other kinds of 
resources that are part of the library's collection. OPAC provides easy 
interface to access the collection by using simple author/title searching, for 
advance search facility by using Boolean operators. Exclusive terminals are 
available for accessing OPAC in the library for users (GBPUAT Library 
Manual, 2005). 
vii. Photocopying 
The photocopying service is available in the library for users @ Rs. 
00.50 per page. The library follows fair use provision of Indian copyright 
law (GBPUAT Library Annual Report, 2004-05). 
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viii. Binding Services 
This section looks after the wear and tears of documents and keeps 
the documents in usable condition. 
ix. Rental Text Books and Book Bank 
It is a collection of multiple copies of textbooks, prescribed by 
various courses under the colleges. The library issues these textbooks to 
the students on payment bases @ Rs. 10.00 for a full semester against the 
recommendations of concerned instructor of a course. Students can borrow 
as many books as prescribed to them in their courses. Under the book bank 
service, SC/ST students can borrow textbooks for full semester without any 
payment as per rule {GBPUAT Library Manual, 2005). 
X. User Education 
For maximum utilization of electronic resources as well as printed 
material and services of the library, it is necessary that users should be 
trained in accessing and browsing of library resources and services. The 
library provides orientation assistance to the users in this regard, and one 
credit course BHS-610 entitled "Storage and Retrieval of Scientific and 
Technical Information. Table 29 shows the user education course 
conducted by library {GBPUAT Library Manual, 2005). 
Table 29 
User education course 
SI. 
No. 
1. 
Name of the 
Agricultural 
University 
Library 
GBPUAT 
Library 
Name of 
User 
Education 
Programme 
Storage & 
Retrieval of 
Scientific & 
Technical 
Information 
Date of 
Introduction 
1976 
Optional/ 
Compulsory 
Optional 
Course 
Term 
Semester 
System 
(Source: Gupta, Sunita and Kanaujia, Laleta (2006). User Education in 
Agricultural Libraries in India: A Paradigm Need. Library Herald. 44 (1), 
41-49.) 
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xi. Library Automation and Networking 
Recently the library has purchased Libsys software package for 
handling the in-house activities of the library. This package is installed on 
Proliant ML530 Linux Server and is operating under client/server 
environment. The library has developed its LAN using TCP/IP technology 
and connected with university intranet through fiber optic line. The library 
has internet connectivity of 128 kbps through V-SAT and leased line. The 
library uses e-mail facility and internet for information dissemination (G.B. 
Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, www). 
xii. Achievements and Future Programmes of GBPUAT Library 
• Online e-services like J-Gate & DELNET were added to the already 
existing online e-journals IEEE, ASCE & ASME. 
• Various sections of the library like acquisition, technical processing 
periodicals and circulation started using Libsys software for their 
housekeeping activities. 
• Internet surfing service started in the documentation section through 
256 kbps V-SAT link. 
• OP AC & other digital resources are now available for consultation 
to the users at the terminals of reference desk. 
• One book fair was organized by the university library from 5' to 7"^  
October 2004. In this book fair, 25 leading publishers and book 
sellers exhibited their recent publications. 
• Abstracts of Ph.D. theses and M.Sc. dissertations were digitized and 
linked with the database. 
• A Cisco router with RAS card is under the process of purchase. This 
router will enable us to provide access of digital library resources at 
intranet and remote locations of the university. 
• Retro conversion of bibliographical records of the library is under 
progress. So far 30,000 bibliographical records have been converted 
into digital format adopting international standard MARC 21. 
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• University library constructed a web page integrating various digital 
services and resources like in-house databases, online e-journals and 
Web- OPAC etc. for their easy use. 
• The web page of the university library is hosted at a Proliant ML 
350 HP web server purchased this year. This web page can be 
accessed through hyperlink of the university website and at the URL 
address http://202.141.116.194. 
• All Indian standards are now available in CD format. 
• Two one day training programmes were organized by the library to 
instruct the users on how to consult digital resources of the library. 
These training programmes were attended by the teachers form 
various colleges/departments of the university. 
• The library procured a CDH server capable of sorting larger volume 
of data in CD/DVD format. 
• The university library has received 15 computers, one server and 
730 GB NAS device from Uttarakhand Government under digital 
library project {GBPUAT Library Annual Report, 2004-05). 
GBPUAT library has made plan to conduct many innovative 
programmes/projects for the improvement of agricultural community. The 
library has also made a plan to install the Radio Frequency Identification 
(RFID) system for quick library operations. 
In the year to come, lARI and GBPUAT will be called upon to play 
a major role in developing new technologies that would lead to higher 
productivity with less input while maintaining the sustainability of 
agriculture. These institutes have had a glorious past in playing a vital role 
in the mother institution for developing the best human resources in 
agriculture. They are going to have a much brighter future, since Indian 
agriculture depends very much on the Institutes' performance. 
Pt. Nehru said, "Every thing else may wait but agriculture can not." 
Therefore, lARI and GBPUAT are committed to the service of the 
Nation and, to the millions of the farming community, who toil hard in the 
sun and rain, to ensure nutritional and livelihood security. 
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Chapter-5 
Comparative Study of 
Vsage ofLiSrary 
CoCCection and Services 
5.0 INTRODUCTION 
The role of a library in the education process at any level, 
especially at the university level for the overall development of users such 
as personality, skill, communication, career and creativity is very 
significant. The quality of education is greatly linked with libraries and 
the information collected and disseminated by libraries decides the quality 
of collection and services. The libraries of agricultural institutions have to 
plan to develop and organize their library collection and services in such a 
way that it should facilitate retrieval of the desired information as quick 
as possible and save the time of the users. 
Libraries and information centers are playing a very important role 
in providing information to the users by building collection and improving 
services. Apart from that, use of collection and services at a greater extent 
is an important aspect. A questionnaire was designed and circulated 
among the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT to 
elicit their views regarding the use of library collection and services. 
5.1 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF COLLECTED DATA 
The collected data through questionnaire from lARI and GBPUAT 
were grouped separately in two groups as P.G. students and research 
scholars. Questionnaires were distributed among 250 students (150 P.G. 
students and 100 research scholars) of lARI and 250 students (150 P.G. 
students and 100 research scholars) of GBPUAT. 130 students (85 P.G. 
students and 45 research scholars) from lARI and 143 students (96 P.G. 
students and 47 research scholars) from GBPUAT returned the filled in 
questionnaires. The investigator selected useable 125 (50%) 
questionnaires received from lARI students (80 (53.33%) questionnaires 
from P.G. students and 45 (45%) questionnaires from research scholars) 
and 137 (54.8%) questionnaires from GBPUAT students (90 (60%) 
questionnaires from P.G. students and 47 (47%) questionnaires from 
research scholars) for the analysis. The collected data reveals that highest 
percentage of respondent's questionnaires i.e. 47 (47%) and 90 (60%) 
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questionnaires received were from GBPUAT research scholars and P.G. 
students, followed by 45 (45%) and 80 (53.33%) from lARI research 
scholars and lARI P.G. students respectively. A total of 137 (54.8%) 
useable questionnaires were received from GBPUAT. 
5.2 FREQUENCY OF VISIT TO THE LIBRARY 
Before observing the purpose of visit to the library, it is also very 
necessary to know the frequency of visit to the library of P.G. students 
and research scholars of both the agricultural universities during their 
study period. For the convenience of the study, the frequency of visit has 
been classified into five categories as shown in table 30. 
Table 30 
Frequency of visit to the library 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students 
N=80 
Research 
Scholars 
N=45 
Total 
Students 
N=125 
P.G. 
Students 
N=90 
Research 
Scholars 
N=47 
Total 
Students 
N=137 
Daily 
13 
(16.25) 
4 
(8.89) 
17 
(13.6) 
16 
(17.78) 
20 
(42.55) 
36 
(26.28) 
2-3 
Times 
in a 
week 
50 
(62.5) 
33 
(73.33) 
83 
(66.4) 
46 
(51.11) 
22 
(46.81) 
68 
(49.63) 
Frequency 
Once 
in a 
month 
12 
(15) 
4 
(8.89) 
16 
(12.8) 
21 
(23.33) 
3 
(6.38) 
25 
(18.25) 
Occasio 
-nally 
1 
(1.25) 
3 
(6.67) 
4 
(3.2) 
1 
(1.11) 
1 
(2.13) 
1 
(0.73) 
Never 
4 
(5) 
1 
(2.22) 
5 
(4) 
6 
(6.67) 
1 
(2.13) 
7 
(5.11) 
Mean 
2.84 
2.8 
2.82 
2.72 
3.26 
2.91 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
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Fig. 11 
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It is observed from the frequency of visit to the library of P.G. 
students and research scholars of both the agricultural universities (table 30 
and fig. 11) that majority 62.5% and 73.33% of the P.G. students and 
research scholars of lARI visit the library 2-3 times in a week respectively, 
whereas very small percentage of the P.G. students and research scholars of 
lARl visit the library daily, once in a month and occasionally. Similarly, 
51.11% of the P.G. students of GBPUAT visit the library 2-3 times in a 
week, whereas 46.81% and 42.55% of the research scholars of GBPUAT 
visit the library 2-3 times in a week and daily. There is very small 
percentage of the P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT that they 
visit the library once in a month and occasionally. 
The table also reveals that majority 49.63% and 26.28% of the total 
GBPUAT students visit the library 2-3 times in a week and daily 
respectively, whereas 66.4% of the total lARI students visit the library 2-
3 times in a week. 
Mean score regarding the frequency of visit to the library shows 
that majority of GBPUAT students visit the library as compared to lARI 
students. 
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5.3 PURPOSE OF VISIT TO THE LIBRARY 
The purpose of visit to any library is crucial for understanding the 
use of various types of documents in a library. All the more for an 
agricultural library to learn about the specific purposes of visit to the 
selected libraries is studied in table 31. 
Table 31 
Purpose of visit to the library 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students 
N=80 
Research 
Scholars 
N=45 
Total 
Students 
N=125 
P.G. 
Students 
N=90 
Research 
Scholars 
N=47 
Total 
Students 
N=137 
To 
update 
know 
-ledge 
12 
(15) 
3 
(6.67) 
15 
(12) 
23 
(25.56) 
14 
(29.79) 
37 
(27.01) 
To 
consult 
documents 
for 
research 
25 
(31.25) 
11 
(24.44) 
36 
(28.8) 
18 
(20) 
23 
(48.93) 
41 
(29.93) 
Purpose 
Borrow 
books 
30 
(37.5) 
30 
(24) 
45 
(50) 
6 
(12.77) 
51 
(37.23) 
All 
the 
pur 
-poses 
13 
(16.25) 
30 
(66.67) 
43 
(34.4) 
4 
(4.44) 
4 
(8.51) 
8 
(5.84) 
No 
resp-
onse 
1 
(2.22) 
1 
(0.8) 
Mean 
2.45 
1.67 
2.17 
2.67 
3.00 
2.78 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
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Fig. 12 
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The above data in table 31 (Fig. 12) shows that 37.5% and 31.25% 
of the P.G. students of lARI visit the library to borrow books and to 
consult document for research respectively, whereas 66.67% of the 
research scholars of lARI visit the library for all the purposes (to update 
knowledge, to consult document for research and to borrow books). A less 
percentage of the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI visit the 
library for remaining purposes. Similarly, 50% and 25.56%o of the P.G. 
students of GBPUAT visit the library to borrow books and to update 
knowledge respectively, whereas 48.93% and 29.79% of the research 
scholars of GBPUAT visit the library to consult documents for research 
and to update knowledge respectively. A smallest percentage of the P.G. 
students and research scholars of GBPUAT visit the library for all the 
purposes (to update knowledge, to consult document for research and to 
borrow books). 
The table also reveals that majority 37.25%, 29.93% and 27.00% of 
the total GBPUAT students visited the library to borrow books, to consult 
document for research and to update knowledge respectively, whereas 
34.4% and 28.8% of the total lARI students visited the library for all the 
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purposes (to update knowledge, to consult document for research and to 
borrow books) and to consult document for research, respectively. A small 
percentage of the students of lARI and GBPUAT visited the library to 
update knowledge and for all the purposes (to update knowledge, to 
consult document for research and to borrow books) respectively. 
Mean visit score to the library shows that majority of GBPUAT 
students visited the library more for fulfilling their purposes in 
comparison to lARI students. 
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PART-A: USE OF LIBRARY COLLECTION 
5.4 LIBRARY COLLECTION 
The agricultural library collection consists of various sources of 
information as: primary, secondary, and tertiary that can be a document or 
a group of documents forming the part of collection. The existence or 
availability, knowledge about existence, physical proximity, accessibility, 
ease of use and perceived utility of a source determine whether or not a 
source of information will be approached and used by a user. 
5.4.1 Use of Information Sources 
Knowledge is recorded in different forms of documents such as 
books/monographs, reference materials, periodicals, research 
reports/bulletins, theses/dissertations, seminars/conference proceedings/ 
workshops, book reviews, reprints/maps/globes, news letters, 
standards/patents/specifications, microfiches/records/tapes, and CD-ROMs, 
etc. For an agricultural university library, all these types of documents are 
important. Users use these varied kinds of information sources for their 
information needs. Here, the whole collection of both the agricultural 
university libraries has been categorized into twelve groups of information 
sources as observed from table 32, 33(a) and 33(b). 
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It is found from table 32 that CD-ROMs 44.8%, books/monographs 
38.4%, periodicals 28.8% and news letters 28% are some of the most 
frequently used sources, whereas research reports/bulletins 54.4%, 
reference materials 51.2%, periodicals 35.2%, CD-ROMs 35.2%, news 
letters 28.8% and seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 28%) are the 
frequently used sources of information among the majority of lARI 
students. While, thesis/dissertations 34.4%, standards/ patents/ 
specifications 32%, seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 28.8%), 
book reviews 27.2%, news letters 27.2% and reprints/maps/globes 26.4% 
are the somewhat frequently used sources of information. The table also 
shows that microfiches/records/tapes 64%, standards/patents/specifications 
48% and reprints/maps/globes 39.2% are the never used sources of 
information among the majority of lARI students. 
Books/monographs 43.80%, reference materials 29.20%, CD-ROMs 
27.01%, news letters 27.01% and research reports/bulletins 25.55% are 
some of the most frequently used sources of information, whereas 
reference materials 59.85%, books/monographs 45.99%, periodicals 
45.26%, research reports/bulletins 43.80%, book reviews 40.15%), news 
letters 38.69%, thesis/dissertations 37.96%, CD-ROMs 37.23% and 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 32.12% are the frequently 
used sources of information among the majority of GBPUAT students. 
While, seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 43.07%, thesis/ 
dissertations 42.34%, reprints/maps/globes 42.34%), book reviews 32.85%, 
periodical 29.20%) and standards/patents/specifications 28.47% are the 
somewhat frequently used sources of information. Standards/patents/ 
specifications 35.77% and reprints/maps/globes 30.66% are the 
occasionally used sources of information. The table also shows that 
microfiches/records/tapes 56.20% are the never used sources of 
information among the majority of GBPUAT students. 
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The mean use ranking of these information sources among the lARI 
students shows that CD-ROMs, books/monographs, reference materials, 
periodicals, news letters, research reports/bulletins, seminars/conference 
proceedings/workshops and book reviews are the highly used sources of 
information among the majority of lARI students, whereas 
microfiches/records/tapes, standards/patents/specifications, reprints/maps/ 
globes and thesis/dissertations are the least used sources of information 
among the majority of lARI students. 
The mean use ranking of these information sources among the 
GBPUAT students shows that books/monographs, reference materials, CD-
ROMs, research reports/bulletins, news letters, periodicals, thesis/ 
dissertations, book reviews and seminars/conference proceedings/ 
workshops are the highly used sources of information among majority of 
GBPUAT students. Microfiches/records/tapes, reprints/maps/globes and 
standards/patents/specifications are the least used sources of information 
among the majority of GBPUAT students. 
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It has been observed from table 33 (a) that research reports/bulletins 
66.25%, reference materials 55%, periodicals 37.5%, CD-ROMs 30%, 
books/monographs 28.75%, seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 
28.75%), theses/dissertations 25% and book reviews 25% are some of the 
important frequently used sources of information among the majority of 
lARI P.G. students, whereas books/monographs 47.5%, CD-ROMs 47.5% 
and news letters 37.5% are the most frequently used sources of information 
among the lARI P.G. students. Thesis/dissertations 50%, 
standards/patents/specifications 47.5%, seminars/conference proceedings/ 
workshops 37.5%, book reviews 37.5%, reprints/maps/globes 37.5% and 
news letters 37.5% are the somewhat frequently used sources of 
information. In the same way, microfiches/records/tapes 61.25%, 
standards/patents/specifications 40% and reprints/maps/globes 37.5%) are 
among the never used sources of information by the lARI P.G. students. 
Reference materials 44.44%, CD-ROMs 44.44%, books/monographs 
40%, news letters 40%, research reports/bulletins 33.33%, periodicals 
31.11% and seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 26.66% are some 
of the important frequently used sources of information among the majority 
of lARI research scholars, whereas periodicals 44.44%, CD-ROMs 40% 
and reference materials 26.66% are the most frequently used sources of 
information among the lARI research scholars. In the same way 
thesis/dissertations 51.11%, reprints/maps/globes 37.77%, book reviews 
35.55% and news letters 33.33% are the occasionally used sources of 
information among the lARI Research Scholars. The table also indicates 
that microfiches/records/tapes 68.88%, standards/patents/specifications 
62.22% and reprints/maps/globes 42.22% are among the never used sources 
of information by the lARI research scholars. 
The mean use ranking of these information sources shows that 
books/monographs, CD-ROMs, news letters, reference materials, research 
reports/bulletins, periodicals, book reviews, seminars/conference 
proceedings/ workshops and thesis/dissertations are the highly used sources 
of information among the majority of lARI P.G. students and microfiches/ 
records/ tapes, standards/ patents/ specifications and reprints/ maps/ globe 
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are the least used sources of information among the majority of lARI P.G. 
students. 
The mean use ranking of these information sources among the lARI 
research scholars shows that CD-ROMs, periodicals, reference materials, 
books/monographs, research reports/bulletins, news letters and 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops are the highly used sources of 
information among the majority of lARI research scholars. Thus, 
microfiches/records/tapes, standards/patents/specifications, reprints/maps/ 
globes, thesis/dissertations and book reviews are the least used sources of 
information among majority of lARI research scholars. 
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Table 33 (b) revealed that reference materials 62.22%, 
books/monographs 43.33%, research reports/bulletins 43.33%o, book 
reviews 21.11%, theses/dissertations 36.66%, seminars/conference 
proceedings/workshops 36.66%, news letters 33.33%), periodicals 32.22% 
and CD-ROMs 27.77% are some of the important frequently used sources 
of information among the majority of GBPUAT P.G. students, whereas 
books/monographs 44.44%) and CD-ROMs 25.55%) are the most frequently 
used sources of information among the GBPUAT P.G. students. While, 
reprints/maps/globes 43.33%o, thesis/dissertations 41.11%, periodicals 40%o, 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 38.88%), CD-ROMs 32.22%), 
book reviews 30%) and news letters 27.77% are the somewhat frequently 
used sources of information. In the same way, 
standards/patents/specifications 44.44%) and reprints/maps/globes 34.44% 
are the occasionally used sources of information among the GBPUAT P.G. 
students. The table also shows that microfiches/records/tapes 68.88%) are 
never used by the GBPUAT P.G. students. 
Periodicals 70.21%, reference materials 55.31%, CD-ROMs 55.31%, 
books/monographs 51.06%), news letters 48.93%), research reports/bulletins 
44.68%, book reviews 44.68% and thesis/dissertations 40.42% are some of 
the frequently used sources of information among the majority of GBPUAT 
research scholars and books/monographs 42.55%), reference materials 
40.42%, news letters 31.91%, CD-ROMs 29.78% and research 
reports/bulletins 27.65%) are among the most frequently used sources of 
information by the GBPUAT research scholars. While, 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 51.06%), thesis/dissertations 
44.68%, reprints/maps/globes 40.42%, book reviews 38.29%, 
microfiches/records/tapes 38.29%) and standards/patents/specifications 
36.17%) are the somewhat frequently used sources of information among 
the GBPUAT research scholars. A small percentage of GBPUAT research 
scholars use information sources occasionally. The table also depicts that 
microfiches/records/tapes 31.91%> are never used by the GBPUAT research 
scholars. 
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The mean use ranking of these information sources shows that 
books/monographs, reference materials, research reports/bulletins, CD-
ROMs, news letters, periodicals, thesis/dissertations, book reviews and 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops are the highly used sources of 
information among majority of GBPUAT P.O. students. Microfiches/ 
records/tapes, reprints/maps/globes and standards/patents/ specifications 
are the least used sources of information. 
The mean use ranking of these information sources among the 
GBPUAT research scholars reveals that books/monographs, reference 
materials, CD-ROMs, periodicals, news letters, research reports/bulletins, 
book reviews, thesis/dissertations and seminars/conference proceedings/ 
workshops are the highly used sources of information among the majority 
of GBPUAT research scholars. Thus, microfiches/records /tapes, 
reprints/maps/globes and standards/patents/specifications are the less used 
documents by majority of GBPUAT research scholars. 
According to the table 33 (a) and 33 (b), the Chi-Square calculated 
value is 0.52354414 for P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and 
0.213740262 for P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT and the 
table value of Chi-Square at 11 degrees of freedom for 0.05 is 19.675. 
After comparing the calculated and table values of Chi-Square, it is found 
that calculated value is lesser than the table value in both the cases. Thus, 
on comparing the Chi-Square calculated value of lARI and GBPUAT 
shows that there exists significant difference in the use of library collection 
among lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars. 
5.4.2 Purpose of Using of Information Sources 
Ideally, information from multiple sources may be more objective 
than a single source and gathering information and ideas from everywhere 
and to associate them fully with a honeybee mind would be highly 
rewarding. Apart from using the information sources, it is very much 
important to know the purpose for which the information sources are being 
used. The most common purposes have been identified to include research 
work, project work, study and personal work. 
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In order to assess the purpose of using sources of information, table 
34 shows that seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 36.8%, 
reprints/maps/globes 36.8%, CD-ROMs 34.4%, research reports/bulletins 
33.6%, thesis/dissertations 33.6%, periodicals 32%, reference materials 
30.4% and news letters 25.6% are some of the sources of information used 
for research work, whereas research reports/bulletins 48.8%, 
thesis/dissertations 47.2%, reference materials 40.8%, CD-ROMs 35.2%, 
periodicals 31.2% and seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 31.2% 
are the sources of information used for project work among the students of 
lARI. While, books/monographs 40%, book reviews 35.2% and news 
letters 27.2% are some of the sources of information being used for study. 
In the same way, books/monographs 29.6% and reprints/maps/globes 
27.2% are the sources used for personal work by the students of lARI. The 
table also shows that majority 52% and 30.4% of lARI students have not 
responded in terms of usage of microfiches/records/tapes and 
standards/patents/specifications. 
Books/monographs 54.74%, CD-ROMs 36.50%, periodicals 33.58%, 
thesis/dissertations 32.12%, research reports/bulletins 31.39%, seminars/ 
conference proceedings/workshops 31.39%, standards/patents/ 
specifications 31.39%, reference materials 30.66%, reprints/maps/globes 
28.47%, microfiches/records/tapes (27.74%) and book reviews 26.28% are 
the sources of information used for research work, whereas 
thesis/dissertations 47.45%, research reports/bulletins 41.61%, CD-ROMs 
41.61%, reference materials 37.96%, reprints/maps/globes 33.58%, 
standards/patents/specifications 33.58%, books/monographs 31.39% and 
periodicals 27.74% are the sources of information used for project work by 
the students of GBPUAT. While, book reviews 35.04%, seminars/ 
conference proceedings/workshops 29.93%, news letters 29.93%, 
reprints/maps/globes 27.01% and periodicals 26.28% are the sources of 
information used for study. News letters 37.96% are the preferred source of 
information used for personal work. A majority of GBPUAT students i.e. 
41.61%) have not given any response regarding microfiches/records/tapes. 
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In order to know the purpose of using information sources by the 
lARI students, the mean score and ranking analysis shows that the highly 
used sources of information by majority of lARI students include research 
reports/bulletins, seminars/conference proceedings/workshops, thesis/ 
dissertations, reference materials, CD-ROMs, periodicals, reprints/ maps/ 
globes and news letters to fulfill their various purposes and majority of 
lARI students used the least amount of information sources as 
microfiches/records/tapes, standards/patents/specifications, book reviews 
and books/monographs to fulfill their purposes. 
The mean score ranking of purpose of using information sources as 
expressed by the students of GBPUAT shows that books/monographs, CD-
ROMs, thesis/dissertations, reference materials, research reports/bulletins, 
periodicals, reprints/maps/globes, standards/patents/specifications, book 
reviews and seminars/conference proceedings/workshops are the highly 
used sources of information among the majority of GBPUAT students. 
Thus, microfiches/records/tapes and news letters are the least used 
information sources to fulfill their purposes among the GBPUAT students. 
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According to data in table 35 (a), reprints/maps/globes 40%, 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 31.25% and news letters 25% 
are some of the sources of information being used for research work, 
whereas research reports/bulletins 68.75%, thesis/dissertations 68.75%, 
reference materials 57.5%, CD-ROMs 50%, periodicals 47.5% and 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 38.75%) are the sources of 
information being used for project work among the P.G. students of lARI. 
While, books/monographs 43.75%, book reviews 38.75%, news letters 30% 
and reference materials 25% are the sources of information used for study. 
Similarly, books/monographs 33.75%, reprints/maps/globes 27.5% and 
news letters 26.25% are the sources of information being used for personal 
work among the P.G. students of lARI. 
Thesis/dissertations 75.56%, CD-ROMs 75.56%), periodicals 
71.11%, reference materials 68.89%, research reports/bulletins 68.89%, 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 46.68%), microfiches/ 
records/ tapes 40%, standards/patents/specifications 33.33%, reprints/ 
maps/ globes 31.11% and news letters 26.67% are the sources of 
information used for research work, whereas books/monographs 33.33%, 
book reviews 28.89% and standards/patents/specifications 28.89% are the 
sources of information being used for study among the research scholars of 
lARI. While, reprints/maps/globes 26.67% and standards/patents/ 
specifications 26.67% are the sources of information utilized for personal 
work. Thus, a majority of lARI research scholars i.e. 33.33%, 28.89% and 
26.67% have not given any response regarding microfiches/records/tapes, 
book reviews and reprints/maps/globes. The table also shows that a very 
less percentage of lARI research scholars use sources of information for 
project work. 
The mean score and ranking shows the purpose of using the 
information sources among the P.G. students and research scholars of 
lARI. A majority of the lARI P.G. students made use of 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops, research reports/bulletins, 
reference materials, reprints/maps/globes, thesis/dissertations, CD-ROMs, 
periodicals, news letters and book reviews to fulfill their various purposes, 
198 
whereas majority of lARI P.G. students have opined that 
microfiches/records/tapes, standards/patents/specifications and books/ 
monographs are the least used sources of information to fulfill their 
purposes. 
The mean score ranking of purpose of information sources among 
the research scholars of lARI shows that thesis/dissertations, CD-ROMs, 
reference materials, research reports/bulletins, periodicals, 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops, news letters, standards/ 
patents/specifications, microfiches/records/tapes and books/monographs 
are highly used sources of information for fulfilling their purposes among 
majority of lARl research scholars. Book reviews and reprints/maps/globes 
are the least used sources of information by the research scholars of lARI. 
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To know the purpose of P.G. students of GBPUAT regarding the use 
of information sources, the data in table 35 (b) reveals that 
books/monographs 54.44% and standards/patents/specifications 26.67% are 
some of the sources of information being used for research work, whereas 
thesis/dissertations 67.78%, CD-ROMs 61.11%, research reports/bulletins 
58.89%, reference materials 53.33%), standards/patents/specifications 
43.33%, periodicals 42.22%, reprints/maps/globes 37.78%, books/ 
monographs 33.33%) and book reviews 33.33%) are the sources of 
information being used for project work among the P.G. students of 
GBPUAT. While, news letters 33.33%, book reviews 30%), reference 
materials 28.89%), reprints/maps/globes 28.89%) and seminars/conference 
proceedings/workshops 26.67%) are the sources of information being used 
for study. Similarly, news letters 33.33%) are also the source of information 
being used for personal work among the P.G. students of GBPUAT. The 
table also shows that majority 56.67% of lARI P.G. students have not 
given any response regarding microfiches/records/tapes. 
In case of research scholars of GBPUAT, CD-ROMs 85.10%, 
reference materials 82.98%), thesis/dissertations 80.85%, research 
reports/bulletins 65.95%), periodicals 63.82%, books/monographs 55.31%), 
microfiches/records/tapes 51.06%, seminars/conference proceedings/ 
workshops 46.80%, book reviews 42.55%), reprints/maps/globes 42.55% 
and standarcis/patents/specifications 40.42%) have been used for research 
work, whereas books/monographs 27.65%) and reprints/maps/globes 
25.53%) have been used for study by the research scholars of GBPUAT. 
While, book reviews 44.68%), seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 
36.11%, standards/patents/specifications 34.04% and periodicals 31.91%) 
have also been used for study. News letters 46.80%) have been used for 
personal work. 
The mean score and ranking indicates the purpose of using the 
information sources among the P.G. students and research scholars of 
GBPUAT. A majority of GBPUAT P.G. students reveals that 
books/monographs, news letters, seminars/conference proceedings 
/workshops, book reviews and periodicals are the highly used sources of 
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information to fulfill their purposes, whereas majority of GBPUAT P.G. 
students have also opined that microfiches/records/tapes, standards/ 
patents/specifications, thesis/dissertations, research reports/ bulletins, CD-
ROMs, reference materials and reprints/maps/globes are the least used 
sources of information. 
Similarly, the mean score ranking used for indicating the purpose of 
information sources among the research scholars of GBPUAT shows that 
books/monographs, news letters, book reviews, seminars/conference 
proceedings/workshops, periodicals, standards/patents/specifications, 
reprints/maps/globes, microfiches/records/tapes and CD-ROMs are the 
highly used sources of information among the majority of GBPUAT 
research scholars. Research reports/bulletins and thesis/dissertations are 
the least used sources of information among the research scholars of 
GBPUAT. 
It is observed from table 35 (a) and 35 (b) that the Chi-Square 
calculated value is 1.030000529 for P.G. students and research scholars 
(lARI) and 3.489639676 for P.G. students and research scholars 
(GBPUAT) and the table value of Chi-Square for 11 degree of freedom at 
0.05 is 19.675. On the basis of comparing the calculated and table values, 
it is found that the table value is greater than the calculated value in both 
the cases. After comparing the Chi-Square calculated value of lARI and 
GBPUAT, the result reveals that there exists significant difference among 
the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT regarding 
the purpose for using information sources. 
5.4.3 Satisfaction Level regarding the Use of Information Sources 
This section deals with the level of satisfaction regarding the use of 
information sources. The aim is to analyse the viewpoint of P.G. students 
and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT on various levels of 
satisfaction related to use of information sources as shown in table 36, 37 
(a) and 37 (b). 
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According to tabulated data (table 36), maximum 62.4% of students 
of lARI are strongly satisfied with CD-ROMs, followed by 
thesis/dissertations (40%), books/monographs (35.2%), reference materials 
(35.2%), research reports/bulletins (33.6%) and periodicals (32%) 
respectively. While, 39.2%, 38.4%, 37.6%, 36.8%, 36%, 33.6%, 33.6%, 
33.6%, 27.2% and 26.4% of student of lARI are satisfied with the use of 
standards/patents/specifications, periodicals, reference materials, 
books/monographs, seminars/conference proceedings/workshops, research 
reports/bulletins, thesis/dissertations, book reviews, news letters and 
reprints/maps/globes respectively. A lower percentage of students of lARI 
show that they are somewhat satisfied and neutral with information 
sources. It also reveals from the table that highest 44.8%) of students of 
lARI are dissatisfied with microfiches/records/tapes, followed by 
standards/patents/specifications (38.4%) and reprints/maps/globes (32%)) 
respectively. 
The analyzed data regarding satisfaction level of students of 
GBPUAT, highest 39.42% of students of GBPUAT are strongly satisfied 
with the use of news letters, followed by CD-ROMs (35.77%)), 
books/monographs (34.31%), thesis/dissertations (32.12%)), reference 
materials (28.47%), research reports/bulletins (27.74%) and 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops (25.55%)). Whereas, 61.31%, 
60.58%, 57.66%, 54.74%, 50.36%, 49.4%, 43.80%, 42.34%, 42.34%, 
41.61%, 40.15% and 33.58% of students of GBPUAT are satisfied with the 
use of book reviews, periodicals, reference materials, thesis/dissertations, 
books/monographs, research reports/bulletins, CD-ROMs, 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops, reprints/maps/globes, 
standards/patents/specifications, news letters and microfiches/records/tapes 
respectively. A less percentage of students of lARI show that they are 
somewhat satisfied and neutral with information sources. Only 33.58%) 
students of GBPUAT stated that they were dissatisfied with the use of 
microfiches/records/tapes. 
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Analysis of the satisfaction level of using information sources by the 
students of lARI and GBPUAT shows that a majority of the students of 
lARI are highly satisfied with CD-ROMs, thesis/dissertations, reference 
materials, books/monographs, periodicals, research reports/bulletins, book 
reviews, news letters and seminars/conference proceedings/workshops, 
whereas some of the students of lARI have also showed that they are less 
satisfied with microfiches/records/tapes, reprints/maps/globes and 
standards/patents/specifications. 
Similarly, the students of GBPUAT are satisfied with 
books/monographs, reference materials, news letters, thesis/dissertations, 
CD-ROMs, research reports/bulletins, book reviews, periodicals, 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops and 
standards/patents/specifications. Thus, some of the students of GBPUAT 
are less satisfied with the use of microfiches/records/tapes and 
reprints/maps/globes. 
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It is noted from table 37 (a) that highest 62.5% of the P.G. students 
of lARI are strongly satisfied with the usage of CD-ROMs, followed by 
thesis/dissertations (56.25%), research reports/bulletins (47.5%)), 
books/monographs (42.5%o), reference materials (41.25%)), periodicals 
(37.5%), news letters (36.25%), books reviews (32.5%) and 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops (26.25%)) respectively. While, 
50%, 41.25%, 38.75%, 37.5%, 37.5%, 36.25%, 33.75%, 31.25%, 31.25%, 
28.75%, 25% and 25% of the P.G. student of lARI are satisfied with 
standards/patents/specifications, reference materials, periodicals, books/ 
monographs, book reviews, seminars/conference proceedings/ workshops, 
research reports/bulletins, thesis/dissertations, reprints/maps/globes, news 
letters, microfiches/records/tapes and CD-ROMs respectively. Only 25% of 
the P.G. students of lARI are somewhat satisfied with 
reprints/maps/globes. A less percentage of the P.G. students of lARI reveal 
that they are neutral with the use of information sources. It is also noted 
from the table that highest 37.5%) of the P.G. student lARI are dissatisfied 
with microfiches/records/tapes, followed by 
standards/patents/specifications (28.75%) and reprints/maps/globes (25%). 
The satisfaction level of the research scholars of lARI is the highest 
62.22% of research scholars of lARI as they are strongly satisfied with 
using CD-ROMs, whereas 37.78%, 37.78%, 35.56%, 35.56%, 33.33%, 
31.11%) and 26.67% of the research scholars of lARI are satisfied with the 
use of periodicals, thesis/dissertations, books/monographs, seminars/ 
conference proceedings/workshops, research reports/bulletins, reference 
materials and book reviews respectively. A less percentage of the research 
scholars of lARI state that they are somewhat satisfied and neutral with the 
usage of information sources. Among the dissatisfied group of users, 
highest 57.78% of the research scholars of lARI state that they are 
dissatisfied with microfiches/records/tapes, followed by standards/ patents/ 
specifications (55.56%)), reprints/maps/globes (44.44%), books reviews 
(33.33%) and news letters (33.33%) respectively. 
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Analysis of the level of satisfaction with the information sources by 
the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI using mean score and 
ranking shows that most of the P.G. students of lARI are highly satisfied 
with the usage of CD-ROMs, thesis/dissertations, reference materials, 
books/ monographs, research reports/bulletins, periodicals, book reviews, 
news letters, seminars/conference proceedings/workshops and standards/ 
patents/ specifications, whereas some of the P.G. students of lARI are less 
satisfied with microfiches/records/tapes and reprints/maps/globes. 
Similarly, the research scholars of lARI are satisfied with CD-
ROMs, reference materials, periodicals, books/monographs and thesis/ 
dissertations and some of the research scholars of lARI are less satisfied 
with using microfiches/records/tapes, standards/patents/specifications, 
reprints/maps/globes, book reviews, seminars/conference proceedings/ 
workshops and news letters. 
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The analysed data in table 37 (b) indicates that mostly 35.56%, 
34.44%, 31.11%, 31.11%, 28.89% and 26.67% of the GBPUAT P.G. 
students are strongly satisfied with the use of news letters, reference 
materials, books/monographs, CD-ROMs, research reports/bulletins, 
thesis/dissertations and majority 60%) of the P.G. students of GBPUAT are 
satisfied with periodicals, followed by thesis/dissertations (56.67%)), 
research reports/bulletins (55.56%), books reviews (54.44%)), reference 
materials (52.22%)), books/monographs (51.11%)), seminars/conference 
proceedings/workshops (51.11%), news letters (43.33%)), CD-ROMs 
(43.33%), reprints/maps/globes (41.11%)), standards/patents/specifications 
(35.56%o) and microfiches/records/tapes (28.89%)) respectively. Whereas 
small percentage of P.G. students of GBPUAT are somewhat satisfied and 
neutral with information sources. More than thirty six percent of the P.G. 
students of GBPUAT are dissatisfied with the use of 
microfiches/records/tapes, followed by standards/patents/specifications 
(31.11%)) and reprints/maps/globes (31.11 %o) respectively. 
Mostly 74.47%) of the research scholars of GBPUAT are satisfied 
with books reviews, followed by reference materials (68.09%)), periodicals 
(61.70%)), standards/patents/specifications (53.19%)), thesis/dissertations 
(51.06%)), books/monographs (48.94%), reprints/maps/globes (44.68%), 
CD-ROMs (44.68%), microfiches/records/tapes (42.55%)), research reports/ 
bulletins (38.30%)), news letters (34.04%)) and seminars/conference 
proceedings/workshops (25.53%)) respectively. Whereas, 46.81%), 44.68%, 
42.55%, 40.42%, 29.79% and 25.53% of the research scholars of GBPUAT 
are strongly satisfied with news letters, CD-ROMs, thesis/dissertations, 
books/monographs, seminars/conference proceedings/workshops and 
research reports/bulletins respectively. It also shows that 31.91%), 31.91%) 
and 27.66%) of the research scholars of GBPUAT are somewhat satisfied 
with using periodicals, research reports/bulletins and seminars/conference 
proceedings/workshops respectively. While, a small percentage of the 
research scholars of GBPUAT state the level of satisfaction with 
information sources as neutral. Only 27.66%) of the research scholars of 
GBPUAT are dissatisfied with microfiches/records/tapes. 
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The mean score and ranking shows the satisfaction level in using the 
information sources among the P.G. students and research scholars of 
GBPUAT. Mostly the P.G. students of GBPUAT indicate that they are 
highly satisfied with reference materials, books/monographs, research 
reports/bulletins, news letters, thesis/dissertations, periodicals, CD-ROMs, 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops and book reviews, whereas 
some of the P.G, students of GBPUAT have also showed that they are less 
satisfied with microfiches/records/tapes, standards/patents/specifications 
and reprints/maps/globes. 
Similarly, the research scholars of GBPUAT show that they are 
satisfied with using CD-ROMs, thesis/dissertations, books/monographs, 
news letters, book reviews, reference materials, research reports/bulletins, 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops, periodicals, standards/ 
patents/ specifications and reprints/maps/globes. Some of the research 
scholars of GBPUAT are less satisfied with microfiches/records/tapes. 
Table 37 (a) and 37 (b) also show the Chi-Square calculated value is 
0.401348888 for P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and 
0.119476939 for P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT and the 
table value of Chi-Square for 11 degree of freedom at 0.05 is 19.675. It is 
found on comparing the calculated and table values that the table value is 
greater than the calculated value in both the cases. The comparison of Chi-
Square calculated value of lARI and GBPUAT indicates that there exists 
significant difference among the satisfaction level of the P.G. students and 
research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT in using the sources of 
information. 
5.4.4 Use of Electronic Sources 
This section deals with electronic sources which are mushrooming 
in agricultural university libraries. Several information sources are now 
available electronically which are highly used by the users of agricultural 
university libraries in comparison to print sources. The data obtained from 
both the libraries on the use of E-sources is analyzed in fig. 13. 
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Fig. 13 
Use of E-sources 
78.83% 
95.74% 
70.00% 
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88.89% 
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n lARI Research Scholars 
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I nIARI Total Students 
N=125 
.DGBPUATP.G.Students 
[ N=90 j 
• GBPUAT Research 
Scholars N=47 
i D GBPUAT Total Students] 
! N=137 I 
Data in fig. 13 is related to the use of E-sources, reveals that the 
majority 96.25% of the P.G. students and 88.89% of the research scholars 
of lARI use E-sources, whereas 70% of the P.G. students and 95.74% of 
the research scholars of GBPUAT use E-sources. It is also clear from the 
figure that the majority of the students of lARl use E-sources more than the 
students of GBPUAT. This is evident that E-sources are preferred form 
among the students of both the agricultural universities. 
E-sources being a popular source of information among the P.G. 
students and research scholars of both the universities, the study, thus, 
needs to analyse the highly used or most useful E-source among the 
respondents for which of the various E-sources is used on a five point scale 
in which 4 = most frequently, 3 = frequently, 2 = somewhat frequently, 1 = 
occasionally and 0 = never. 
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Data related to the E-sources use among the students of lARI and 
GBPUAT shows that CD-ROM databases are the most frequently used E-
source of information among majority 59.83% of the students of lARI, 
followed by E-journals (41.03%), whereas online databases, E-journals and 
CD-ROM databases are the frequently used E-source of information among 
the 31.62%, 27.35% and 27.35% students of lARI respectively. Only 
29.06% of the students of lARI use online databases somewhat frequently. 
A small percentage of the students of lARI use E-source occasionally. It is 
also clear from the table that E-encyclopedias and E-dictionaries are never 
used by the majority of lARI students. 
Similarly, CD-ROM databases are the most frequently used E-
sources of information among majority 54.63%o of the students of 
GBPUAT, followed by E-journals (49.07%), while CD-ROM databases and 
E-journals are the frequently used sources among 28.07% and 25.93% of 
the students of GBPUAT respectively. A small percentage of the students 
of GBPUAT use E-source somewhat frequently and occasionally. The table 
also shows that most of the students of GBPUAT never use E-sources. 
The mean score and ranking of the E-sources use among the students 
of lARI and GBPUAT shows that mostly the students of lARI and 
GBPUAT use CD-ROM databases, E-journals and online databases more, 
whereas some of the students of lARl and GBPUAT opined that E-
encyclopedias, E-dictionaries and E-books are the least used E-sources. 
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According to the E-sources use frequency among the P.G. students 
and research scholars of lARI, table 39 (a) reveals that CD-ROM Databases 
are the most frequently used E-sources of information among majority 
62.33% of the P.G. students of lARI, followed by E-journals (37.66%), 
whereas online databases. E-books and E-journals are the frequently used 
E-sources among 33.77%, 27.27% and 25.95% of the P. G. students of 
lARI respectively. Some of the P.G. students of lARI use E-sources 
somewhat frequently and occasionally. The table also shows that E-
encyclopedias and E-dictionaries are never used by the majority of the P.G. 
students of lARI. 
Similarly, CD-ROM databases are the most frequently used E-
sources among majority 55% of the research scholars of lARI, followed by 
E-journals (47.5%), while CD-ROM databases, E-journals and online 
databases are the frequently used sources among 42.5%, 30% and 27.5% of 
the research scholars of lARI respectively. More than forty two percent of 
the research scholars of lARI use online databases somewhat frequently. A 
very small percentage of the research scholars of lARI use E-source 
occasionally. It is also observed that E-encyclopedias, E-dictionaries and 
E-books are never used by majority of the research scholars of lARI. 
The mean score and ranking of using E-sources depicts that CD-
ROM databases, E-journals and online databases are the highly used E-
sources among most of the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI, 
whereas E-encyclopedias, E-dictionaries and E-books are the least used E-
sources by the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI. 
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Analysis of data in table 39 (b) reveals that CD-ROM Databases are 
the most frequently used E-sources of information among 63.40% of the 
P.G. students of GBPUAT, followed by E-journals (36.51%), whereas E-
journals are the frequently used E-sources among 33.33% of the P.G. 
students of GBPUAT respectively. Some of the P.G. students of GBPUAT 
use E-sources as somewhat frequently, occasionally and never. 
In case of research scholars of GBPUAT, E-Journals are the most 
frequently used E-sources among majority 66.67% of the research scholars 
of GBPUAT, followed by CD-ROM databases (42.22%), while CD-ROM 
databases and online databases are the frequently used sources among 
46.67% and 31.11% of the research scholars of GBPUAT respectively. 
Only 42.22% research scholars of GBPUAT use online databases somewhat 
frequently. A very small percentage of the research scholars of GBPUAT 
reveal about the use of E-source as occasionally and never. 
The mean use score and ranking indicates that CD-ROM databases 
and E-journals are the highly used E-sources among most of the P.G. 
students of GBPUAT, whereas E-journals and CD-ROM databases are the 
highly used E-sources among most of the research scholars of GBPUAT. E-
dictionaries, E-encyclopedias, E-books and online databases are the least 
used E-sources among the P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT. 
It is also observed from table 39 (a) and 39 (b) that the Chi-Square 
calculated value is 0.935872093 for P.G. students and research scholars of 
lARI and 0.159439579 for P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT 
and the table value of Chi-Square for 5 degree of freedom at 0.05 is 
11.071. It is found that the calculated value is lesser than the table value in 
both the cases. On comparing the Chi-Square calculated value of lARI and 
GBPUAT, the result reveals that there exists significant difference among 
the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT in using the 
E-sources of information. It is also observed that E-sources have become 
an important part of both the agricultural university libraries in fulfilling 
the demand of users for required information. 
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On the analysis of questionnaires, it is observed that some of the 
P.G. students and research scholars do not use E-Sources. There may be 
some reasons behind not using E-Sources, which are mentioned in the table 
40 (Fig. 14). 
Table 40 
Reasons for not using E-sources 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=3 
Research 
Scholars N=5 
Total Students 
N=8 
P.G. 
Students N=27 
Research 
Scholars N=2 
Total Students 
N=29 
Lack of 
skills 
1 
(33.33) 
-
1 
(12.5) 
14 
(51.85) 
-
14 
(48.28) 
Reasons 
Costly 
1 
(33.33) 
1 
(20) 
2 
(25) 
-
-
Lack of 
time 
-
1 
(20) 
1 
(12.5) 
9 
(33.33) 
1 
(50) 
10 
(34.48) 
Poor 
facility 
1 
(33.33) 
3 
(60) 
4 
(50) 
4 
(14.81) 
1 
(50) 
5 
(17.24) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Fig. 14 
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According to the tabulated data, mostly 60% of the research scholars 
of lARI have opined that they are not using E-sources due to poor facility, 
while 33.33%, 33.33% and 33.33% of the P.G. students of lARI are not 
using E-sources due to lack of skills, costly and poor facility respectively. 
On the other hand, 51.85% and 33.33% of the GBPUAT P.G. 
students are not using E-sources due to lack of skills and lack of time 
respectively, whereas 50% and 50% of the GBPUAT research scholars are 
not using E-sources due to lack of time and poor facility respectively. 
It also reveals that lack of skills and lack of time is the main reasons 
for not using the E-sources among the students of GBPUAT, whereas poor 
facilities are also the main reasons among the students of lARI for not 
using E-sources. 
It is also important to know the problems that are faced by both the 
agricultural universities P.G. students and research scholars in using E-
sources. Keeping these types of problems in mind, both the libraries and 
their staff are coming forward in giving user education to eradicate these 
problems, which are mentioned in table 41. 
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The analysis of tabulated data regarding problems in using E-
sources reveals that 35.06% and 28.57% of the P.G. students of lARI stated 
that they faced problems regarding low speed connectivity and 
downloading respectively. Whereas, 35% and 32.5% of the research 
scholars of lARI have also had problems regarding connectivity and slow 
downloading respectively. 
In case of GBPUAT, majority 53.97% of the P.G. students had 
problems due to lack of guidance while using E-sources, having to pay for 
searching (47.62%) and slow downloading (25.40%) respectively, whereas 
31.11%) of the research scholars of GBPUAT also faced connectivity 
problem in using E-sources and having to pay for searching (28.89%)). 
It is also observed that majority of the GBPUAT students gave 
positive response regarding lack of guidance and pay for searching, 
followed by connectivity and downloading as revealed by the lARI 
students. 
For maximum utilization of electronic sources of library, it is 
necessary that users should be instructed in accessing and browsing of 
library electronic sources so that the users do not face any problem in using 
E-sources. 
Fig. 15 
Instruction/help in using E-sources 
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In response to the question regarding instruction/help in using E-
sources, the fig. 15 indicates that majority 83.12% of the P.G. students and 
65% of the research scholars of lARI got instruction/help, while, using E-
sources. 49.21% of the P.G. students and 55.56% of the research scholars 
of GBPUAT used E-sources with help. 
It is also observed from the figure that mostly 76.92% of the lARI 
students got instruction/help, while, using E-sources, whereas 51.85% 
students of GBPUAT used E-sources with help. 
Both the university libraries have been actively participating in 
training programs with the aim of acquainting the users with library 
literature, searching of literature, services rendered by the library and 
information retrieval technology and techniques. Through this program, 
various types of instructions are given to the users in using E-sources in 
the library. 
Table 42 
Types of instruction/help got by respondents in using E-sources 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students 
N=64 
Research 
Scholars 
N=26 
Total 
Students 
N=90 
P.G. 
Students 
N=31 
Research 
Scholars 
N=25 
Total 
Students 
N=56 
Training 
given by 
the 
library 
57 
(89.06) 
15 
(57.69) 
72 
(80) 
17 
(54.84) 
12 
(48) 
29 
(51.79) 
Types of Instruction/Help 
Online 
instructions/ 
guides on 
using 
E-Sources 
15 
(23.44) 
9 
(34.61) 
24 
(26.67) 
10 
(32.26) 
8 
(32) 
18 
(32.14) 
Individual 
instruction 
by library 
staff 
34 
(53.12) 
15 
(57.69) 
49 
(54.44) 
15 
(48.89) 
12 
(48) 
27 
(48.21) 
Help by 
your 
library 
colleagues 
28 
(43.75) 
12 
(46.15) 
40 
(44.44) 
6 
(19.35) 
8 
(32) 
14 
(25) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
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Fig. 16 
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Data in table 42 (Fig. 16) pertaining to the type of instruction/help 
got by respondents in using E-sources depicts that highest 89.06% of the 
P.G. students of lARI have been trained by the library in using E-sources, 
about 53.12% of the respondents were provided individual instruction by 
library staff and 43.75% of them got help from colleagues. Only 23.44% of 
the P.G. students of lARl got online instructions/guides on using E-
sources. While, 57.69%, 57.69% and 46.15% of the research scholars of 
lARI got training given by the library, individual instruction by library 
staff and help from colleagues in using E-sources respectively. Only 
34.61% of the P.G. students of lARl got online instructions/guides on 
using E-sources. 
In case of GBPUAT, 54.84% of the P.G. students received training 
provided by the library in using E-sources, followed by individual 
instruction by library staff (48.89%)) and online instructions/guides on 
using E-sources (32.26%). Only 19.35% of the P.G. students of GBPUAT 
show that they got help by colleagues in using E-sources. Whereas, 48% of 
the research scholars got training given by the library in using E-sources, 
followed by individual instruction by library staff (48%) and online 
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instructions/guides on using E-sources (32%). Only 32% of the research 
scholars got help from colleagues while using E-sources. 
Maximum 80% and 54.44% of lARI students got training provide by 
the library and individual instruction given by library staff in using E-
sources, while 51.79%) and 48.21% GBPUAT students got training given by 
the library and individual instruction by library staff in using E-sources. 
This section deals with searching E-sources on payment basis. 
Because of shrinking budget and rising cost of E-sources, agricultural 
university libraries are not in a condition to give free access to E-sources. 
In these libraries, users pay nominal fee for searching E-sources. But some 
agricultural university libraries are not collecting any fee for searching E-
sources, from their enrolled users. 
Table 43 
Searching E-sources on payment 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.O. 
Students N=77 
Research 
Scholars N-40 
Total Students 
N=117 
P.O. 
Students N=63 
Research 
Scholars N=45 
Total Students 
N=108 
Yes 
-
_ 
_ 
41 
(65.08) 
29 
(64.44) 
70 
(64.81) 
No 
77 
(100) 
40 
(100) 
117 
(100) 
22 
(34.92) 
16 
(35.56) 
38 
(35.19) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Data in table 43 shows that lARI library does not collect any fee 
from P.G. students and research scholars for searching E-sources. Whereas, 
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65.08% of the P.G. students and 64.44% of the research scholars of 
GBPUAT search E-sources on payment basis and they pay Rs. 15 per hour. 
It also reveals from the table that majority (64.81%) of the students of 
GBPUAT search E-sources on payment basis. 
5.4.5 Adequacy of Library Collection 
Agricultural university libraries acquire both types of collection i.e. 
print and electronic and are interested to develop adequate and fair 
collection for their current and active users to fulfill the user needs. Table 
44, 45 (a) and 45 (b) show the adequacy of library collection (print and 
electronic) as adequate, fair and inadequate. 
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Table 44 shows that maximum 46.4% of the students of lARI 
indicated that print collection is adequate, 29.6% of them said it is fair and 
24% felt it to be inadequate, whereas 45.6% of the students of lARI stated 
that electronic collection available in the library was fair and 40.8%) said it 
was adequate. As far as the students of GBPUAT are concerned, highest 
51.04%) of the students opined that print collection is adequate and 45.26%) 
stated the collection to be fair, while 56.93%) of the students of GBPUAT 
said that the electronic collection in the library is fair and nearly 36.50%) of 
them felt it was adequate. Very small percentage of students indicated that 
print and electronic collection was inadequate. 
The mean score and ranking of adequate library collection reveals 
that the electronic collection at lARI is more adequate than print, whereas 
the students of GBPUAT said that the print collection is much adequate 
than the electronic collection. It has also been observed that electronic 
collection is playing a vital role in fulfilling the demands of the student 
community in both the agricultural university libraries. 
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The analysis of data in table 45 (a) shows that highest 47.5% of the 
P.G. students of lARI state that print collection is adequate, followed by 
27.5% as fair and 25% said it was inadequate, whereas 47.5% of the P.G. 
students said that electronic collection was adequate, 41.5% felt the 
collection to be fair. As far as lARI research scholars are concerned, 
maximum 44.44% of the research scholars of lARI opined that print 
collection was adequate, 33.33% stated it as fair, while 53.33% of the 
research scholars of lARI opined that electronic collection was fair and 
28.89% of the respondents felt it adequate. 
The mean score and ranking concerning the adequateness of library 
collection reveals that P.G. students and research scholars of lARI were 
satisfied with the adequateness of the print collection rather than 
electronic. 
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Table 45 (b) depicts maximum 65.56% of the P.G. students of 
GBPUAT are of the opinion that electronic collection is fair, 28% said it to 
be adequate, whereas 50% of the P.G. students of GBPUAT opined that 
print collection is adequate, 50% felt it to be fair. As far as GBPUAT 
research scholars are concerned, highest 53.19% of the research scholars of 
GBPUAT stated that print collection was adequate, 36.17% said that the 
collection was fair, 46.81%) GBPUAT research scholars opined that 
electronic collection was adequate and 40.42%) stated it to be fair. 
The mean score and ranking related to adequateness of library 
collection reveals that P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT 
found that the print collection was more adequate than electronic. 
Table 45 (a) and 45 (b) reveal that Chi-Square calculated value is 
0.012456611 for P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and 
0.003369384 for P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT and the 
table value of Chi-Square for 1 degree of freedom at 0.05 is 3.841. On 
comparing the calculated and table values, it has been observed that the 
calculated value is less than the table value in both the cases. Thus, the 
result reveals that there exists significant difference in terms of adequacy 
of library collection among the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI 
and GBPUAT. 
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PART-B: USE OF LIBRARY SERVICES 
5.5 LIBRARY SERVICES 
Mere agricultural university library collection, storage and 
orgnisation of information/ information services are not enough. Also 
agricultural university library services ought to be provided for the users of 
the library in a satisfactory manner. Effective library services bring about a 
functional library. Qualitative agricultural library collection and standard 
services are important. Therefore, in order to deliver the agricultural 
information at the right times in the right manner for the users, the modern 
agricultural libraries are using different techniques and services. Hence, it 
is essential to evaluate such techniques and services from the point of view 
of students and research scholars. 
5.5.1 Use of lending/circulation service 
The circulation service facilitates physical access to library 
materials and encourages the fullest use of the library. The success of 
agricultural university library circulation work depends on the prompt and 
accurate shelving of books and maintenance of issue records. Books are 
issued to all the students and research scholars but periodicals are issued 
on restricted basis to the students and research scholars. Documents like 
annual reports, theses, dissertations, microfilms, videos, floppies and CD-
ROMs, etc are not issued. The analysis of data regarding the use of lARI 
and GBPUAT library lending/circulation service has been presented in fig. 
17. 
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Fig. 17 
Use of lending/circulation service 
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• GBPUAT Research 
Scholars N=47 
; Q GBPUAT Total Studentd 
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It is evident from the fig. 17 that 88.75% of the P.G. students and 
75.56% of the research scholars of lARl use lending/circulation service for 
borrowing documents, whereas 80% of the P.G. students and 87.23% of the 
research scholars of GBPUAT use lending/circulation service for 
borrowing documents. The figure also reveals that the highest percentage 
of the students of lARl use lending/circulation service for borrowing 
documents than the GBPUAT students. 
Table 46 
Use of lending/circulation service of books/monographs and periodicals 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
(Figures wit 
P.G. 
Students N-80 
Research 
Scholars N=45 
Total Students 
N=125 
P.G. 
Students N=90 
Research 
Scholars N=47 
Total Students 
N=137 
lin parenthesis arc 
Lending/Circulation 
Books/Monographs 
Yes 
71 
(88.75) 
34 
(75.56) 
105 
(84) 
72 
(80) 
41 
(87.23) 
113 
(82.48) 
; %age) 
No 
9 
(11.25) 
11 
(24.44) 
20 
(16) 
8 
(8.89) 
6 
(12.77) 
14 
(10.22) 
Periodicals 
Yes 
26 
(32.5) 
21 
(46.67) 
47 
(37.6) 
24 
(26.67) 
23 
(48.94) 
47 
(34.31) 
No 
54 
(67.5) 
24 
(53.33) 
78 
(62.4) 
56 
(62.22) 
22 
(46.81) 
78 
(56.93) 
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Fig. 18 
Use of lending/circulation service of books/monographs and periodicals 
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The table 46 (Fig. 18) shows that 88.75% of the P.G. students and 
75.56% of the research scholars of lARI use lending/circulation service to 
borrow books/monographs, whereas 80% of the P.G. students and 87.23% 
of the research scholars of GBPUAT use lending/circulation service to 
borrow books/monographs.In case of lending/circulation service of 
periodicals, 32.5% of the P.G. students and 46.67% research scholars of 
lARI used lending/circulation service to borrow periodicals, while 26.67% 
of the P.G. students and 48.93% of the research scholars of GBPUAT used 
lending/circulation service to borrow periodicals. It is also clear from table 
that mostly 84% students of lARl use lending/circulation service to borrow 
books/monographs than the students of GBPUAT. 
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Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students 
N=26 
Research 
Scholars 
N=21 
Total 
Students 
N=47 
P.G. 
Students 
N=24 
Research 
Scholars 
N=23 
Total 
Students 
N=47 
Table 47 
Periodicals lending service 
Lending/Circulation 
Current 
Volumes 
Yes 
22 
(84.62) 
15 
(71.43) 
37 
(78.72) 
22 
(91.67) 
20 
(86.96) 
42 
(89.36) 
No 
4 
(15.38) 
6 
(28.57) 
10 
(21.28) 
2 
(8.33) 
3 
(13.04) 
5 
(10.64) 
Back 
Volumes 
Yes 
26 
(100) 
12 
(57.14) 
38 
(80.85) 
18 
(75) 
18 
(78.26) 
36 
(76.60) 
No 
9 
(42.86) 
9 
(19.15) 
6 
(25) 
5 
(21.74) 
11 
(23.40) 
Indexing/ 
Abstracting 
Yes 
15 
(57.69) 
6 
(28.57) 
21 
(44.68) 
14 
(58.33) 
22 
(95.65) 
36 
(76.60) 
No 
11 
(42.31) 
15 
(71.42) 
26 
(55.32) 
10 
(41.67) 
1 
(4.35) 
11 
(23.40) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
110 00% 
100 00% 
90 00% 
80 00% 
70 00% 
60 00% 
50.00% 
40 00% 
30 00% 
20 00% 
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The present data regarding the lending service of periodicals in table 
47 (Fig. 19) shows that highest 100% of the P.G. students of lARI use 
lending/circulation service of back volumes of periodicals, followed by 
current volumes of periodicals (84.62%) and indexing/abstracting 
periodicals (57.69%) respectively, whereas 71.43%) of the research scholars 
of lARI use lending/circulation service of current volumes of periodicals, 
followed by back volumes of periodicals (57.14%) and indexing/ 
abstracting periodicals (28.57%)) respectively. 
In case of GBPUAT, 91.67% of the P.G. students use 
lending/circulation service of current volumes of periodicals, followed by 
back volumes of periodicals (75%) and indexing/abstracting periodicals 
(58.33%) respectively, while 95.65% of the research scholars of lARI use 
lending/circulation service of indexing/abstracting periodicals, followed by 
current volumes of periodicals (86.96%) and back volumes of periodicals 
(78.36%) respectively. 
It is observed from the table that mostly the students of lARI use 
lending/circulation service of back and current volumes of periodicals, 
while the students of GBPUAT use lending/circulation service of current 
volumes, back volumes and indexing/abstracting of periodicals. 
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In case, the document required by the students is not available in the 
library, few alternative ways are adopted to procure it by the students. Table 48 
(a) reveals that out of all alternatives, self purchasing and abandoning of search 
are the most frequently adopted ways by the 42.86% and 28.57% of the P.G. 
students of lARI. Majority (100%) of the P.G. students of lARI show that they 
request the library for purchasing the required document frequently, followed by 
requesting the library to get on ILL (71.43%) and borrowing personally from 
other library (57.14%) respectively. Whereas, borrowing personally from other 
library is the somewhat frequently adopted way among the 42.86%) of the P.G. 
students of lARI. It also reveals that abandoning the search is the rarely adopted 
alternate by the 71.42% of the P.G. students of lARI. 
Similarly, self purchasing is the most frequently adopted way by the 
36.36% of the research scholars of lARI. It also reveals that requesting the library 
for purchase is frequently adopted way by the 36.36%) of the research scholars of 
lARI, whereas requesting the library to get on ILL, requesting the library for 
purchase and borrowing personally form other library are the somewhat 
frequently adopted ways among the 81.82%), 54.54% and 45.45%) of the research 
scholars of lARI. Nearly 72.72%) of the research scholars of lARI rarely adopted 
abandoning of the search. 
According to mean score and ranking, it is also noticed from the table that 
requesting the library for purchasing the required document, requesting the library 
to get on ILL, borrowing personally from other library and self purchasing are the 
adopted ways among the majority of the P.G. students of lARI, whereas self 
purchasing, requesting the library for purchasing the required document, 
requesting the library to get on ILL and borrowing personally from other library 
are the adopted ways by the research scholars of lARI. 
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The analysis in table 48 (b) reveals that among all the methods, 
requesting the library for purchase is the most frequently adopted method 
by 60% of the P.G. students of GBPUAT. It also reveals from the table that 
requesting the library to get the documents on ILL is the frequently 
adopted method by 50% of the P.G. students of GBPUAT, whereas 
abandoning the search and borrowing personally form other library are 
used somewhat frequently by 60% and 50% of the P.G. students of 
GBPUAT respectively. 
Similarly, self purchasing is the most frequently preferred method 
by 55.56% of the research scholars GBPUAT, while requesting the library 
for purchase, borrowing personally form other library and abandoning the 
search are among the somewhat frequently adopted methods by 55.56%, 
44.44% and 44.44% of the research scholars of GBPUAT respectively. The 
table also shows that requesting the library to get the documents on ILL 
and borrowing personally from other library are the rarely used methods by 
77.78% and 44.44% of the research scholars of GBPUAT respectively. 
The mean score and ranking reveals that requesting the library for 
purchasing the required document, requesting the library to get on ILL, self 
purchasing and abandoning the search are the adopted ways among the 
majority of the P.G. students of GBPUAT, whereas self purchasing, 
requesting the library for purchasing the required document and 
abandoning the search are the adopted ways by the research scholars of 
GBPUAT. 
5.5.2 Use of Inter-Library Loan Service 
If the document is not available in the library, which is procured for 
a short time from other libraries and provided to the users. Both the 
libraries maintain inter-library cooperation with local libraries viz. 
DELNET, NISCAIR and other Delhi based organizations. 
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Table 49 
Use of inter-library loan service 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=80 
Research 
Scholars N=45 
Total Students 
N=125 
P.G. 
Students N=90 
-Research 
Scholars N=47 
Total Students 
N=137 
Yes 
-
1 
(2.22) 
1 
(0.8) 
4 
(4.44) 
-
4 
(2.92) 
No 
80 
(100) 
44 
(97.78) 
124 
(99.2) 
86 
(95.56) 
47 
(100) 
133 
(97.08) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Data in table 49 reveals that only 2.22% of the research scholars of 
lARI use ILL service, whereas 4.44% of the P.G. students of GBPUAT 
reveals that they use ILL service for procuring the documents. Only two 
books for a research scholar of lARI from NBPGR library, New Delhi has 
been procured on ILL. 
Table 50 
Time spent to procure documents 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=0 
Research 
Scholars N=l 
Total 
Students N=l 
P.G. 
Students N=4 
Research 
Scholars N=0 
Total 
Students N=4 
Less than one 
week 
-
1 
(100) 
1 
(100) 
3 
(75) 
-
3 
(75) 
Time Spent 
One 
week 
-
-
-
1 
(25) 
-
1 
(25) 
More than 
one week 
-
-
-
-
-
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Because of unawareness, students have been asked about time taken 
to get a document on ILL. Table 50 shows hundred percent students of 
lARI opined that library took less than one week to procure a document on 
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ILL, while 75% and 25% of students of GBPUAT stated that the library 
takes less than one week and one week to procure a document on ILL 
respectively. 
5.5.3 Use of Reference Services 
In an agricultural library, reference service is considered as the 
summon bonum of all services. The growth of education and research, 
growing awareness among library users, change in the old concept of 
library, the complexity of documents as well as the library tools, etc. have 
made reference service the bedrock of a library. It plays an important role 
in optimising the use of library and its resources by promoting harmonious 
integration of information with the information need of the users. 
Fig. 20 
Use of reference services 
64.23% 
53 19% 
70% 
88 75% 
95.20% 
0 lARI P.G.Students 
N=80 
• lARI Research Scholars 
N=45 
D lARI Total Students 
N=125 
D GBPUAT P.G Students 
N=90 
• GBPUAT Research 
Scholars N=47 
D GBPUAT Total Students 
N=137 
It is observed from the fig. 20 that majority 88.75% of the P.G. 
students and 84.44% of the research scholars of lARI use reference 
services, whereas 70% of the P.G. students and 53.19% research scholars 
of GBPUAT use reference services. It also reveals from figure that 
majority of the students of lARI use different types of reference service 
more for finding the needed information than the GBPUAT students. 
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Fig. 21 
Assistance in using reference services 
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Data in table 51 (Fig. 21) about the various types of help/assistance 
in using the reference services reveals that help to use reference service 
and provision of orientation program have been confirmed by nearly 
80.28% and 57.75% of the P.G. students of lARI, whereas help to search 
the specific information has also been confirmed by 81.58% of the research 
scholars of lARl, followed by help to use bibliographic service (78.95%), 
help to use reference service (73.68%), help to search the documents 
(73.68%)) and provision of orientation program (55.26%) respectively. 
In case of GBPUAT, help for searching the documents is termed as 
the most preferred way of getting assistance by highest 87.30% of the P.G. 
students, followed by help in using reference service (79.37%), help in 
searching the specific information (77.78%) and help to use bibliographic 
service (71.43%) respectively. While, help to use bibliographic service has 
also been confirmed by 88% of the research scholars of GBPUAT, 
followed by help to search the documents (84%), help to search the specific 
information (80%)) and help to use reference service (64%) respectively. 
The table above also express that majority (86.36%) of the GBPUAT 
students got assistance in searching the documents, followed by help to 
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search the specific information (78.41%), help to use bibliographic service 
(76.14%) and help to use reference service (75%) respectively, while 
77.98% of the lARl students show that they get help in using reference 
service, followed by provision of orientation program (56.88%)). 
Table 52 
Reference staff's attitude in providing reference services 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students 
N=71 
Research 
Scholars 
N=38 
Total 
Students 
N=109 
P.G. 
Students 
N=63 
Research 
Scholars 
N=25 
Total 
Students 
N=88 
MH 
29 
(40.85) 
11 
(28.95) 
40 
(36.70) 
22 
(34.92) 
11 
(44) 
33 
(37.5) 
Reference staf 
H 
25 
(35.21) 
16 
(42.11) 
41 
(37.61) 
26 
(41.27) 
13 
(52) 
39 
(44.32) 
SH 
11 
(15.49) 
7 
(18.42) 
18 
(16.51) 
12 
(19.05) 
-
12 
(13.64) 
•'s attitude 
N 
4 
(5.63) 
3 
(7.89) 
7 
(6.42) 
2 
(3.17) 
1 
(4) 
3 
(3.41) 
NH 
2 
(2.82) 
1 
(2.63) 
3 
(2.75) 
1 
(1.59) 
-
1 
(1.14) 
M 
3.06 
2.87 
2.99 
3.05 
3.36 
3.14 
(Figures within parenthesis are 
(MH=Most Helpful, H=Helpful, 
Helpful & M=Mean) 
%age) 
SH=Somewhat Helpful, N-Neutral, NH=Not 
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Fig. 22 
Reference stafrs attitude in providing reference services 
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The reference staffs attitude towards providing assistance in using 
the reference services plays a vital role and data about both the agricultural 
university libraries, reference staffs attitude is presented in table 52 (Fig. 
22). It reveals that 40.85% and 35.21% of the P.G. students of lARI 
express that the reference staffs attitude is most helpful and helpful 
respectively, while 42.11% and 28.95% of the research scholars of lARl 
expressed that the reference staffs attitude as helpful and most helpful 
respectively. 
On the other hand, 41.27% and 34.92% of the P.G. students of 
GBPUAT express the reference staffs attitude as helpful and most helpful 
respectively, while 52%) and 44%) of the research scholars of GBPUAT 
express the reference staffs attitude as helpful and most helpful 
respectively. 
The table also depicts that majority 44.32% and 37.5%) of the 
GBPUAT students stated that the reference staffs attitude was most 
helpful and helpful respectively, while 37.61% and 36.70% of the lARI 
students express the reference staffs attitude as helpful and most helpful 
respectively. 
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5.5.4 Use of Bibliographical Services 
Bibliographies list books in an organized manner to indicate sources 
of knowledge. Bibliographies are prepared on demand. It is one of the most 
useful services for the research scholars as well as for the post graduate 
students, data about its use has been analysed below: 
Fig. 23 
Use of bibliographical services 
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It is evident from the fig. 23 that 57.5 % of the lARI P.G. students 
and 73.33% of the lARI research scholars use bibliographical services, 
whereas 46.67% of the GBPUAT P.G. students and 78.72% of the 
GBPUAT research scholars use bibliographical services provided by the 
library. It also depicts that majority (63.20%) of the lARI students use 
bibliographical services, followed by the GBPUAT students (57.66%). 
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Table 53 
Use of different types of bibliogi 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N==46 
Research 
Scholars N=33 
Total 
Students 
N=79 
P.G. 
Students N=42 
Research 
Scholars N=37 
Total 
Students 
N=79 
'aphical service 
Types of Bibliographical Service 
Bibliographical 
database 
service 
31 
(67.39) 
25 
(75.76) 
56 
(70.89) 
19 
(45.24) 
14 
(37.84) 
33 
(41.77) 
Adhoc 
bibliographical 
service 
-
8 
(24.24) 
8 
(10.13) 
2 
(4.76) 
-
2 
(2.53) 
Both 
15 
(32.61) 
16 
(48.48) 
31 
(39.24) 
21 
(50) 
23 
(62.16) 
44 
(55.70) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
Fig. 24 
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Bibliographical service can be of different types such as 
bibliographical database service and adhoc bibliographical service. Data in 
table 53 (Fig. 24) reveals that 67.39% and 32.61% of the P.G. students of 
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lARI use bibliographical database service and both (bibliographical 
database service and adhoc bibliographical service), while 75.76% and 
48.48% of the research scholars of lARI use bibliographical database 
service and adhoc bibliographical service respectively. 
On the other hand, 50% and 45.24% of the GBPUAT P.G. students 
use both (bibliographical database service and adhoc bibliographical 
service) and bibliographical database service, while 62.16%) and 37. 84%» 
of the GBPUAT research scholars use both (bibliographical database 
service and adhoc bibliographical service) and bibliographical database 
service respectively. 
It is also observed from the table that mostly 70.89% of the students 
of lARI use bibliographical database service, whereas 55.70% of the 
students of GBPUAT use both (bibliographical database service and adhoc 
bibliographical service). 
Used forms 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=46 
Research 
Scholars N=33 
Total Students 
N=79 
P.G. 
Students N=42 
Research 
Scholars N=37 
Total Students 
N=79 
Table 54 
of bibliographical services 
Card 
17 
(36.96) 
20 
(60.61) 
27 
(34.18) 
16 
(38.10) 
21 
(56.76) 
37 
(46.84) 
Forms 
Electronic 
19 
(41.30) 
16 
(48.48) 
35 
(44.30) 
8 
(19.05) 
13 
(35.14) 
21 
(26.58) 
Online 
10 
(21.74) 
8 
(24.24) 
18 
(22.78) 
8 
(19.05) 
3 
(8.11) 
11 
(13.92) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
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Fig. 25 
Used forms of bibliographical services 
It is evident from table 54 (Fig. 25) that highest 41.30% of the lARI 
P.G. students use bibliographical service in E-form, followed by 36.96% 
using card form, whereas 60.61% of the I ART research scholars use 
bibliographical service in card form, followed by E-form (48.48%). 
In case of GBPUAT, 38.10% of the P.G. students use 
bibliographical service in card form, whereas 56.76% of the research 
scholars use bibliographical services in card form, followed by E-form 
(35.14%). 
The table also shows that majority 46.84% of the students of 
GBPUAT use card form of bibliographical service as compared to 34.18% 
of the students of lARl, whereas 44.30% of the students of lARI use 
bibliographical service in E-form in comparison to 26.58% of the students 
of GBPUAT. 
5.5.5 Use of Current Awareness Service 
Current awareness services keep students (research scholars and 
post graduate students) up to date by notifying user's citations about 
current documents of their interest. CAS not only generates but also 
sustains research interest among the target user groups thereby, facilitating 
research activities. Data about the use of current awareness service has 
been presented in the following table: 
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Fig. 26 
Use of current awareness services 
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The fig. 26 presents that highest 72.34% of the research scholars and 
57.78% of the P.G. students of GBPUAT used current awareness services, 
whereas 53.33% of the research scholars and 43.75% of P.G. students of 
lARI use current awareness services. It is also observed that majority of 
the students of GBPUAT use current awareness services more than the 
students of lARI. 
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The students keep themselves aware of the latest developments 
taking place in their fields of specialization through this service. With this 
purpose, libraries organize different types of CAS for their users. Data 
about the usefulness of different types of CAS in table 55 (a) depicts that 
display of periodicals is the most used form of CAS by majority 62.86% of 
the lARI P.O. students, followed by research notes (48.57%), monthly 
addition of latest books (42.86%) and weekly contents of current 
periodicals (34.29%) respectively, whereas bibliographical information is 
the preferred form of CAS used by 37.14% of the lARI P.O. students, 
followed by monthly addition of latest books (34.29%), weekly contents of 
current periodicals (28.57%)) and research notes (25.71%)) respectively. 
In case of research scholars, display of periodicals is the most used 
type of CAS by majority 66.67%) of the lARI research scholars, followed 
by bibliographical information (58.33%)), research notes (50%o), weekly 
contents of current periodicals (33.33%) and monthly addition of latest 
books (29.17%)) respectively, while monthly addition of latest books is the 
useful types of CAS by majority 66.67%) of the lARI research scholars, 
followed by weekly contents of current periodicals (37.5%)), display of 
periodicals (33.33%)) and research notes (29.17%)) respectively. 
According to mean score and ranking, display of periodicals, 
monthly addition of latest books, research notes and weekly contents of 
current periodicals are more useful types of CAS as revealed by majority of 
lARI P.G. students, whereas bibliographical information is the least useful 
type of CAS as revealed by lARI P.G. students. Similarly, display of 
periodicals, monthly addition of latest books, bibliographical information, 
research notes and weekly contents of current periodicals are more useful 
types of CAS as revealed by majority of lARI research scholars. 
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Data about the usefulness of different types of CAS in table 55 (b) 
depicts that display of periodicals and weekly contents of current 
periodicals are the useful type of CAS by majority 67.30% and 63.47% of 
the GBPUAT P.O. students, followed by bibliographical information 
(48.08%) and research notes (36.54%) respectively. Monthly addition of 
latest books and research notes is the most used form of CAS by 59.62% 
and 38.46% of the GBPUAT P.O. students. 
In case of research scholars, display of periodicals is the useful 
types of CAS by majority (67.65%) of the GBPUAT research scholars, 
followed by weekly contents of current periodicals (58.85%), 
bibliographical information (41.18%), research notes (32.35%) and 
monthly addition of latest books (26.47%) respectively, while monthly 
addition of latest books is the most useful type of CAS by 58.82% of the 
GBPUAT research scholars, followed by research notes (47.06%) and 
display of periodicals (26.47%) respectively. 
The mean score and ranking present that monthly addition of latest 
books, research notes, display of- periodicals and weekly contents of 
current periodicals are more useful types of CAS as reveal by majority of 
GBPUAT P.G. students, whereas bibliographical information is least useful 
type of CAS as reveal by GBPUAT P.G. students. Similarly, monthly 
addition of latest books, display of periodicals, research notes and weekly 
contents of current periodicals are more useful types of CAS as reveal by 
majority of GBPUAT research scholars, while bibliographical information 
is least useful type of CAS as reveal by GBPUAT research scholars. 
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Table 56 
Reasons for not using CAS 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=45 
Research Scholars 
N-21 
Total Students 
N=66 
P.G. 
Students N=3 8 
Research Scholars 
N=13 
Total Students 
N=51 
Due to time 
lag 
17 
(37.78) 
6 
(28.57) 
23 
(34.85) 
15 
(39.47) 
8 
(61.54) 
23 
(45.10) 
Reasons 
Late 
Processing 
21 
(46.67) 
15 
(71.43) 
36 
(54.55) 
2 
(5.26) 
5 
(38.46) 
7 
(13.73) 
others 
7 
(15.56) 
-
7 
(10.61) 
21 
(55.26) 
-
21 
(41.18) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Fig. 27 
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It is also important to find the reasons behind not using the CAS by 
both the agricultural universities P.G. students and research scholars. 
Keeping these reasons in mind, both the libraries are taking some steps to 
remove the time gap between the agricultural universities students and 
their needed materials. Table 56 shows that one of the reasons that majority 
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71.43% of the lARI research scholars and 46.67% of the lARI P.G. 
students are not using CAS due to late processing. Only, 37.78% of the 
P.G. students and 28.57% of the research scholars of lARl are not using 
CAS due to time lag. Whereas, 61.54% of the GBPUAT research scholars 
and 55.26% of the GBPUAT P.G. students have given the reason that due 
to time lag and other reasons for not using CAS. 39.47% of the P.G. 
students and 38.46% of the research scholars of GBPUAT are not using 
CAS due to time lag and late processing respectively. 
It is also indicated that majority of the students of lARI have stated 
that the reasons for using CAS is due to late processing and due to time lag 
are the reasons of not using CAS, whereas time lag and others are the 
reasons of not using CAS by the students of GBPUAT. 
5.5.6 Use of Document Delivery Service 
Agricultural university students in developing countries are facing 
problems in obtaining copies of journal articles (print or electronic form) 
due to their restricted access or expensiveness. The solution to this 
problem is to provide a copy of the desired documents on the request by 
the students. The use of DDS in both the agricultural university libraries is 
clear from fig. 28. 
Fig. 28 
Use of document delivery service 
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The fig. 28 reveals that maximum 48.75% of the P.G. students and 
46.67% research scholars of lARI use document delivery service, whereas 
34.04% of the research scholars and 24.44% of the P.G. • students of 
GBPUAT use document delivery service provided by the library. It is also 
observed from table that highest 48% of the students of lARI use document 
delivery service as compared to 27.74% of the students of GBPUAT. 
Table 57 
Use 01 various v 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=39 
Research 
Scholars N=21 
Total Students 
N=60 
P.G. 
Students N=22 
Research 
Scholars N=l6 
Total Students 
N=38 
/pes 01 document de livery services 
Types of Document Delivery S 
Bibliographical 
services 
10 
(25.64) 
9 
(42.86) 
19 
(31.67) 
7 
(31.82) 
4 
(25) 
11 
(28.95) 
Full text 
services 
29 
(74.36) 
8 
(38.09) 
37 
(61.67) 
13 
(59.09) 
5 
(31.25) 
18 
(47.37) 
ervices 
Both 
-
4 
(19.05) 
4 
(6.67) 
2 
(9.09) 
7 
(43.75) 
9 
(23.68) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Fig. 29 
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After analyzing the use of document delivery service among the 
students of both the agricultural universities, it is important to know the 
use of various types of document delivery services which are provided in 
the library as mentioned in the table 57 (Fig. 29). Highest i.e. 74.36% of 
the lARI P.G. students use full text service, followed by bibliographical 
service (25.64%), whereas 42.86% of the lARI research scholars use 
bibliographical service, followed by full text service (38.09%). 
In case of GBPUAT, 59.09% of the P.G. students use full text 
service, followed by bibliographical service (31.82%), while 43.75% of the 
research scholars use both types of document delivery services, followed 
by full text service (31.25%) and bibliographical service (25%) 
respectively. 
Table also indicates that majority 61.67% of the lARI students use 
full text service than 47.37% of the GBPUAT students. 
Used forms 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=39 
Research 
Scholars N=21 
Total Students 
N=60 
P.G. 
Students N=22 
Research 
Scholars N=l 6 
Total Students 
N=38 
Table 58 
of document delivery service 
Forms 
Print 
21 
(53.85) 
18 
(85.71) 
39 
(65) 
16 
(72.73) 
9 
(56.25) 
25 
(65.79) 
Electronic 
14 
(35.90) 
1 
(4.77) 
15 
(25) 
4 
(18.18) 
2 
(12.5) 
6 
(15.79) 
Online 
4 
(10.25) 
2 
(9.52) 
6 
(10) 
-
-
All three 
-
-
-
2 
(9.09) 
5 
(31.25) 
7 
(18.42) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
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Fig. 30 
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Both the agricultural university libraries are providing document 
delivery service in various forms such as print, electronic and online. Data 
regarding the preferred form of document delivery service is presented in 
table 58 (Fig. 30). Majority (85.71%) of the lARI research scholars and 
(53.85%) of the lARI P.G. students prefer print form of document delivery 
service, while 35.90% of the lARI P.G. students preferred E-form 
respectively. On the other hand, 72.73% of the P.G. students and 56.25% of 
the research scholars of GBPUAT preferred print form of document 
delivery service, whereas 31.25% of the research scholars of GBPUAT 
preferred E-form. 
It is also observed from the table that maximum 65.79% of the 
students of GBPUAT preferred print form of document delivery service, 
followed by 65% students of lARI. 
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Table 59 
Document supply methods 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=39 
Research 
Scholars N=21 
Total Students 
N=60 
P.G. 
Students N=22 
Research 
Scholars N= 16 
Total Students 
N=38 
Through 
institutional 
membership 
29 
(74.36) 
14 
(66.67) 
43 
(71.67) 
6 
(27.27) 
8 
(50) 
14 
(36.84) 
Methods 
Through 
individual 
membership 
10 
(25.64) 
3 
(14.28) 
13 
(21.67) 
3 
(13.64) 
1 
(6.25) 
4 
(10.53) 
By paying an 
amount 
-
4 
(19.05) 
4 
(6.67) 
13 
(59.09) 
7 
(43.75) 
20 
(52.63) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Fig. 31 
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Agricultural university libraries are supplying documents using 
various methods such as through institutional membership, through 
individual membership and by paying an amount. The analysed data in the 
table 59 (Fig. 31) shows the preferred methods by which the students are 
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getting access to documents. Highest i.e. 74.36% of the P.G. students and 
66.67% of the research scholars of lARI got the documents through 
institutional membership. There are only 25.64% of the lARI P.G. students 
who get the documents through individual membership. Whereas 59.09% 
of the P.G. students and 50% of the research scholars of GBPUAT getting 
their documents by paying an amount and through institutional 
membership. Only, 43.75% of the P.G. students and 27.27% of the research 
scholars of GBPUAT get the documents on paying an amount and through 
institutional membership respectively. 
It is also revealed that 71.67% of the lARI students and 52.63% of 
the GBPUAT students get the documents through institutional membership 
and by paying an amount respectively. 
Table 60 
Time taken to supply the documents 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=39 
Research 
Scholars N-21 
Total Students 
N=60 
P.G. 
Students N=22 
Research 
Scholars N=16 
Total Students 
N=38 
Less than one 
week 
33 
(84.62) 
17 
(80.96) 
50 
(83.33) 
16 
(72.72) 
11 
(68.75) 
27 
(71.05) 
Time Taken 
One week 
6 
(15.38) 
2 
(9.52) 
8 
(13.33) 
3 
(13.64) 
3 
(18.75) 
6 
(15.79) 
More than 
one week 
-
2 
(9.52) 
2 
(3.33) 
3 
(13.64) 
2 
(12.5) 
5 
(13.56) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
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Fig. 32 
Time taken to supply the documents 
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According to the analysed data in table 60 (Fig. 32) regarding the 
time taken by both the agricultural university libraries to supply the 
documents on the demand of students. Maximum 84.62% of the P.G. 
students and 80.96 of the research scholars of lARl reveal that library takes 
less than one week to make a document available. While, 72.72% of the 
P.G. students and 68.75% of the research scholars of GBPUAT reveal that 
library take less than one week to provide it. 
It also shows that highest percentage of the students of lARI as 
compared to the students of GBPUAT revealed that library take less than 
one week to provide a document. 
5.5.7 Use of Indexing and Abstracting Services 
The indexing and abstracting services are chiefly important as 
guides to the periodical literature are the most frequently used tools by 
research scholars in agricultural university libraries. The use of indexing 
and abstracting services in both the libraries are mentioned in fig. 33. 
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Fig. 33 
Use of indexing and abstracting services 
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The fig. 33 depicts that maximum i.e. 70.21% of the GBPUAT 
research scholars use indexing and abstracting services, followed by the 
lARI research scholars (53.33%), whereas 68.75% of the lARI P.G. 
students use indexing and abstracting services, followed by the GBPUAT 
P.G. students (50%). It also reveals that higher percentage of the lARI 
students use indexing and abstracting services as compared to GBPUAT 
students. 
Table 61 
Used forms of indexing and 
Respondents 
lARl 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=55 
Research 
Scholars N=24 
Total Students 
N=79 
P.G. 
Students N=45 
Research 
Scholars N=3 3 
Total Students 
N=78 
Print 
7 
(12.73) 
9 
(37.5) 
16 
(20.25) 
18 
(40) 
12 
(36.36) 
30 
(37.97) 
abstracting service 
Forms 
Electronic 
22 
(40) 
4 
(16.67) 
26 
(32.91) 
7 
(15.56) 
-
7 
(8.97) 
Both 
26 
(47.27) 
11 
(45.83) 
37 
(46.84) 
20 
(44.44) 
21 
(63.64) 
41 
(52.56) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
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Fig. 34 
Used forms of indexing and abstracting service 
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This service in agricultural university libraries is provided in 
various forms such as print and electronic. Data in table 61 (Fig. 34) 
regarding the use of forms of indexing and abstracting services indicates 
that majority (63.64%) of the GBPUAT research scholars use both forms 
(print and electronic) of indexing and abstracting service, followed by print 
form (36.36%), whereas 45.83%o of the lARl research scholars also use 
both forms, followed by print form (37.5%). 
Similarly, 47.27% of the lARI P.G. students use both forms (print 
and electronic) of indexing and abstracting service, followed by E-form 
(40%), while 44.44% of the GBPUAT P.G. students use both forms, 
followed by print form (40%). 
Table also shows that highest 52.56%) GBPUAT students and 
46.84%) lARI students use both forms (print and electronic), while 37.97%) 
GBPUAT students and 32.91%) lARI students use print and electronic form 
respectively. 
5.5.8 Use of Photocopying Service 
Most of the agricultural libraries have established their separate 
reprography unit and this service is provided to the users on payment. 
Photocopying service is available from Monday to Friday during working 
hours and only library materials are permitted for photocopying. In both 
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the agricultural university libraries, this service is provided to the students 
by commercial agencies. Data regarding the use of photocopying service 
has been provided in fig. 35. 
Fig. 35 
Use of photocopying service 
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It is observed from the fig. 35 that highest 100% of the GBPUAT 
research scholars use photocopy service, followed by the GBPUAT P.G. 
students (91.11%), while 97.44% of the lARl research scholars use 
photocopy service, followed by the lARl P.G. students (90%) respectively. 
It also indicates that majority of the GBPUAT students use photocopy 
service than the lARI students. 
Table 62 
Time taken for photocopy 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=72 
Research 
Scholars N=44 
Total Students 
N=116 
P.G. 
Students N=82 
Research 
Scholars N=47 
Total Students 
N=129 
Less than one 
hour 
60 
(83.33) 
31 
(70.45) 
91 
(78.45) 
47 
(57.32) 
26 
(55.32) 
73 
(56.59) 
ing service 
Time Taken 
Few hours 
5 
(6.94) 
9 
(20.45) 
14 
(12.07) 
23 
(28.05) 
17 
(36.17) 
40 
(31.01) 
More than 
one day 
7 
(9.72) 
4 
(9.10) 
11 
(9.48) 
12 
(14.63) 
4 
(8.51) 
16 
(12.40) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
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Fig. 36 
Time taken for photocopying service 
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Users' opinion on the average time taken to get the photocopying 
work done in both the agricultural university libraries is analysed in table 
62 (Fig. 36). Highest i.e. 83.33% of the P.G. students and 70.45% of the 
research scholars of lARI stated that the library take less than one hour for 
photocopying of materials, while 57.32% of the P.G. students and 55.32% 
of the research scholars of GBPUAT show that the library take less than 
one hour for photocopying of materials. Library takes few hours for 
photocopying of materials as mentioned by 36.17% of the research scholars 
and 28.05% of the P.G. students of GBPUAT. 
It is also observed that library takes less than one hour for 
photocopying of materials as mentioned by majority of the students of 
lARI. 
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Table 63 
Photocopying service on payment 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N-72 
Research 
Scholars N=44 
Total Students 
N=116 
P.G. 
Students N=82 
Research 
Scholars N=47 
Total Students 
N=129 
Yes 
72 
(100) 
44 
(100) 
116 
(100) 
82 
(100) 
47 
(100) 
129 
(100) 
No 
-
-
-
-
-
-
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
In both the libraries, Xerox copies of articles are provided to the 
students by commercial agencies located within the library. The analyzed 
data in table 63 demonstrate that all the P.G. students and research scholars 
of both the agricultural university libraries pay for photocopying service. 
Table 64 
Money paid for photocopying service 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N-72 
Research Scholars 
N=44 
Total Students 
N=116 
P.G. 
Students N=82 
Research Scholars 
N=47 
Total Students 
N=129 
Rs. 
0.50/Copy 
72 
(100) 
36 
(81.82) 
108 
(93.10) 
68 
(82.93) 
47 
(100) 
115 
(89.15) 
Money Paid 
Rs. 
1.00/Copy 
-
8 
(18.18) 
8 
(6.90) 
14 
(17.07) 
-
-
Rs. 
1.50/Copy 
-
-
-
-
-
-
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Data about money paid for photocopying service in table 64 reveals 
that majority 100% of the lARI P.G. students and 100% of the GBPUAT 
research scholars pay Rs. 0.50/copy for photocopying of needed material, 
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followed by the GBPUAT P.G. students (82.93%) and the lARI research 
scholars (81.82%) respectively. However, 18.18 % lARI research scholars 
and 17.07% GBPUAT P.G. students paid Rs. 1.00/copy. It is also evident 
from table that majority of the lARI students pay Rs. 0.50/copy for 
photocopying of material than the GBPUAT students. Although, both the 
libraries are charging Rs. 0.50/copy (A4 size exposure) for photocopying 
of material. 
Table 65 
Opinion about the photocopying service 
Respor 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
idents 
P.G. 
Students 
N=72 
Research 
Scholars 
N-44 
Total 
Students 
N=116 
P.G. 
Students 
N=82 
Research 
Scholars 
N=47 
Total 
Students 
N=129 
Opinion about the Photocopy 
Quality of 
Work 
B 
68 
(94.44) 
38 
(86.36) 
106 
(91.38) 
63 
(76.83) 
42 
(89.36) 
105 
(81.40) 
P 
4 
(5.55) 
6 
(13.64) 
10 
(8.62) 
19 
(23.17) 
5 
(10.64) 
24 
(18.60) 
Money 
Charged 
M 
35 
(48.61) 
25 
(56.82) 
60 
(51.72) 
47 
(57.32) 
33 
(70.21) 
80 
(62.02) 
L 
37 
(51.39) 
17 
(38.64) 
54 
(46.55) 
35 
(42.68) 
14 
(29.79) 
49 
(37.98) 
ing Service 
Time 
Taken 
M 
34 
(47.22) 
24 
(54.54) 
58 
(50) 
43 
(52.44) 
26 
(55.32) 
69 
(53.49) 
L 
38 
(52.78) 
18 
(40.91) 
56 
(48.28) 
39 
(47.56) 
21 
(44.68) 
60 
(46.51) 
(Figures within parenth 
(B=Better, P-Poor, M 
esis are %)age) 
More and L=Less) 
Students' opinion on the quality of work, money charged and time 
taken by both the libraries in providing the photocopying service is 
analysed in table 65 that maximum 94.44% of the lARI P.G. students, 
89.36% of the GBPUAT research scholars, 86.36% of the lARI research 
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scholars and 76.83% of the GBPUAT P.G. students stated that the quality 
of work as better. However, 70.21% of the GBPUAT research scholars, 
57.32% of the GBPUAT P.G. students and 56.82% of the lARI research 
scholars opined that more money was charged for photocopying the 
materials. Only 51.39%) of the lARI P.G. students were of the opinion that 
less money was charged for photocopying the materials. Similarly, 55.32%) 
of the GBPUAT research scholars, 54.54% of the lARI research scholars 
and 52.44%) of the lARI P.G. students show that more time is taken for 
photocopying the materials. Only 52.78%) of the lARI P.G. students show 
that less time is taken for photocopying the materials. 
As stated in table 65 that lARI library provide better photocopy as 
revealed by 91.38% of the lARl students, whereas 62.02% and 53.49% of 
the students of GBPUAT show that library charged more money and took 
more time for photocopying the materials. 
5.5.9 Use of Microfilming Service 
Both the agricultural university libraries are also providing 
microfilming service in their reprographic section. Through this service the 
research scholars and students can get the exposures of out of print 
document. Tabulated data shows the use of microfilm service. 
Table 66 
Use of microfilming service 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=80 
Research Scholars 
N-45 
Total Students 
N=125 
P.G. 
Students N=90 
Research Scholars 
N=47 
Total Students 
N=137 
Yes 
-
4 
(8.89) 
4 
(3.2) 
6 
(6.67) 
5 
(10.64) 
11 
(8.03) 
No 
80 
(100) 
41 
(91.11) 
121 
(96.8) 
84 
(93.33) 
42 
(89.36) 
126 
(91.97) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
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It is found from table 66 that a very less 10.64% of the GBPUAT 
research scholars and 8.89% of the lARI research scholars use microfilm 
service. Only 6.67% of the GBPUAT P.O. students use microfilm service. 
It also reflects from table that smallest percentage of lARI students use 
microfilm service than the GBPUAT students. 
Table 67 
Time taken for prints from microfilm 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=0 
Research 
Scholars N=4 
Total 
Students N=4 
P.G. 
Students N=6 
Research 
Scholars N=5 
Total 
Students =11 
Time taken 
Less than 
one hour 
-
2 
(50) 
2 
(50) 
2 
(33.33) 
3 
(60) 
5 
(45.45) 
Few hours 
-
2 
(50) 
2 
(50) 
4 
(66.67) 
2 
(40) 
6 
(54.55) 
More than one 
day 
-
-
-
-
-
-
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Table 67 shows that out of 6 (66.67%) of the GBPUAT P.G. 
students opined that the library took few hours for providing prints of 
needed materials from microfilm. This is followed by the GBPUAT 
students 33.33%. Library took less than one hour and few hours for 
required materials from microfilm as denoted by 60% and 40%) of the 
research scholars of GBPUAT. While, 50% and 50% of the lARI research 
scholars reveal that the library takes less than one hour and few hours for 
required materials from microfilm. Out of total students, 54.55%) and 45.45 
% of the GBPUAT students show that the library takes few hours and less 
than one hour, whereas 50%) and 50% of the lARI students state that library 
takes few hours and less than one hour for required materials from 
microfilm. 
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Table 68 
Pay for using microfilming service 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=0 
Research 
Scholars N==4 
Total Students 
N=4 
P.G. 
Students N=6 
Research 
Scholars N=5 
Total Students 
N=l l 
Yes 
-
4 
(100) 
4 
(100) 
6 
(100) 
5 
(100) 
11 
(100) 
No 
-
-
-
-
-
-
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
In both the agricultural libraries, microfilming service is provided 
on demand of the students. The analyzed data in table 68 fi-om both the 
universities presents that all the students pay for taking the prints from 
microfilm. 
Table 69 
Money paid for microfilming service 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=0 
Research 
Scholars N=4 
Total Students 
N=4 
P.G. 
Students N=6 
Research 
Scholars N=5 
Total Students 
N=l l 
Money Paid 
Rs. 
10.00/stripe/ 
10 pages 
-
2 
(50) 
2 
(50) 
1 
(16.67) 
5 
(100) 
6 
(54.55) 
Rs. 
20.00/stripe/ 
10 pages 
-
2 
(50) 
2 
(50) 
5 
(83.33) 
-
5 
(45.45) 
Rs. 
25.00/stripe/ 
10 pages 
-
-
-
-
-
-
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
It is also important to know that how much money the students are 
paying against per stripe per 10 pages in both the agricultural libraries. 
Data in table 69 indicates that 100% of the research scholars and 83.33% of 
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the P.G. students of GBPUAT pay Rs. 10.00 per stripe per 10 pages and 
Rs. 20.00 per stripe per 10 pages respectively. Similarly, 50% of the 
research scholars and 50% of the research scholars of lARI pay Rs. 10.00 
per stripe per 10 pages and Rs. 20.00 per stripe per 10 pages respectively. 
Out of the total students, more than 50% of the GBPUAT students pay Rs. 
10.00 per stripe per 10 pages than the lARI students, whereas 50% of the 
lARI students pay Rs. 20.00 per stripe per 10 pages than the GBPUAT 
students. 
Op 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students 
N=0 
Research 
Scholars 
N=4 
Total 
Students 
N=4 
P.G. 
Students 
N=6 
Research 
Scholars 
N=5 
Total 
Students 
N=ll 
Table 70 
inion about the microfilmin| ; service 
Opinion about the microfilmi 
Quality of 
Work 
B 
2 
(50) 
2 
(50) 
5 
(83.33) 
5 
(100) 
10 
(90.91) 
P 
2 
(50) 
2 
(50) 
1 
(16.67) 
1 
(9.09) 
Money 
Charged 
M 
1 
(16.67) 
5 
(100) 
6 
(54.55) 
L 
4 
(100) 
4 
(100) 
5 
(83.33) 
5 
(45.45) 
ng service 
Time 
Taken 
M 
1 
(25) 
1 
(25) 
1 
(16.67) 
3 
(60) 
4 
(36.36) 
L 
3 
(75) 
3 
(75) 
5 
(83.33) 
2 
(20) 
7 
(63.64) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
(B=Better, P=Poor, M=More and L=Less) 
The analysed data in table 70 regarding users' opinion on quality of 
work, money charged and time taken by both the libraries in providing the 
prints through microfilm service shows that maximum (100%) of the 
research scholars and (83.33%) of the P.G. students of GBPUAT have 
opined that quality of work was better. 50% of the lARI research scholars 
were of the opinion that quality of work was better. However, 83.33% of 
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the GBPUAT P.G. students stated that less money was charged for taking 
prints through microfilm service. Only 100% of the GBPUAT research 
scholars indicated that more money was charged for prints. Similarly, 
83.33% of the GBPUAT P.G. students revealed that less time was taken for 
prints. Only 75% of the lARI research scholars showed that less time was 
taken for prints. 
It is also revealed by majority of the students of GBPUAT that 
quality of work was better and more money was charged. Moreover, more 
time was taken by majority of the students of GBPUAT. 
5.5.10 Use of Library Catalogue 
The catalogue reflects the document collection in the library and 
helps users to know the availability of needed documents in the library. 
Both the agricultural university libraries usually maintain their catalogues 
for promoting the collection. Students use library catalogue for locating the 
particular documents. For analyzing the use in both the libraries, data has 
been tabulated below: 
Fig. 37 
Use of library catalogue 
94 89% 
97,87% 
93 33% 
93 75% 
80.00% 
88 80% 
D lARI P.G Students 
N=80 
• lARI Research Scholars 
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D GBPUAT P G Students 
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• GBPUAT Research 
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D GBPUAT Total Students 
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The fig. 37 demonstrate that 97.87% of the research scholars and 
93.33% of the P.G. students of GBPUAT use library catalogue for locating 
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documents, while 93.75% of the lARI P.G. students and 80% of the lARI 
research scholars use library catalogue for locating documents respectively. 
Maximum percentage of the students of GBPUAT use library 
catalogue for locating the documents in comparison to the lARI students. 
Ty 
Respondents 
lARI 
GBPUAT 
P.G. 
Students N=75 
Research 
Scholars N=36 
Total Students 
N=ll l 
P.G. 
Students N=84 
Research 
Scholars N=46 
Total Students 
N=130 
Table 71 
;)es of catalogue i 
Card 
51 
(68) 
28 
(77.78) 
79 
(71.17) 
67 
(79.76) 
40 
(86.96) 
107 
(82.31) 
ised 
Types 
OPAC 
16 
(21.33) 
5 
(13.89) 
21 
(18.92) 
4 
(4.76) 
-
4 
(3.08) 
Both 
8 
(10.67) 
3 
(8.33) 
11 
(9.91) 
13 
(15.48) 
6 
(13.04) 
19 
(14.62) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Fig. 38 
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Both the agricultural university libraries usually maintain two types 
of catalogue as card and OPAC. It would be better to know what types of 
catalogue the students normally use in locating the documents in the 
library. Table 71 (Fig. 38) presents the data regarding the use of both type 
of catalogue, highest 86.96% of the research scholars and 79.76% of the 
P.G. students of GBPUAT use card catalogue to search and locate the 
required documents, followed by the lARI research scholars (77.78%)) and 
the lARI P.G. students (68%) respectively. Thus, the GBPUAT students 
use card catalogue more than the lARI students. 
5.5.11 Use of Book Bank Service 
GBPUAT library provides book bank service to the students on 
depositing Rs. 10/text book for a semester. Highest i.e. 16.61% of the P.G. 
students of GBPUAT use book bank service of library as well as some by 
paying Rs. 10/text book for a semester. It is also observed that most of the 
GBPUAT P.G. students are satisfied with the usage of book bank service 
for their project work and study. 
5.5.12 Use of CD-ROM Database Service 
Today, a large number of companies around the world are 
publishing scientific data on CD-ROMs. Silver platter publishes the largest 
number of CD-ROM databases in the field of agro-biological sciences and 
other branches of science & technology. Both the libraries are subscribing 
some internationally prominent CD-ROM databases for searching the latest 
research literature on agriculture. These databases have become an 
important part of agricultural university libraries and are used for research 
purpose. The data regarding the use of CD-ROM database service have 
been presented below: 
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Fig. 39 
Use of CD-ROM Database service 
83.20% 
93.62% 1 ^ ^ 
66.67% ^ 
y N ^ ^ ^ B 95.56% 
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N=45 
D lARI Total Students ^ 
N=125 
DGBPUATP.G.Students 
N=90 1 
• GBPUAT Research 
Scholars N=47 
• GBPUAT Total Students 
N=137 
Data in fig. 39 shows that highest i.e. 100% of the P.G. students and 
95.56% of the research scholars of lARI use CD-ROM database service, 
followed by 66.63% of the P.G. students and 93.62% of the research 
scholars of GBPUAT respectively. Out of the total students, mostly the 
students of lARI use CD-ROM database service more than the GBPUAT 
students. Neither the lARI P.G. students and research scholars nor the 
GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars pay money for CD-ROM 
Database services. But GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars paid 
for taking print matter as the rate of Rs. 1/Page. 
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A number of CD-ROM databases of agricultural importance are 
being used by the students of both the agricultural universities. The 
analyzed data regarding the frequency in using of CD-ROM database 
service (table 72 (a)) depicts that CAB abstract is the most frequently used 
CD-ROM database service by the highest 60% of the I ART P.O. students, 
followed by AGRIS (52.5%) and AGRICOLA (46.25%). Biotechnology 
and AGRICOLA are the frequently used CD-ROM database services by 
33.75% and 28.75% of the lARI P.G. students, whereas FSTA, zoological 
records, agriculture & natural resources and BIOSIS are the somewhat 
frequently used CD-ROM database services by 40%, 36.25%, 28.75% and 
28.75% of the lARI P.G. students respectively. Only 40%, 37.5% and 
37.5% of the lARI P.G. students revealed that they use BIOSIS, water 
resource abstract and zoological records rarely. 
Similarly, CAB abstract is the most frequently used CD-ROM 
database service by highest 76.74% of the lARI research scholars, followed 
by AGRIS (44.17%) and AGRICOLA (34.88%), while AGRIS, 
AGRICOLA and agriculture & natural resources are the frequently used 
CD-ROM databases by 46.51%, 41.86% and 27.91% of the lARI research 
scholars respectively. It is also reveals that 81.40%, 65.12%, 65.12%, 
60.47%, 39.53% and 37.21% of the lARI research scholars never used 
BIOSIS, FSTA, zoological records, water resource abstract, biotechnology 
and agriculture & natural resources databases respectively. 
Mean use frequency score and ranking of CD-ROM databases 
among the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI reveal that AGRIS, 
CAB abstract, AGRICOLA, agriculture & natural resources and 
biotechnology are the highly used CD-ROM databases among the P.G. 
students of lARI, whereas zoological records, water resource abstract, 
FSTA and BIOSIS are some of the least used CD-ROM databases among 
the P.G. students of lARI. 
Thus, CAB abstract, AGRIS, AGRICOLA, agriculture & natural 
resources and biotechnology are the highly used CD-ROM databases 
among the P.G. research scholars of lARI, while BIOSIS, FSTA, 
zoological records and water resource abstract are some of the least used 
CD-ROM databases among the research scholars of lARI. 
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Table 72 (b) reveals that AGRIS is the most frequently used CD-
ROM database service by 45% of the GBPUAT P.G. students, followed by 
CAB abstract (35%), agriculture & natural resources (31.67%)) and 
AGRICOLA (25%) respectively. Whereas, AGRICOLA, CAB abstract and 
AGRIS are the frequently used CD-ROM database services by 43.33%o, 
28.33% and 26.67% of the GBPUAT P.G. students respectively. It is also 
observed that 58.33%, 50%, 50%, 41.67% and 41.67% of the GBPUAT 
P.G. students never use water resource abstract, zoological records, 
BIOSIS, biotechnology and FSTA respectively. 
Similarly, AGRIS is the most frequently used CD-ROM database 
service by the highest 63.64%) of the GBPUAT research scholars, followed 
by CAB abstract (59.09%), AGRICOLA (52.27%) and agriculture & 
natural resources (36.36%)) respectively. This is also evident from the table 
that CAB Abstract, Biotechnology and AGRICOLA are the frequently used 
CD-ROM databases by 38.64%, 34.09% and 29.55% of the GBPUAT 
research scholars respectively. Only 27.27%) of the GBPUAT research 
scholars use water resource abstract somewhat frequently. Thus, 50%), 
50%, 43.18%, 38.64% and 36.36% of the lARI research scholars never use 
water resource abstract, zoological records, FSTA, biotechnology and 
BIOSIS respectively. 
The mean use frequency score and ranking of CD-ROM databases 
among the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI indicate that 
AGRIS, AGRICOLA, CAB abstract and agriculture & natural resources are 
among the highly used CD-ROM databases by the P.G. students of 
GBPUAT, whereas water resource abstract, zoological records, BIOSIS, 
biotechnology and FSTA are some of the least used CD-ROM databases 
among the P.G. students of GBPUAT. 
Similarly, CAB abstract, AGRIS, agriculture & natural resources, 
AGRICOLA and BIOSIS are the highly used CD-ROM databases among 
the P.G. research scholars of GBPUAT, while water resource abstract, 
zoological records, FSTA and biotechnology are some of the least used 
CD-ROM databases among the research scholars of GBPUAT. 
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This also reflected from table 72 (a) and 72 (b) that the Chi-Square 
calculated value is 1.249155596 for P.G. students and research scholars of 
lARI and 0.209875646 for P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT 
and the Chi-Square table value for 8 degrees of freedom at 0.05 is 15.507. 
On comparing, the table value is greater than the calculated value in both 
the cases. Thus, the result obtained from lARI and GBPUAT reveals that 
there exists significant difference among the frequency level of the P.G. 
students and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT in using the CD-
ROM databases. 
5.5.13 Use of Online Services 
Online search services that provide access to a large number of 
databases. Both the agricultural university libraries offer online services to 
satisfy particular request of students for information. Data in table below 
shows the use of online services. 
Fig. 40 
Use of online services 
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The fig. 40 above reveals that maximum 91.11% of the research 
scholars and 72.5% of the P.G. students of lARI use online services, while 
80.85% of the research scholars and 36.67% of the P.G. students of 
GBPUAT use online services respectively. This also exhibits that out of the 
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total students, majority of the lARI students use online services more in 
comparison to GBPUAT students. 
Table 73 
Types of online services 
Respondents 
lARl 
GBPUAT 
P.O. 
Students N=5 8 
Research 
Scholars N=41 
Total Students 
N=99 
P.G. 
Students N=33 
Research 
Scholars N=38 
Total Students 
N=71 
Full Text 
30 
(51.72) 
16 
(39.02) 
46 
(46.46) 
14 
(42.42) 
22 
(57.89) 
36 
(50.70) 
Types 
Bibliographical 
14 
(24.14) 
13 
(31.71) 
27 
(27.27) 
17 
(51.52) 
5 
(13.16) 
22 
(30.99) 
Both 
14 
(24.14) 
12 
(29.27) 
26 
(26.26) 
2 
(6.06) 
11 
(28.95) 
13 
(18.31) 
(Figures within parenthesis are %age) 
Fig. 41 
Types of online services 
70.00% 
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• Full Text 
m Bibliographical 
oBoth 
Online services in agricultural libraries are provided in two types 
such as full text and bibliographical services. The analyzed data in table 73 
(Fig. 41) shows that maximum 57.89% of the research scholars and 51.52% 
of the P.G. students of GBPUAT use full text and bibliographical services, 
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followed by full text and both types of service as revealed by 42.42% of 
the P.G. students and 28.95% research scholars of GBPUAT respectively. 
Similarly, 51.72% of the P.G. students and 39.02% of the research scholars 
of lARI use full text service, followed by bibliographical and both types of 
service as revealed by 31.71% and 29.27%) of the lARI research scholars 
respectively. Out of the total students, full text and bibliographical are the 
most used services among majority of the GBPUAT students. 
5.5.14 Purpose of Using Library Services 
In order to determine the purpose of using different types of library 
services in both the agricultural university libraries under study, the 
respondents were asked to state any one or more than one, out of five 
purposes mentioned in the questionnaire. The responses are exhibited in 
table 74, 75 (a) and 75 (b): 
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In order to assess the purpose of using different types of library 
services, table 74 exhibits that CD-ROM database service (75.2%), 
bibliographical service (64.8%), indexing and abstracting service (60.8%), 
online service (56%), reference service (51.2%), photocopy service 
(48.8%), catalogue service (46.4%), document delivery service (38.4%), 
inter library loan service (29.6%) and CAS (27.2%) are some of the library 
services used for research work, whereas lending/circulation service (56%)), 
reference service (35.2%), CAS (32%) and photocopy service (31.2%) are 
the library services being used for study among the students of lARI. This 
is also reflected from the table that majority 57.6%, 44.8% and 35.2% of 
the lARl students have not given any response regarding microfilm service, 
inter library loan service and document delivery service respectively. 
Similarly, CD-ROM database service (52.55%), bibliographical 
service (44.53%), online service (39.42%), indexing and abstracting 
service (38.69%), photocopy service (26.28%) and catalogue service 
(26.28%) are some of the library services being used for research work, 
while inter library loan service (53.28%), microfilm service (51.10%) and 
document delivery service (44.53%) are the different types of library 
services used for project work among the students of GBPUAT. It is also 
evident that 54.01%, 36.50%, 35.77% and 30.66% of the GBPUAT 
students use reference service, lending/circulation service, catalogue 
service and photocopy service for their study respectively. Thus, 39.42% 
and 34.31% of the GBPUAT students use CAS and photocopy service for 
their personal work respectively. 
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The mean score and ranking shows that CD-ROM database service, 
bibliographical service, reference service, online service, indexing and 
abstracting service, photocopy service, catalogue service, document 
delivery service, lending/circulation service and CAS are the highly used 
library services among majority of lARI students for their different 
purposes, whereas microfilm service and inter library loan service are the 
least used services among the lARI students for their different purposes. 
Similarly, the mean score ranking among the students of GBPUAT 
indicates that CD-ROM database service, bibliographical service, online 
service, indexing and abstracting service, catalogue service, microfilm 
service, lending/circulation service, photocopy service, inter library loan 
service, reference service and document delivery service are the highly 
used library service among the GBPUAT students for their different 
purposes, whereas CAS is the least used library service among the 
GBPUAT students for their different purposes. 
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The table 75 (a) shows the purpose of using different types of 
library services that CD-ROM database service (76.25%), indexing and 
abstracting service (66.25%), bibliographical service (65%), document 
delivery service (50%), online service (50%), inter library loan service 
(43.75%), reference service (43.75%), photocopy service (41.25%), 
catalogue service (38.75%), and CAS (26.25%) are some of the library 
services used for research work, whereas lending/circulation service 
(73.75%), reference service (48.75%), photocopy service (43.75%), CAS 
(36.25%)) and catalogue (28.75%) are the library services used for study 
among the P.O. students of lARI. Table also reveals that majority (62.5%)), 
(37.5%), (26.25%) and (25%) of the lARI P.O. students have not given any 
response regarding microfilm service, inter library loan service, catalogue 
and document delivery service respectively. 
Similarly, CD-ROM database service (73.33%), online service 
(66.67%), reference service (64.44%), bibliographical service (64.44%), 
photocopy service (62.22%), catalogue service (60%), indexing and 
abstracting service (51.11%), CAS (28.89%) and lending/circulation 
service (26.67%) are some of the library services used for research work 
among the lARI research scholars. It is also evident that majority 
(57.78%), (53.33%), (48.89%) and (35.56%) of the lARI research scholars 
have not responded to inter library loan service, document delivery service, 
microfilm service and indexing and abstracting service. 
The mean score and ranking indicates that CD-ROM database 
service, indexing and abstracting service, bibliographical service, online 
service, reference service, photocopy service, document delivery service, 
catalogue service, inter library loan service, lending/circulation service and 
CAS are the highly used library services for their different purposes among 
majority of lARI P.G. students, whereas microfilm are the least used 
among the lARI P.G. students for their different purposes. 
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Similarly, CD-ROM database service, reference service, 
bibliographical service, online service, indexing and abstracting service, 
photocopy service, catalogue service and lending/circulation service are the 
highly used library service among the lARI research scholars for their 
different purposes, whereas inter library loan service, microfilm service, 
document delivery and CAS are the least used library services used by the 
lARI research scholars for their different purposes. 
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The table 75 (b) indicates that CD-ROM database service (40%) and 
indexing and abstracting service (27.78%) are some of the library services 
being used for research work, whereas microfilm service (77.78%), inter 
library loan service (74.44%), document delivery service (65.56%)), online 
service (35.56%), bibliographical service (30%), CAS (28.89%), 
lending/circulation service (26.67%) and indexing and abstracting service 
(26.67%)) are the library services used for project work among the P.G. 
students of GBPUAT. It also reveals that 41.11%, 41.11%, 38.89%, 
38.89%, 34.44%, 34.44%, 32.22%, 30% and 26.67% of the GBPUAT P.G. 
students use catalogue service, lending/circulation service, reference 
service, CAS, photocopy service, bibliographical service, CD-ROM 
database service and online service for their study respectively. Only, 
37.78% and 27.78% of the P.G. students of GBPUAT show that they use 
photocopy service and CAS for personal work respectively. 
Thus, bibliographical service (87.23%), CD-ROM database service 
(76.60%), online service (68.09%), indexing and abstracting service 
(59.57%)), catalogue service (48.94%), photocopy service (42.55%), 
lending/circulation service (30.04%) and microfilm service (27.66%) are 
some of the library services used for research work among the GBPUAT 
research scholars. This also reflects that 82.98%, 65.96%, 31.91% and 
25.53% of the GBPUAT research scholars use reference service, 
lending/circulation service and catalogue service for their study 
respectively. 61.70% and 27.66% of the research scholars of GBPUAT 
show that they use CAS and photocopy service for personal work 
respectively. 65.96%, 63.83% and 61.70% of the research scholars of 
GBPUAT have not responded to document delivery service, inter library 
loan service and microfilm service respectively. 
According to the mean score and ranking, it is indicated that inter 
library loan service, microfilm service, CD-ROM database service, 
document delivery service, online service, bibliographical service, 
indexing and abstracting service, catalogue service, reference service, 
lending/circulation service, photocopy service and CAS are the highly 
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used library services among majority of GBPUAT P.G. students for their 
different purposes. 
Similarly, bibliographical service, CD-ROM database service, 
online service, indexing and abstracting service, photocopy service, 
catalogue service, lending/circulation service and reference service are 
among the highly used library service by the GBPUAT research scholars 
for their different purposes, whereas document delivery, inter library loan, 
microfilm and CAS are the least used library services among the GBPUAT 
research scholars for their different purposes. 
The table 75 (a) and 75 (b) exhibit that the Chi-Square calculated 
value is 0.813545284 for P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and 
3.19565797 for P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT and the 
Chi-Square table value for 11 degrees of freedom at 0.05 is 19.675. On 
comparing, it is observed that the table value is greater than the calculated 
value in both the cases. On comparing the result of lARI and GBPUAT, it 
is observed that there exists significant difference among the purposes of 
the P.G. students and research scholars of lARl and GBPUAT in using the 
library services. 
5.5.15 Satisfaction Level in Using the Library Services 
It is quite essential to determine the satisfaction level of both the 
agricultural university students with the different types of library services. 
The responses are exhibited regarding the satisfaction level in using the 
library services in table 76, 77 (a) and 77 (b): 
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In order to determine the satisfaction level in using different types 
of library services, table 76 reveals that highest i.e. 69.6% of the lARI 
students are strongly satisfied with CD-ROM database service, followed by 
photocopy service (68%), online service (41.6%), lending/circulation 
service (37.6%), reference service (36.8%), bibliographical service 
(28.8%), indexing and abstracting service (28%)) and catalogue service 
(26.4%) respectively, whereas 46.4%, 40%, 36.8%, 34.4%, 32.8% and 
27.2% of the students of lARI are satisfied with bibliographical service, 
reference service, catalogue service, indexing and abstracting service, 
document delivery service and lending/circulation service respectively. 
Only 32% of the lARI students are somewhat satisfied with the CAS. It is 
also evident from the table that the majority (44.8%) and (40.8%) of the 
lARI students has not given any response regarding microfilm service and 
inter library loan service respectively. 
Similarly, 48.18% of the GBPUAT students are strongly satisfied 
with photocopy service, followed by CD-ROM database service (41.61%), 
catalogue service (29.20%), online service (29.20%) and bibliographical 
service (25.55%) respectively, while 46.72%, 43.80%, 42.34%, 39.42%, 
37.23%, 35.77%, 32.85% and 27.74% of the students of GBPUAT are 
satisfied with online service, reference service, catalogue service, 
lending/circulation service, CD-ROM database service, bibliographical 
service, photocopy service and indexing and abstracting service 
respectively. Only 33.58% the GBPUAT students stated that they were 
neutral with the library services. It is also reflected that 51.82%o, 51.09%, 
38.69% and 26.28% of the GBPUAT students are dissatisfied with 
document delivery service, microfilm service, inter library loan service and 
indexing and abstracting service respectively. 
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The mean score and ranking among the students of lARI and 
GBPUAT shows that majority of lARI students are highly satisfied with 
photocopy service, CD-ROM database service, reference service, 
bibliographical service, lending/circulation service, catalogue service, 
indexing and abstracting service, online service, CAS and document 
delivery service, whereas the lARI students are less satisfied with 
microfilm service and inter library loan service. 
Similarly, the students of GBPUAT are highly satisfied with 
photocopy service, CD-ROM database service, online service, catalogue 
service, bibliographical service, reference service, lending/circulation 
service, CAS and indexing and abstracting service whereas the GBPUAT 
students are less satisfied with microfilm service, document delivery 
service and inter library loan service. 
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According to the table 77 (a), highest i.e. 75% of the lARI P.G. 
students are strongly satisfied with photocopy service, followed by CD-
ROM database service (68.75%), lending/circulation service (40%), online 
service (40%), reference service (38.75%), bibliographical service (30%), 
indexing and abstracting service (30%) and catalogue service (27.5%) 
respectively, whereas 48.75%, 37.5%, 35%, 35% and 26.25% of the P.G. 
students of lARI are satisfied with bibliographical service, reference 
service, document delivery service, catalogue service and 
lending/circulation service respectively. There are 37.5%o, 32.5%) and 
28.75% of the lARI P.G. students are somewhat satisfied with the CAS, 
microfilm service and inter library loan service respectively. It is also 
evident from the table that 41.25% and 41.25% of the lARI P.G. students 
are dissatisfied with the inter library loan service and microfilm service 
respectively. 
Similarly, 71.11% of the lARI research scholars are strongly 
satisfied with CD-ROM database service, followed by photocopy service 
(55.56%), online service (44.44%), lending/circulation service (33.33%), 
reference service (33.33%), bibliographical service (26.67%) and CAS 
(26.67%) respectively, while 44.44%, 42.22%, 40%, 37.78%, 31.11%, 
28.89%, 28.89%, 28.89% and 26.67% of the research scholars of lARI are 
satisfied with reference service, bibliographical service, catalogue service, 
indexing and abstracting service, online service, lending/circulation 
service, document delivery service, CD-ROM database service and CAS 
respectively. Only 33.33% the lARI research scholars have responded as 
neutral with inter library loan service. This is also reflected that 51.11%, 
40%, 28.89% and 28.89% of the lARI research scholars are dissatisfied 
with microfilm service, inter library loan service, document delivery 
service and indexing and abstracting service respectively. 
The mean score and ranking regarding the satisfaction level among 
the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI shows that majority of 
lARI P.G. students shows that they are highly safisfied with photocopy 
service, reference service, bibliographical service, CD-ROM database 
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service, lending/circulation service, indexing and abstracting service, 
catalogue service, document delivery service and CAS, whereas the lARI 
P.O. students are less satisfied with inter library loan service, microfilm 
service and online service. 
Similarly, lARI research scholars are highly satisfied with CD-
ROM database service, photocopy service, online service, reference 
service, bibliographical service, lending/circulation service, catalogue 
service, CAS and indexing and abstracting service, whereas the lARI 
research scholars are less satisfied with microfilm service, inter library 
loan service and document delivery. 
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Data in table 77 (b) shows that highest i.e. 55.56% of the GBPUAT 
P.G. students are strongly satisfied with photocopy service, followed by 
CD-ROM database service (44.44%), online service (33.33%) and 
catalogue service (31.11%) respectively, whereas 37.78%), 35.56%, 
34.44%, 33.33%, 28.89%, 26.67% and 26.67% of the P.G. students of 
GBPUAT are satisfied with online service, lending/circulation service, 
reference service, catalogue service, CD-ROM database service, 
bibliographical service and indexing and abstracting service respectively. 
There are 35.56%, 33.33%, 28.89% and 27.78% of the GBPUAT P.G. 
students are somewhat satisfied with the bibliographical service, reference 
service, indexing and abstracting service and CAS respectively. It is also 
evident from the table that 40%, 30%, 27.78% and 26.67% of the GBPUAT 
P.G. students are neutral with microfilm service, inter library loan service, 
document delivery service and lending/circulation service respectively. 
Mostly 50%, 48.89%, 36.67% and 25.56% of the GBPUAT P.G. students 
are dissatisfied with document delivery service, microfilm service, inter 
library loan service and reference service respectively. 
In the same way, 36.17% of the GBPUAT research scholars are 
strongly satisfied with CD-ROM database service, followed by photocopy 
service (34.04%), CAS (31.91%), bibliographical service (29.79%), 
indexing and abstracting service (27.66%), lending/circulation service 
(25.53%) and catalogue service (25.53%) respectively, while 63.83%), 
61.70%, 59.57%, 53.19%, 53.19%, 53.19%, 46.81%, 29.79% and 29.79% 
of the research scholars of GBPUAT are satisfied with online service, 
reference service, catalogue service, bibliographical service, photocopy 
service, CD-ROM database service, lending/circulation service, CAS and 
indexing and abstracting service respectively. This is also reflected that 
55.32%, 55.32%, 36.17%, 27.66% and 25.53% of the GBPUAT research 
scholars are dissatisfied with document delivery service, microfilm service, 
indexing and abstracting service, CAS and lending/circulation service 
respectively. 
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It is also observed by the mean score and ranking regarding the 
satisfaction level among the P.G. students and research scholars of 
GBPUAT that GBPUAT P.G. students are highly satisfied with photocopy 
service, CD-ROM database service, online service, catalogue service, 
bibliographical service, reference service, lending/circulation service, 
indexing and abstracting service and CAS, whereas the GBPUAT P.G. 
students are less satisfied with microfilm service, document delivery 
service and inter library loan service. 
Similarly, the GBPUAT research scholars are highly satisfied with 
CD-ROM database service, photocopy service, catalogue service, online 
service, bibliographical service, reference service, lending/circulation 
service, CAS and indexing and abstracting service, whereas the GBPUAT 
research scholars are less satisfied with microfilm service, document 
delivery service and inter library loan service. 
It is also reflected from the table 77 (a) and 77 (b) that the Chi-
Square calculated value is 0.605562846 for P.G. students and research 
scholars of lARI and 0.067522713 for P.G. students and research scholars 
of GBPUAT and the Chi-Square table value for 11 degree of freedom at 
0.05 is 19.675. After comparing, the calculated value is lesser than the 
table value in both the cases. Thus, Chi-Square calculated value for lARI 
and GBPUAT reveals that there exists significant difference among the 
satisfaction level of the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and 
GBPUAT in using the library services. 
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6.1 CONCLUSION 
The history of agricultural libraries in India is linked with the 
establishment and growth of agricultural universities is the aftermath of 
Indian Independence. Since independence, the agricultural university 
libraries are the major partners in growth and development of agricultural 
research and education. 
Use of library collection and services is a true indicator of the user 
requirements and satisfaction. The study reveals the usage and satisfaction 
level of library collection and services for fulfilling the purposes of P.G. 
students and research scholars. The result of the study will further help to 
strengthen the library collection and services where inadequacies exist and 
to reduce the barriers related to access of relevant information. This will in 
turn help both agricultural university libraries to improve its collection, 
services and the environment if necessary. 
The analysis of the data collected through various sources, reveals 
number of findings with regard to use of collection and services in lARI 
library. New Delhi and GBPUAT library, Pantnagar. The study provides 
the summary of the findings, tenability of hypotheses, recommendations 
and areas for further research. 
6.1.1 Findings 
The major findings on the analysis and interpretations of the 
previous chapter are summed up in two parts. 
1. More than seventy three percent of the research scholars and more 
than sixty two percent of the P.G. students of lARI visit the library 
2-3 times in a week as compared to GBPUAT P.G. students and 
research scholars. The mean frequency score of visit to the library 
reveals that GBPUAT students visit the library more as compared to 
lARI students. 
2. Nearly sixty seven percent of lARI research scholars and nearly 
forty nine percent of GBPUAT research scholars visit library for 
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various purposes (to update knowledge, to consult document for 
research and to borrow books) and to consult documents for research 
purposes respectively, whereas GBPUAT P.G. students and lARI 
P.G. students visited library to borrow books. It is also clear from 
the table 31 that majority of the total GBPUAT students visited the 
library to borrow books, whereas maximum number of lARI 
students visited the library for all the purposes (to update 
knowledge, to consult document for research and to borrow books). 
The mean visit score reveals that the students of GBPUAT visited 
the library more for fulfilling their purposes as compared to lARI. 
Part A: Use of Library Collection 
3. According to mean use ranking, CD-ROMs, books/monographs, 
reference materials, periodicals, news letters, research 
reports/bulletins, seminars/conference proceedings/workshops and 
book reviews are the highly used sources of information among the 
majority of lARI and GBPUAT students. Except for the above 
mentioned information sources; thesis/dissertations are also among 
the highly used sources of information by majority of GBPUAT 
students. Microfiches/records/tapes, reprints/maps/globes and 
standards/patents/specifications are the least used sources of 
information among the majority of lARI and GBPUAT students. 
4. After analyzing the table 33 (a) and 33 (b), CD-ROMs, news letters, 
reference materials, research reports/bulletins, periodicals, and 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops are the highly used 
sources of information among the majority of lARI P.G. students 
and research scholars. Books/monographs, book reviews and 
thesis/dissertations are also the highly used sources of information 
by the majority of lARI P.G. students. Whereas, books/monographs, 
reference materials, research reports/bulletins, CD-ROMs, news 
letters, periodicals, thesis/dissertations, book reviews and 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops are the highly used 
sources of information among majority of GBPUAT P.G. students 
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and research scholars, moreover research reports/bulletins are also 
the highly used sources of information by the majority of GBPUAT 
research scholars. It is also observed on comparing the Chi-Square 
calculated value that there exists significant difference in the use of 
information sources of lARI and GBPUAT P.O. students and 
research scholars. 
The highly used sources of information by majority of lARI and 
GBPUAT students include research reports/bulletins, 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops, thesis/dissertations, 
reference materials, CD-ROMs, periodicals and 
reprints/maps/globes to fulfill their purposes. News letters are also 
the highly used sources of information by majority of lARI students, 
whereas books/monographs, standards/patents/specifications and 
book reviews are also the highly used sources of information by 
majority of GBPUAT students. 
Most of the lARI P.G. students and research scholars made use of 
seminars/conference proceedings/workshops, research reports/ 
bulletins, reference materials, thesis/dissertations, CD-ROMs, 
periodicals and news letters to fulfill their purposes. 
Reprints/maps/globes and book reviews are also the highly used 
sources of information to fulfill their purposes by lARI P.G. 
students and standards/patents/specifications, microfiches/ 
records/tapes and books/monographs are the highly used sources of 
information to fulfill their requirements by lARI research scholars. 
While, a majority of GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars 
express that books/monographs, news letters, seminars/conference 
proceedings/workshops, book reviews and periodicals are the highly 
used sources of information. Standards/patents/specifications, 
reprints/ maps/globes, microfiches/records/tapes and CD-ROMs are 
also the highly used sources for fulfilling their various purposes by 
majority of GBPUAT research scholars. The result from the table 35 
(a) and 35 (b) presents that there exists significant difference 
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between the lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars 
in regard to their purposes for using information sources. 
7. Mostly the students of lARI and GBPUAT are highly satisfied with 
CD-ROMs, thesis/dissertations, reference materials, books/ 
monographs, periodicals, research reports /bulletins, book reviews, 
news letters and seminars/ conference proceedings/workshops. 
However, most of the students of GBPUAT are also highly satisfied 
with standards/patents/specifications. 
8. It is found from table 37 (a) and 37- (b) that most of the P.G. 
students and research scholars of lARI are highly satisfied with the 
usage of CD-ROMs, thesis/dissertations, reference materials, 
books/monographs and periodicals. However, the P.G. students of 
lARI are also highly satisfied with the use of research 
reports/bulletins, book reviews, news letters, seminars/conference 
proceedings/workshops and standards/patents/specifications. 
Similarly, the P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT are 
highly satisfied with reference materials, books/monographs, 
research reports/bulletins, news letters, thesis/dissertations, 
periodicals, CD-ROMs, seminars/conference proceedings/workshops 
and book reviews. Thus, the research scholars of GBPUAT are also 
satisfied with using standards/patents/specifications and 
reprints/maps/globes. On comparing the Chi-Square calculated 
value, it is found that there exists significant difference in the level 
of satisfaction of lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research 
scholars with regard to their usage of information sources. 
9. It is observed from the fig. 13 that 93.60% of the students of lARI 
use E-sources as compared to (78.83%) the students of GBPUAT. It 
is also evident that E-sotirces are the preferred form among the 
students of both the agricultural university libraries. 
10. The students of lARI and GBPUAT use CD-ROM databases, E-
journals and online databases more, whereas some of the students of 
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lARI and GBPUAT opined that E-encyclopedias, E-dictionaries and 
E-books are the least used E-sources. 
11. CD-ROM databases, E-journals and online databases are the highly 
used E-sources among most of the P.G. students and research 
scholars of lARI. Similarly, CD-ROM databases and E-journals are 
the highly used E-sources among the P.G. students and research 
scholars of GBPUAT. On comparing the Chi-square calculated 
value, it is noticed that there exists significant difference between 
the lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars in using 
E-sources of information. It is also observed that E-sources have 
become an important entity of both the agricultural university 
libraries for fulfilling the demands of users. 
It is observed that more than forty eight percent and thirty four 
percent of the students of GBPUAT stated that lack of skills and 
lack of time are the main reasons for not using the E-sources, 
whereas poor facility is also the main reason among fifty percent of 
the students of lARI for not using E-sources. 
13. Nearly forty two percent and forty percent of the GBPUAT students 
gave positive response to lack of guidance and payment based 
searching, followed by downloading and connectivity problems as 
revealed by the lARI students. 
14. Nearly seventy seven percent of the lARI students got 
instruction/help for using E-sources as compared to GBPUAT 
students. 
15. About eighty percent and more than fifty four percent of the 
students of lARI and nearly fifty two percent and more than forty 
eight percent of the students of GBPUAT reveal that training given 
by the library and individual instruction by library staffs are the 
main help available for using E-sources. 
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16. Nearly sixty five percent of the GBPUAT students search E-sources 
on payment basis and they pay Rs. 15 per hour, while lARI library 
does not charge any fee from students for searching E-sources. 
17. It is observed from table 44 that the electronic collection at lARI is 
more adequate than print, whereas the students of GBPUAT opined 
that the print collection is quite adequate than the electronic 
collection. Electronic collection is playing a vital role in fulfilling 
the demands of the student community in both the agricultural 
university libraries. 
18. It is observed from table 45 (a) and 45 (b) that P.O. students and 
research scholars of lARI were satisfied with the adequateness of 
the print collection rather than electronic. Similarly, P.O. students 
and research scholars of GBPUAT opined that the print collection 
was more adequate than electronic. On comparing Chi-Square 
calculated value, it is also found that there exists significant 
difference in terms of adequacy of library collection between the 
lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars. 
Part B: Use of Library Services 
19. Nearly eighty nine percent of lARI P.G. students use 
lending/circulation service for borrowing documents as compared to 
eighty percent of GBPUAT P.G. students, while more than eighty 
seven percent of GBPUAT research scholars use it for borrowing 
documents as compared to more than seventy five percent of lARI 
research scholars. It also observed that the highest percentage of the 
students of lARI use lending/circulation service for borrowing 
documents as compared to GBPUAT students. 
20. Maximum 88.75% and 32.5% of the P.G. students of lARI use 
lending/circulation service to borrow books/monographs and 
periodicals respectively as compared to GBPUAT P.G. students, 
while 87.23% and 48.93% of the research scholars of GBPUAT use 
lending/circulation service to borrow books/monographs and 
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periodicals respectively than the research scholars of lARI. It is 
also evident from table 46 and fig. 18 that most of the students of 
lARI use lending/circulation service to borrow books/monographs 
than the students of GBPUAT. 
21. Highest 100% and 84.62% of the P.G. students of lARI use 
lending/circulation service of back and current volumes of 
periodicals than GBPUAT P.G. students respectively, except for 
indexing/abstracting periodicals. Whereas, 95.65%, 86.96% and 
78.36% of the research scholars of GBPUAT use lending/circulation 
service of indexing/abstracting periodicals, current volumes of 
periodicals and back volumes of periodicals respectively than the 
research scholars of lARI. It is also clear from table that majority of 
the students of lARI use lending/circulation service of back and 
current volumes of periodicals, while, the students of GBPUAT use 
lending/circulation service of current volumes, back volumes and 
indexing/abstracting periodicals. 
22. According to mean score and ranking, requesting the library for 
purchasing the required document, requesting the library to get on 
ILL, borrowing personally from other library and self purchasing are 
the adopted ways among majority of the P.G. students and research 
scholars of lARI. Similarly, requesting the library for purchasing the 
required document, self purchasing and abandoning the search are 
the adopted ways among the majority of the P.G. students and 
research scholars of GBPUAT. However, requesting the library for 
ILL is also the preferred way among the P.G. students. Thus, 
requesting the library for purchasing the required document and self 
purchasing are the most adopted ways among the P.G. students and 
research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT respectively. 
23. Only 2.92% of the GBPUAT students and 0.8%o of the lARI students 
use ILL service. 
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24. It is evident from the fig. 20 that majority of the P.G. students and 
research scholars of lARI use different types of reference services as 
compared to P.G. students and research scholars of GBPUAT. It is 
also evident that majority of the students of lARI use different types 
of reference services more as compared to GBPUAT students. 
25. About eighty eight percent of the research scholars and more than 
eighty seven percent of the P.G. students of GBPUAT got assistance 
in using bibliographic service and in searching the document 
respectively, while more than eighty one percent of the research 
scholars and more than eighty percent of the P.G. students of lARI 
stated that they get assistance in searching the specific information 
and in using reference service respectively. It is also clear that most 
of the GBPUAT students got assistance in searching the documents, 
in searching the specific information, in using bibliographic service 
and in using reference service respectively, while the lARI students 
get help for using reference service and help from orientation 
program. 
26. According to the mean calculated in table 52, the GBPUAT 
reference staffs attitude is more helpful as compared to lARI 
reference staffs attitude in view of GBPUAT research scholars, 
while the P.G. students of lARI expressed that the lARI reference 
staffs attitude was more helpful than the GBPUAT reference staffs 
attitude. It is also evident that the GBPUAT reference staffs 
attitude is more helpful than the lARI reference staffs attitude in 
view of GBPUAT students. 
27. Maximum 78.72% of the research scholars of GBPUAT and 73.33% 
of the research scholars of lARI use bibliographical services 
provided by the library, while lARI P.G. students use 
bibliographical services more than GBPUAT P.G. students. It is also 
observed that 63.20% of the lARI students use bibliographical 
services more as compared to 57.66% GBPUAT students. 
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28. Nearly seventy six percent of the research scholars and more than 
sixty seven of the P.G. students of lARI use bibliographical 
database service, whereas more than sixty two percent of the 
research scholars and fifty percent of the P.G. students of GBPUAT 
use both (bibliographical database service and adhoc bibliographical 
service). It is also clear that nearly seventy one percent of the 
students of lARI use bibliographical database service, whereas more 
than fifty five percent of the students of GBPUAT use both 
(bibliographical database services and adhoc bibliographical 
service). 
29. More than sixty percent of the lARI research scholars and nearly 
fifty seven percent of the GBPUAT research scholars opine that they 
use card form of bibliographical service, whereas more than forty 
one percent of the lARI P.G. students and more than thirty eight 
percent of the GBPUAT P.G. students use E-form and card form 
respectively. The table also presents that most of the students of 
GBPUAT use card form of bibliographical service, whereas the 
students of lARI use bibliographical service in E-form. 
30. Highest 72.34% of the research scholars and 57.78% of the P.G. 
students of GBPUAT used current awareness service more as 
compared to 53.33% of the research scholars and 43.75% of P.G. 
students of lARI. The figure also reveals that majority of the 
students of GBPUAT use current awareness services more than the 
students of lARI. 
31. According to mean and ranking, display of periodicals, monthly 
addition of latest books, research notes and weekly contents of 
current periodicals are more useful types of CAS as revealed by the 
lARI P.G. students and research scholars. Moreover, bibliographical 
information is also the useful type of CAS as revealed by the lARI 
research scholars respectively. Similarly, monthly addition of latest 
books, research notes, display of periodicals and weekly contents of 
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current periodicals are more useful types of CAS as revealed by the 
GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars. 
32. More than seventy one percent of the lARI and more than sixty one 
percent of the GBPUAT research scholars are not using CAS due to 
late processing and due to time lag respectively, whereas more than 
fifty five percent of the GBPUAT and more than forty six percent of 
the lARI P.G. students are not using CAS due to other reasons and 
late processing respectively. It is also noticed from the table that 
processing time being more and time lag are the reasons for not 
using CAS among majority of the students of lARI, while time lag 
and other are the reasons that account for less usage of CAS among 
the students of GBPUAT. 
33. More than forty eight percent of the P.G. students and more than 
forty six percent of the research scholars of lARI use document 
delivery service provided by the library as compared to GBPUAT 
research scholars and P.G. students. Table also shows that higher 
percentage of the lARI students use document delivery service than 
the students of GBPUAT. 
34. Highest percentage of lARI P.G. students use full text service than 
GBPUAT P.G. students, whereas GBPUAT research scholars and 
lARI research scholars use both types of document delivery services 
and bibliographical service respectively. Table also reveals that 
61.67% of the lARI students use full text service more as compared 
to 47.37% of the GBPUAT students. 
35. Maximum 85.71% of lARI research scholars prefer print form of 
document delivery service more than 56.25% of the GBPUAT 
research scholars, while higher 72.73% of the GBPUAT P.G. 
students prefer print form of document delivery service more than 
53.85%) of the lARI P.G. students. It is also observed that maximum 
65.79% and 65% of the students of GBPUAT and lARI prefer print 
form of document delivery service. 
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36. More than sixty six percent of the lARI research scholars got the 
documents through institutional membership than fifty percent of 
the GBPUAT research scholars. Whereas, more than fifty nine 
percent of the GBPUAT P.O. students and more than seventy four 
percent of the lARI P.O. students got the documents by paying an 
amount and through institutional membership respectively. It is also 
clear that more than seventy one percent of the lARI students and 
more than fifty two percent of the GBPUAT students got their 
documents through institutional membership and on paying an 
amount respectively. 
37. Maximum 84.62% of the P.G. students and 80.96 of the research 
scholars of lARI express that library takes less than one week to 
provide a document through document delivery service as compared 
to 72.72% of the P.G. students and 68.75%) of the research scholars 
of GBPUAT. Finally, the students of lARI revealed that library took 
less than one week to supply a document through document delivery 
service. 
38. More than seventy percent of the GBPUAT research scholars and 
more than sixty eight percent of the lARI P.G. students use indexing 
and abstracting services more as compared to more than fifty three 
percent of the lARI research scholars and fifty percent of the 
GBPUAT P.G. students. Table also indicates that higher percentage 
of the lARI students use indexing and abstracting services than the 
GBPUAT students. 
39. More than sixty three percent of the GBPUAT and nearly forty six 
percent of the lARI research scholars prefer both forms (print and 
electronic) of indexing and abstracting services, while more than 
forty seven percent of the lARI and more than forty four percent of 
the GBPUAT P.G. students also prefer the same. Table also depicts 
that higher percentage of the students of GBPUAT and lARI use 
both forms (print and electronic) of indexing and abstracting 
services. 
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40. About hundred percent of the research scholars and more than ninety 
one percent of the P.G. students of GBPUAT as well as more than 
ninety seven percent of the research scholars and ninety percent of 
the P.G. students of lARI use photocopy service. It is also noticed 
that majority of the GBPUAT students use photocopy service than 
the lARI students. 
41. It is observed that maximum percentage of the P.G. students and 
research scholars of lARI as compared to the P.G. students and 
research scholars of GBPUAT express that the library took less than 
one hour for photocopying of materials. It is also observed that 
library takes less than one hour for photocopying of materials as 
mentioned by more than seventy eight percent of the students of 
lARI. 
42. All the students from both the agricultural university libraries pay 
for photocopying of their needed materials. 
43. Maximum percentage of lARI P.G. students and GBPUAT research 
scholars pay Rs. 0.50/copy for photocopying of material more than 
GBPUAT P.G. students and lARI research scholars. It is also 
evident from the table that 93.10 % of the lARI students pay Rs. 
0.50/copy for photocopying of material than 89.15% of the 
GBPUAT students. 
44. More than ninety one percent of the lARI students opined that lARI 
library provide better photocopy, whereas more than sixty two 
percent and more than fifty three percent of the students of 
GBPUAT show that library charged more money and took more time 
for photocopying the materials. 
45. Table 66 shows that 3.2% of students of lARI and 8.03% of the 
GBPUAT students use microfilm service. 
46. The GBPUAT and lARI students stated that library took few hours 
and less than one hour for required materials from microfilm. 
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47. It is observed from table 68 that all the students of both the 
agricultural universities paid money for taking the microfilm 
printouts in libraries. 
48. The GBPUAT students pay Rs. 10.00 per stripe per 10 pages, 
whereas the lARI students pay Rs. 20.00 per stripe per 10 pages for 
taking the microfilm printouts. 
49. The students of GBPUAT opined that quality of materials was 
better. GBPUAT library charged more money and took more time 
for required materials from microfilm (Table 70). 
50. Nearly ninety five percent of the students of GBPUAT use library 
catalogue for locating the documents as compared to nearly eighty 
nine percent of the lARI students. 
51. Highest 86.96% of the research scholars and 79.76% of the P.G. 
students of GBPUAT use card catalogue more to locate the required 
documents than 77.78%) of the research scholars and 68% of the P.G. 
students of lARI. Thus, the GBPUAT students use card catalogue 
more than the lARI students. 
52. More than seventy six percent of the P.G. students of GBPUAT use 
book bank service of the library and are paying Rs. 10/text book for 
a semester. It is also observed that most of the GBPUAT P.G. 
students are satisfied with the usage of book bank service for their 
project work and study. 
53. Maximum percent of the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI 
use CD-ROM database service more as compared to the P.G. 
students and research scholars of GBPUAT. Thus, the students of 
lARI use CD-ROM database service more than the GBPUAT 
students. Only GBPUAT students pay Rs. 1/Page for printouts. 
54. According to mean use frequency score and ranking of CD-ROM 
databases from table 72 (a) and 72 (b), AGRIS, CAB abstract, 
AGRICOLA, Agriculture & Natural Resources and Biotechnology 
are the highly used CD-ROM databases among the P.G. students and 
research scholars of lARI. Similarly, AGRIS, AGRICOLA, CAB 
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abstract and Agriculture & Natural Resources are the highly used 
CD-ROM databases among the P.G. students and research scholars 
of GBPUAT. However, BIOSIS is also used by the research scholars 
of GBPUAT. On comparing the Chi-square calculated value, the 
result presents that there exists significant difference in the 
frequency level of using the CD-ROM databases of lARI and 
GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars. 
55. It is observed that higher percentage of the research scholars and of 
the P.G. students of lARI use online services more than the research 
scholars and P.G. students of GBPUAT. Thus, the lARI students use 
online services more as compared to the GBPUAT students. 
56. More than fifty percent of the GBPUAT students and more than 
forty six percent of the lARI students use full text service of online 
services. It is also observed that full text service of online services 
is used more by the GBPUAT students. 
57. The mean score and ranking exhibits that CD-ROM database 
service, bibliographical service, reference service, online service, 
indexing and abstracting service, photocopy service, catalogue 
service, document delivery service and lending/circulation service 
are the highly used library services among majority of lARI and 
GBPUAT students for their different purposes. Microfilm and inter 
library loan are also among the highly used library services by the 
GBPUAT students for their different purposes. Moreover, CAS is 
also used by lARI students for their various purposes. 
58. It is observed from the mean score and ranking of table 75 (a) and 
75 (b) that CD-ROM database service, indexing and abstracting 
service, bibliographical service, online service, reference service, 
photocopy service, catalogue service and lending/circulation service 
are the highly used library services among majority of lARI P.G. 
students for their different purposes. Document delivery service, 
inter library loan service and CAS are also the highly used library 
services among the lARI P.G. students for their different purposes. 
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Similarly, CD-ROM database service, online service, 
bibliographical service, indexing and abstracting service, catalogue 
service, reference service, lending/circulation service and photocopy 
service are the highly used library services among majority of 
GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars for their different 
purposes. In addition, inter library loan service, microfilm service, 
document delivery service and CAS are also the highly used library 
services among the GBPUAT P.G. students for their different 
purposes. It has been observed on comparing Chi-Square calculated 
value that there exists significant difference in the purposes of lARI 
and GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars in using the 
library services. 
59. The mean score and ranking from table 76 shows that most of lARI 
and GBPUAT students are highly satisfied with photocopy service, 
CD-ROM database service, reference service, bibliographical 
service, lending/circulation service, catalogue service, online 
service, CAS and indexing and abstracting service. Moreover, lARI 
students and GBPUAT students are also satisfied with the usage of 
document delivery service. 
60. According to mean score and ranking from table 77 (a) and 77 (b), 
lARI P.G. students and research scholars shows that they are highly 
satisfied with photocopy service, reference service, bibliographical 
service, CD-ROM database service, lending/circulation service, 
indexing and abstracting service, catalogue service and CAS. In 
addition, lARI P.G. students and research scholars are also satisfied 
with the usage of document delivery service and online service 
respectively. Similarly, GBPUAT P.G. students and research 
scholars are highly satisfied with photocopy service, CD-ROM 
database service, online service, catalogue service, bibliographical 
service, reference service, lending/circulation service, CAS and 
indexing and abstracting service. After comparing Chi-Square 
calculated value, it is also reflected that there exists significant 
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difference in the satisfaction level of lARI and GBPUAT P.G. 
students and research scholars in using the library services. 
6.1.2 Tenability of Hypotheses 
Data collected through the questionnaire from the students (P.G. 
students and research scholars) of lARI and GBPUAT were analysed with 
appropriate statistical tools and the results were drawn out which were 
summerised as the findings of the study. In the light of the major findings 
the tenability of the hypotheses framed for the study were tested. The 
following statements are the outcome of testing the hypotheses: 
Hypothesis I 
'There is significant difference between lARI and GBPUAT students 
(P.G. students and research scholars) visit to the library'. 
Mostly the research scholars and P.G. students of lARI visited the 
library 2-3 times in a week as compared to GBPUAT P.G. students and 
research scholars. The mean score states that the difference between the 
visit to the library of lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research 
scholars is significant. The total number of GBPUAT students indicates 
that the mean score of the frequency of visit to the library are significantly 
high as compared to the lARI students. 
Most of the lARI and GBPUAT research scholars visit library for all 
the purposes (to update knowledge, to consult document for research and to 
borrow books) and to consult documents for research purposes, whereas 
GBPUAT and lARI P.G. students visit library to borrow books. The total 
GBPUAT students show that they visit the library to borrow books, 
whereas total lARI students visit the library for all the purposes (to update 
knowledge, to consult document for research and to borrow books). The 
students of GBPUAT reveal that the mean score of visit to the library for 
their various purposes are significantly high as compared to lARI. 
Thus, the hypothesis has been fully substantiated by the finding of 
the study. 
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Hypothesis II 
'There exists significant difference between lARI and GBPUAT 
students (P. G. students and research scholars) use of library collection 
and services'. 
The mean use score and ranking of information sources reveal that 
CD-ROMs, books/monographs, reference materials, periodicals, news 
letters, research reports/bulletins, seminars/conference proceedings/ 
workshops and book reviews are the highly used sources of information 
among the majority of lARI and GBPUAT students. Moreover, 
thesis/dissertations are also the highly used sources of information by the 
GBPUAT students. It is also noticed that a significant difference between 
the usage of information sources of lARI and GBPUAT students exist. 
The mean use score and ranking shows that the difference between 
the lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars with regard to 
their use of information sources is significant. It is also observed that the 
Chi-Square calculated value of lARI P.G. students and research scholars is 
greater than the Chi-Square calculated value of GBPUAT P.G. students and 
research scholars. 
Similarly, the mean score and ranking reveals that research 
reports/bulletins, seminars/conference proceedings/ workshops, thesis/ 
dissertations, reference materials, CD-ROMs, periodicals and reprints/ 
maps/globes are the highly used sources of information among majority of 
lARI and GBPUAT students for fulfilling their purposes. In addition, news 
letters are also the highly used sources of information by majority of lARI 
students, whereas books/monographs, standards/ patents/specifications and 
book reviews are also the highly used sources of information by majority 
of GBPUAT students. It is also found that the difference in the purpose of 
usage of information sources of lARI and GBPUAT students is significant. 
The mean score and ranking as the evidence states that the 
difference between the lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research 
scholars with regard to their purpose of usage of information sources is 
significant. The GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars also reveal 
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that the Chi-Square calculated value with regard to their purpose for using 
information sources is significantly high as compared to the lARI P.G. 
students and research scholars. 
It is also noticed from the findings that highest percentage of lARI 
students use lending/circulation service for borrowing books/monographs, 
reference services for getting the original information source, 
bibliographical services, document delivery service, indexing and 
abstracting services, library catalogue for locating the documents, CD-
ROM database service and online services, whereas maximum percentage 
of GBPUAT students use current awareness services, photocopy service 
and book bank service of library. Moreover, book bank service is not 
provided in the lARI library. 
The mean score and ranking exhibits that CD-ROM database 
service, bibliographical service, reference service, online service, indexing 
and abstracting service, photocopy service, catalogue service, document 
delivery service and lending/circulation service are the highly used library 
services among majority of lARI and GBPUAT students for their different 
purposes. Microfilm, inter library loan and book bank are also among the 
highly used library services by the GBPUAT students for their different 
purposes. Moreover, CAS is also used by lARI students for their various 
purposes. The mean use score and ranking reveal a significant difference 
between the lARI students and GBPUAT students with regard to their 
purpose of using library services. 
The mean score and ranking show that the difference between the 
lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research scholars in terms of their 
purpose of using library services is significant. It is found that the Chi-
Square calculated value for P.G. students and research scholars of lARI is 
lesser than the Chi-Square calculated value of P.G. students and research 
scholars of GBPUAT. The result shows that the difference in the purpose 
of using library services of the lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and 
research scholars is significant. 
Thus, the hypothesis is confirmed by the findings of the study. 
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Hypothesis III 
'There exists significant difference in the level of adequacy of 
library collection oflARI and GBPUAT libraries '. 
The mean score and ranking concerning the adequateness of lARI 
and GBPUAT library collection reveal that P.G. students and research 
scholars of lARI and GBPUAT were satisfied with the adequateness of the 
print collection rather than electronic. The result obtained on comparing 
the Chi-Square calculated value of P.G. students and research scholars of 
lARI and GBPUAT reveals that there exists significant difference in terms 
of adequacy of collection in both the libraries. 
On the analysis of mean score and ranking relating to the 
adequateness of lARI and GBPUAT library collection, it is also observed 
that the electronic collection at lARI is more adequate than print, whereas 
the students of GBPUAT opined that the print collection is quite adequate 
than the electronic collection. Electronic collection is playing a vital role 
in fulfilling the demands of the student community in both the agricultural 
university libraries. 
Thus, the hypothesis is proved by the findings of the study. 
Hypothesis IV 
'Library collection and services in electronic format in lARI and 
GBPUAT libraries are used more by lARI and GBPUAT students (P.G. 
students and research scholars)'. 
It is observed that most of the students of lARI and GBPUAT use E-
sources as CD-ROM databases, E-journals and online databases more. CD-
ROM databases and E-journals are the highly used E-sources among most 
of the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT. In 
addition, mostly the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI also use 
online databases. Lack of skills, lack of time and poor facility are the main 
reasons for not using the E-sources among the students of GBPUAT and 
lARI respectively. Training given by the library and individual instruction 
by library staff are the main support extended in using E-sources among 
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majority of the students of both the agricultural universities. Finally, the 
result shows that the sources in electronic format have become the highly 
used medium among the students of both the agricultural universities. 
Majority of lARI students use E-form of bibliographical service and 
also use bibliographical databases. 35.90% of the lARI P.G. students and 
31.25% of the research scholars of GBPUAT prefer E-form of document 
delivery service. Maximum 52.56% of the students of GBPUAT and 
46.84% of the students of lARI are using electronic form as well as print 
form of indexing and abstracting service. Similarly, the students of lARI 
and GBPUAT use CD-ROM database (as CAB abstract, AGRICOLA, 
agriculture & natural resources, biotechnology and BIOSIS) services more. 
It is also concluded that mostly the students of both the agricultural 
universities preferred library services in electronic format. 
Thus, this hypothesis has been partially substantiated by the findings 
of the study. 
Hypothesis V 
'E-journals, CD-ROM database and online database services, 
slowly but surely are becoming an important part of library collection and 
services in both the libraries'. 
The mean use score and ranking indicate that CD-ROM databases 
and E-journals are the highly used E-sources among most of the P.G. 
students and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT. Moreover, online 
databases are the highly used E-sources among most of the P.G. students 
and research scholars of lARI. It is also noticed that the Chi-Square 
calculated value for P.G. students and research scholars of lARI is greater 
than the Chi-Square calculated value of P.G. students and research scholars 
of GBPUAT in using E-journals, CD-ROM database and online database 
services. 
The mean use score and ranking of lARI and GBPUAT students 
show that CD-ROM databases, E-journals and online databases are the 
highly used E-sources among majority of lARI and GBPUAT students, 
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whereas E-encyclopedias, E-dictionaries and E-books are the least used E-
sources among the students of lARI and GBPUAT. 
Maximum percentage of P.G. students and research scholars of lARI 
use CD-ROM database service as compared to the P.G. students and 
research scholars of GBPUAT. Thus, the students of lARI use CD-ROM 
database service more than the GBPUAT students. 
Mean use frequency score and ranking of CD-ROM databases 
among the P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT 
reveal that AGRIS, CAB abstract, AGRICOLA and Agriculture & Natural 
Resources are the highly used CD-ROM databases among majority of P.G. 
students and research scholars of lARI and GBPUAT. In addition, 
Biotechnology is also the highly used CD-ROM databases among the P.G. 
students and research scholars of lARI, whereas BIOSIS is also the highly 
used CD-ROM databases among the research scholars of GBPUAT. The 
Chi-Square calculated value obtained from P.G. students and research 
scholars of lARI and GBPUAT also reveals that the difference among the 
frequency of using CD-ROM databases of P.G. students and research 
scholars of lARI and GBPUAT is significant. 
It is also observed that E-sources are becoming an important part of 
both the agricultural university libraries in fulfilling the demands of users 
for required information. 
Thus, the hypothesis has been fully substantiated by the findings of 
the study. 
Hypothesis VI 
'There exists significant difference in the level of satisfaction of 
lARI and GBPUAT students (P.G. students and research scholars) 
regarding use of the library collection and services'. 
According to the mean score and ranking, majority of the students of 
lARI and GBPUAT are highly satisfied with the usage of CD-ROMs, 
thesis/dissertations, reference materials, books/monographs, periodicals, 
research reports/bulletins, book reviews, news letters and 
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seminars/conference proceedings/workshops. However, most of the 
students of GBPUAT are also highly satisfied with 
standards/patents/specifications. The result shows that the difference in the 
satisfaction level of P.G. students and research scholars of lARI and 
GBPUAT in using information sources is significant. 
It is also found that the Chi-Square calculated value regarding the 
satisfaction level of P.G. students and research scholars of lARI is greater 
than the Chi-Square calculated value for P.G. students and research 
scholars of GBPUAT. The result reveals a significant difference in the 
satisfaction level of lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research 
scholars in using sources of information. 
The mean score and ranking show that most of lARI and GBPUAT 
students are highly satisfied with photocopy service, CD-ROM database 
service, reference service, bibliographical service, lending/circulation 
service, catalogue service, online service, CAS and indexing and 
abstracting service. Moreover, lARI students and GBPUAT students are 
also satisfied with the usage of document delivery service and book bank 
service respectively. It is also observed that the difference in the 
satisfaction level of lARI and GBPUAT P.G. students and research 
scholars in using library services is significant. 
It is evident that the Chi-Square calculated value regarding the 
satisfaction level of P.G. students and research scholars of lARI in using 
library services is greater than the Chi-Square calculated value of P.G. 
students and research scholars of GBPUAT. Thus, the result reveals a 
significant difference in the satisfaction level of P.G. students and research 
scholars of lARI and GBPUAT in using the library services. 
Thus, this hypothesis is proved by the findings of the study. 
6.1.3 Recommendations 
The recent developments in science and technology have brought a 
revolution in many fields. In order to catch the impact of information 
revolution, agricultural university libraries are the ones which have been 
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influenced the most and are playing an important role in transferring the 
scientific and technological information to the users by building print and 
electronic collection. There is also a need to develop the culture of 
networking at national and international level among all the agricultural 
libraries for effective utilization of sources and services. 
The study has helped to obtain a total perspective of use of 
collection and services of lARI library and GBPUAT library. It has brought 
to light some of the inadequacies and drawbacks of use of collection and 
services of both the agricultural university libraries and helped to identify 
areas, which need improvement. A thorough study of the suggestions put 
forward by the users enabled the investigator to evolve possible procedures 
and programmes for improving the use of collection and services in both 
the libraries. The following are some of the suggestions for improvement in 
both the libraries. 
1. Research reports of all national and international agricultural 
organizations and conference/seminars/workshops proceedings 
should be procured. 
2. Books and Journals should be arranged in their respective places 
more frequently rather than in days. Ensure that the arrival of 
journals should be on time so that more use of current literature is 
helped. 
3. Reference collection should be kept up-to-date by adding the latest 
editions of the most frequently used reference books and by weeding 
out obsolete books. One extra copy of the books on high demand 
must be procured and made available in the reference collection. 
4. Latest or revised editions of books, standards and specifications 
should be acquired for optimum utilization and the number of copies 
of most utilized books should be increased so that more users can 
use them at the same time. The list of new books should be 
circulated time to time to all departments. 
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5. Increase the procurement of e-journals, e-books, databases, for easy 
and quick access. Adequate number of computer terminals should be 
provided for searching of needed materials. 
6. Library should collaborate with all the famous Indian and foreign 
agricultural libraries to use their sources and services. 
7. Electronic and online services should be improved so that the 
researchers can easily use the latest information. 
8. OPAC/WebOPAC facility should be enhanced. 
6.1.4 Areas of Further Research 
The study is carried out with the help of several variables i.e. 
students (P.G. students and research scholars) of lARI and GBPUAT, use, 
purpose, satisfaction, adequacy, etc. The study mainly covers two areas: 
use of collection, and use of services in lARI and GBPUAT. Still certain 
areas are there where further study can be carried out. They are as follows: 
1. Collection development, organization and services in ICT 
environment in state agricultural university, central agricultural 
university, and Deemed agricultural university libraries. 
2. Extent and possibilities of resource sharing in the era of ICT among 
the state agricultural university libraries in Uttar Pradesh. 
3. Evaluative study of state agricultural university (SAU) libraries to 
understand the strength of collection and services needed for the 
research scholars. 
4. Adequacy of collection for different categories of users' among the 
libraries of state agricultural university, central agricultural 
university, and Deemed agricultural university. 
5. Awareness, Use and Impact of electronic information sources and 
services in some select agricultural university libraries. 
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6. Impact and use of CD-ROM and online databases on state 
agricultural university, central agricultural university, and deemed 
agricultural university libraries. 
7. Open access resources: impact of use on state agricultural 
university, central agricultural university, and deemed agricultural 
university libraries. 
8. A comparative study of the organization, administration and 
utilization of the services of the state agricultural university, central 
agricultural university, and deemed agricultural university libraries 
in India. 
9. Measuring users' satisfaction with special reference to collection 
and services of state agricultural university, central agricultural 
university, and deemed agricultural university libraries. 
The conclusion of the study is that the difference between the visit 
to the library of lARI and GBPUAT students is significant. The study also 
reveals that there exist a significant difference in the usage of library 
collection and services, purpose of using the library collection and 
services, satisfaction level of using the library collection and services and 
adequateness of collection of lARI and GBPUAT. It is observed that CD-
ROM databases, E-journals and online databases are the highly used E-
sources among most of the students of lARI and GBPUAT. E-form of 
bibliographical service, document delivery service, indexing and 
abstracting service, CD-ROM database search services (CAB abstract, 
AGRICOLA, agriculture & natural resources, biotechnology and BIOSIS) 
are used by the students of lARI and GBPUAT. Finally, the result shows 
that the collection and services in electronic format have become the highly 
used medium among the students of both the agricultural universities and 
an important part of both the agricultural university libraries in fulfilling 
the demands of the student community for required information. In order to 
catch the impact of information revolution, agricultural university libraries 
have been influenced most and are playing an important role in transferring 
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the scientific and technological information to the users by building print 
and electronic collection. There is also a need to develop the use culture at 
national and international level among all the agricultural libraries for 
effective utilization of collection and services. 
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Appendix 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH 
DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE 
[ , - ?-Tr». -^  
Dear Friends, 
I would like to conduct a study on "Use of Collection and Services in 
lARI Library and GBPUAT Library: A Comparative Study" as a part of my 
research work. In this regard, I request you to help me by filling the 
questionnaire and providing some valuable suggestions. 
I will be highly grateful to you for this kind cooperation. 
Yours Sincerely 
Tanveer Haider Naqvi 
Research Scholar 
(A) PERSONAL DATA 
(a) Name (In Block Letter): 
(b) Name of the Institution: 
(c) Designation: 
(e) Level of Study: 
(f) Research/Study Topic: 
(g) Departmental Address: 
Questionnaire 
(d) Sex: 
(B) FREQUANCY OF VISIT TO THE LIBRARY 
Please, indicate your frequency of visit to the library. 
(a) Daily 
(b) 2-3 times in a week 
(c) Once in a month 
(d) Occasionally 
(e) Never 
(C) PURPOSE 
Please, indicate the purpose of visit to the library. 
(a) To update knowledge [ ] 
(b) To consult document for research [ ] 
(c) To borrow books [ ] 
(d) For all the purposes [ ] 
(e) Any other (Please Specify) 
PART-A: USE OF LIBRARY COLLECTION 
Please indicate the frequency of use of different categories of information sources. 
(As- Most Frequently = MF, Frequently = F, Somewhat Frequently = SF, 
Occasionally = 0 & Never = N). 
(a) Books/Monograph 
(b) Reference Materials 
(c) Periodicals 
(d) Research Reports/Bulletins 
(e) Thesis/Dissertations 
(f) Seminars/Conf Proceedings/ 
Workshops 
(g) Book Reviews 
(h) Reprints/Maps/Globes 
(i) News Letters 
(j) Standards/Patents/Specifications 
(k) Microfisches/Records/Tapes 
(1) CD-ROMs 
MF F SF 0 N 
Please indicate for what purpose you are using different categories of information 
sources. (As- Research Work =RW, Project Work = PrW, Study = S, Personal 
Work = PW & Not Answered = NA). 
RW PrW S PW NA 
(a) Books/Monograph 
(b) Reference Materials 
(c) Periodicals 
(d) Research Reports/Bulletins 
(e) Thesis/Dissertations 
(f) Seminars/Conf. Proceedings/ 
Workshops 
(g) Book Reviews 
(h) Reprints/Maps/Globes 
(i) News Letters 
(j) Standards/Patents/Specifications 
(k) Micro fisches/Records/Tapes 
(1) CD-ROMs 
3. How much satisfied are you with your library collections. Please indicate your 
rating against each type of information sources. (As- Strongly Satisfied = 4, 
Satisfied = 3, Somewhat Satisfied = 2, Neutral = 1 & Dissatisfied = 0). 
(a) Books/Monograph 
(b) Reference Materials 
(c) Periodicals 
(d) Research Reports/Bulletins 
(e) Thesis/Dissertations 
(f) Seminars/Conf Proceedings/ 
Workshops 
(g) Book Reviews 
(h) Reprints/Maps/Globes 
(i) News Letters 
0 Standards/Patents/Specifications 
(k) Microfisches/Records/Tapes 
(1) CD-ROMs 
[ 
4. 
4.1 
4.2 
Use of Electronic Collection 
Do you use electronic sources. Yes [ ] No [ ] 
If yes, please indicate your rating against each type of E-sources (As- Most 
Frequently - 4, Frequently = 3, Somewhat Frequently = 2, Occasionally = 1 & 
Never = 0). 
(a) E-Books 
(b) E-Joumals 
(c) CD-ROM Databases 
(d) Online Databases 
(e) E-Dictionaries 
(f) E-Encyclopedias 
(g) Others (Please Specify). 
[ 
4.3 If no, please indicate why you are not using E-sources. 
(a) Lack of Skills [ 
(b) Costly [ 
(c) Lack of Time [ 
(d) Poor Facility [ 
(e) Others (Please Specify) 
4.4 Do you face any problem in using E-sources. 
4.8 
(a) Technical Problem 
(b) Connectivity Problem 
(c) Downloading Problem 
(d) Interrupted Power Supply Problem 
(e) Pay for Searching 
(f) Guidance Problem 
(g) Others (Please Specify) 
Yes 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
No 
4.5 Are you getting any instructions/help in using E-sources. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
4.6 If yes, please indicate what type of instructions/help you are getting. 
(a) Training given by the library. [ ] 
(b) Online instructions/guides on using [ ] 
E-sources. 
(c) Individual instruction by library staff [ ] 
(d) Help by your library colleagues. [ ] 
(e) Others (Please Specify) 
4.7 Do you pay for searching E-sources. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
i"yes, how much money do you pay. 
(a) Rs. 50/hour 
(b)Rs. 100/hour 
(c)Rs. 150/hour 
(d) Rs. 200/hour 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
5. Adequacy of Library Collection 
5.1 Please indicate the adequacy of library collection. 
Adequate Fair Inadequate 
(a) Print Collection [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(b) E-Collection [ ] [ ] [ ] 
PART-B: USE OF LIBRARY SERVICES 
6. Lending/Circulation Service 
6.1 Do you use lending service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
6.2 Do you use lending service of following documents provided by the library. 
Yes No 
(a) Books/Monographs [ ] [ ] 
(b) Periodicals [ ] [ ] 
6.3 Do you use lending services of periodicals. 
(a) Current Volumes 
(b) Back Volumes 
(c) Indexing/Abstracting 
Yes 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
No 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
6.4 If yes, please indicate your frequency of alternative methods adopted to procure 
the documents not available in the library. (As- MF=Most Frequently, 
F=Frequently, SF=Somewhat Frequently, R=Rarely & N=Never). 
MF F SF R N 
(a) Requesting the Library for Purchasing [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(b) Requesting the Library to Get [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
on Inter Library Loan 
(c) Borrowing Personally from Library [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(d) Purchasing by Oneself [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(e) Abandoning the Search [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
7. Inter Library Loan Service 
7.1 Do you use inter library loan service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
7.2 If yes, please indicate the following in the below table (As- Number of documents 
borrowed, year and linked library). 
Year Number of 
Documents Borrowed 
Linked Library 
(Name Please) 
7.3 How much time is spent to procure the documents from other libraries. 
(a) Less than one week [ ] 
(b) One weei^  [ ] 
(c) More than one week [ ] 
8. Reference Service 
8.1 Do you use different types of reference service provided by the library. 
8.2 
Yes 
1 what way these reference services help you. 
(a) Provision of orientation program 
(b) Help to use the reference service 
(c) Help to use bibliographical sources 
(d) Help to search the documents 
(e) Help to search the specific information 
\ 1 
Yes 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ 1 
[ ] 
No [ ] 
No 
8.3 Please, indicate how much helpful the reference staffs attitude is in providing 
these reference services. 
(a) Most Helpful [ ] 
(b) Helpful [ ] 
(c) Somewhat Helpful [ ] 
(d) Neutral [ ] 
(e) Not Helpful [ ] 
9. Bibliographical Service 
9.1 Do you use bibliographical service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
9.2 If yes, please indicate what type of bibliographical services you use. 
(a) Bibliographical Database Service [ ] 
(b) Adhoc Bibliographical Service [ ] 
(c) Both [ ] 
(d) Others (Please Specify) 
9.3 Please, indicate in what form you use bibliographical service of the library. 
(a) Card [ ] 
(b) Electronic [ ] 
(c) Online [ ] 
(d) Others (Please Specify) 
10. Current Awareness Service (CAS) 
10.1 Do you use current awareness service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
10.2 If yes, please indicate the usefulness of different types of CAS provided by the 
library (MU=Most Useful, U^Useful, SU=Somewhat Useful, RU= Rarely Useful, 
& NU=Not Useful). 
MU U SU RU 
(a) Monthly addition of latest books 
(b) Display of periodicals 
(c) Weekly contents of current periodicals 
(d) Bibliographical information 
(e) Research notes 
  
] [ ] [ 
] [ ] [ 
] [ ] [ 
] [ ] [ 
] [ ] [ 
NU 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
10.3 If no, please indicate why you are not using CAS provided by the library. 
(a) Due to time lag [ ] 
(b) Late processing [ ] 
(c) Others (Please Specify) 
11. Document Delivery Service (DDS) 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
Do you use document delivery service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
If yes, please indicate what type of document delivery service you use provided 
by the library. 
(a) Bibliographical Services [ ] 
(b) Full text Services [ ] 
(c) Both [ ] 
Please, indicate in what form you use document delivery service provided by the 
library. 
(a) Print [ ] 
(b) Electronic [ ] 
(c) Online [ ] 
(d) All the three forms [ ] 
Please, indicate how you avail the benefits of document delivery supply. 
(a) Through Institutional Membership [ ] 
(b) Through Individual Membership [ ] 
(c) By Paying an Amount [ ] 
(d) Others (Please Specify) 
11.5 Please, indicate how much are you paying. 
.6 Please, indicate how much time taken to supply the document. 
(a) Less than one week [ ] 
(b) One week [ ] 
(c) More than one week [ ] 
12. Indexing & Abstracting Service (I&AS) 
12.1 Do you use indexing and abstracting service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
12.2 Please, indicate in what form you use indexing and abstracting service provided 
by the library. 
(a) Card [ ] 
(b) Electronic [ ] 
(c) Both [ ] 
(d) Others (Please Specify) 
12.3 Please, list indexing and abstracting services provided in print form. 
13. Photocopy Service 
13.1 Do you use photocopy service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
13.2 If yes, please indicate the time taken for photocopy service provided by the 
library. 
(a) Less than one hour [ ] 
(b) Few hours [ ] 
(c) More than one day [ ] 
13.3 Do you pay for photocopy service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
13.4 If yes, please indicate how much pay for photocopy service provided by the 
library. 
(a) Rs. 00.50/Copy [ ] 
(b) Rs. LOO/Copy [ ] 
(c)Rs. 1.50/Copy [ ] 
(d) Others (Please Specify) 
13.5 Please, give your opinion about the photocopy service provided by the library. 
Better/More Poor/Less 
(a) Quality of Work [ ] [ ] 
(b) Money charged [ ] [ ] 
(c) Time taken [ ] [ ] 
14. Microfilm Service 
14.1 Do you use microfilm service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
14.2 If yes, please indicate the time taken for microfilm service provided by the 
library. 
(a) Less than one hour [ ] 
(b) Few hours [ ] 
(c) More than one day [ ] 
14.3 Do you pay for microfilm service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
14.4 If yes, please indicate how much pay for microfilm service provided by the 
library. 
(a)Rs. 10.00/Strip(10Pages) [ ] 
(b) Rs. 20.00/Strip (10 Pages) [ ] 
(c) Rs. 25.00/Strip (10 Pages) [ ] 
(d) Others (Please Specify) 
14.5 Please, give your opinion about the microfilm service provided by the library. 
Better/More Poor/Less 
(a) Quality of Work [ ] [ ] 
(b) Money charged [ ] [ ] 
(c) Time taken [ ] [ ] 
15. Catalogueof Library Holdings 
15.1 Do you use catalogue of library holdings. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
15.2 If yes, please indicate what type of catalogue you are using. 
(a) Card [ ] 
(b) OPAC [ ] 
(c) Both [ ] 
16. Book Bank Service 
16.1 Do you use book bank service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
16.2 Please indicate how much pay for using book bank service provided by the 
library. 
(a)Rs. 10/TextBook [ ] 
(b)Rs. I5/TextBook [ ] 
(c) Rs. 20/Text Book [ ] 
(d) Not Paying [ ] 
17. CD-ROM Database Service 
17.1 Do you use CD-ROM Database service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
17.2 If yes, please indicate the frequency of using CD-ROM Database services 
provided by the library (As- MF=Most Frequently, F=Frequently, SF^Somewhat 
Frequently, R=Rarely & N=Never). 
I 
(a) AGRIS Database | 
(b) AGRICOLA Database 
(c) Agricultural & Natural Resources 
(d) Biotechnology Database 
(e) CAB Abstracts 
(f) Food Science & Technology 
(g) Water Resource Abstracts 
(h) Zoological Records 
(i) BIOSIS 
(j) COMPENDEX 
UF F 
" ] [ 
. ] [ 
: ] [ 
: ] [ 
. ] [ 
: ] [ 
: ] [ 
: ] [ 
: ] [ 
: ] [ 
SF R N 
] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
17.3 Please indicate how much pay for using CD-ROM Database service provided by 
the library, 
(a) Rs. 50/hour [ ] 
(b)Rs. 100/hour [ ] 
(c)Rs.l 50/hour [ ] 
(d) Rs. 200/hour [ ] 
18. Online Service 
18.1 Do you use online service provided by the library. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
18.2 If yes, please indicate what type of online service you are getting provided by the 
library. 
(a) Bibliographical Services [ ] 
(b) Full text Services [ ] 
(c) Both [ ] 
18.3 Please, list the maximum utilized online journals. 
19. 
20. 
Please indicate for what purpose you are using different categories of library 
services. (As- Research Work = RW, Project Work = PrW, Study = S, Personal 
Work = PW & No Response = NR). 
(a) Lending/Circulation Service 
(b) Inter Library Loan (ILL) Service 
(c) Reference Service 
(d) Bibliographical Service 
(e) Current Awareness Service (CAS) 
(f) Document Delivery Service (DDS) 
(g) Indexing & Abstracting Service 
(h) Photocopy Service 
(i) Microfilm Service 
(j) Catalogue of Library Holdings 
(k) Book Bank Service 
(1) CD-ROM Database Service 
(m) Online Service 
RW PrW 
] 
PW NR 
] 
How much satisfied are you with your library services, 
against each type of library services. (As- Strongly Satisfied 
Somewhat Satisfied = 2, Neutral = 1 & Dissatisfied = 0 
(a) Lending/Circulation Service 
(b) Inter Library Loan (ILL) Service 
(c) Reference Service 
(d) Bibliographical Service 
(e) Current Awareness Service (CAS) 
(f) Document Delivery Service (DDS) 
(g) Indexing & Abstracting Service 
(h) Photocopy Service 
(i) Microfilm Service 
0 Catalogue of Library Holdings 
(k) Book Bank Service 
(1) CD-ROM Database Service 
(m) Online Service 
ease indicate your rating 
= 4, Safisfied = 3, 
2L Please remark/give your valuable suggestion for further improvement of the 
library system 
Thanks 
